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Abstract 

The research in this thesis has undertaken a technical. economic and environmeiital 
appraisal of three gas-fired, small-scale Combined Heat-and-Power (CHP) systenlýý 
together with a study of the UK's electricity supply industry (ESi) and CHP market. 
The purpose of each system is to attempt to utilise more of the heat and/or elec- 
tricitY output from the CHP unit. Within the non-technical research area, t hree 
scenarios for the evolution of the ES1 have been developed to help establish llow 
changes to forces acting within the industry, might affect the development of the 
UK CHP market. New applications of several strategic management, alialysis tools 
were used to develop and select the following scenarios: (i) 'N-ew and reduced ('02 
limits set by the Climate Control Conference + stricter environmental legislatioil, 
(ii) Changes to the Pool mechanism for pricing electricity. (iii) Business as usual. 
It was concluded that in isolation scenarios I and 3 would aid the expansion of the, 
CHP market, whereas scenario 2 is likely to hinder it. The selection of the scenarios 
and the implications for the ESi and CHP market are supported by the opinions of 
'industry specialists', which were solicited in a survey specifically undertaken for 
this study. 

The investigation into the first of the three technical systems involves the substi- 
tution of two separate CHP units in place of a single larger unit. The intention 
is to operate the larger of the two CHP units at maximum output to satisfy the 
base heat-load and to use the second unit for meeting peak loads. The results for 
five test-cases were produced via a newlY-developed predictive model, and indi- 
cated that it is possible, for one of the case studies considered, to achieve shorter 
pay-back periods when using the double-unit - with a higher availability of 9.5% - 
rather than the single-unit system. In the other two cases (where CHP is a viable 
economic option), longer pay-back periods ensue by the installation of the two- 
unit rather than the single-unit system. The operation of the two-unit system call 
potentially increase energy-utilisation from the CHP units at one of the other sites'. 
Furthermore, the proposed system can offer, in some cases, significant secondarý' 
benefits, which could encourage a potential investor in the technology. These ben- 

efits include the increased heat- an d-elect ri city output, increased availability from 
the system, back-up from the secondary unit if one unit fails. 

The second system determines the viability of an integrated small-scale CHP and 
TES system. Another predictive model was developed and tested on five test -case, ". 
It was found that there is insufficient potential for the system and that the pot(, ii- 
tial is limited by the following factors (i) CHP-sizing methodology, (ii) the relat IvCIN, 
high capital cost for TEs hardware and installation, (iii) the relatively low econwilic 
value attributed to heat and (iv) the availability of IoN%-priced off-peak electricitv. 
An industrial case study provided a rare and useful operational exainple of tlic 

proposed system and the findings indicated that the heat-store could reduce i he 



energy and monetary expenditures by up to 2.8/7c of the site's annual gas usage. displacing approximately 30 tones Of C02 emissions each year. Howe\-er, becauýw 
of the high financial cost of the TES components and installation. the pay-back 
period produced would rarely be acceptable to a prospecti\-e investor. except in 
exceptional circumstances. 

Finally, the viability of an integrated CHP/absorption chiller systeni was in\-(, sti- 
gated. The effectiveness of these types of systems are dependent on several factors, 
namely: the source-water temperature from the hot-engine CHP unit - for a high 
cop - and the cooling load at the site, the cooling demand at the site and the 
temperature of the cooling water. A first-stage predictive model was developed to 
determine the initial appropriateness of the installation of the integrated system 
at a local hospital for the first time. The indications were that the cooling demand 
was too low and the surplus waste-heat from the CHP unit insufficient to make the 
system viable at the site. A second working-system was studied with a full ('02 
investigation undertaken. The intention was to compare the total C02 emissions 
for the integrated CHP and absorption chiller system with those for a similarl. y 
sized vapour-compression system. The results indicate that the installed systc1l) 
will produce 0.30kgCO2/kWhcoolth compared with 0.27 kg and 0.32kg for two dif- 
ferent types of vapour compression systems at design conditions. If the CHP heat 
output is increased - to supply all of the heat required by the absorption chiller - 
then the proposed system can displace up to 0.06 kgC02 per kWhcoolth at design 
conditions and 0.10 kgC02 per kWh of cooling delivered for lower cooling water 
temperatures. This represents a reduction of 22% and 40% respectively, when 
compared with the vap our- compressions system. 
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Glossary 

Absorption: The take up of a gas within the bulk of a solid or a liquid, or the 
take up of a liquid by within the bulk of a solid. 

Absorbent: A material that, due to an affinity, extracts one or more substances from a liquid or gas medium with which it is in contact and that changes physi- 
cally, chemically or both during the process. 

Angelery: A vessel in which steam is condensed. 

Availability: The proportion of the maximum number of required running hours 
of the year for which the CHP unit is expected to be operational. 

Autogeneration: The generation of electricity by companies whose main busi- 
ness is not electricity generation, the electricity being produced mainly for that 
companies own use [3]. 

Carrier 16JB: A series of absorption chillers manufactured by Carrier. 

CFC's: Compounds of carbon, fluorine and chlorine widely used in aerosols and 
as refrigerants, solvents and cleaning fluids. They are chemically inert and so haN"(, 
atmospheric lifetimes of over 50 years. They are also important greenhouse gases 
[21]. 

Coefficient of Performance: (COP) of an absorption machine is a ratio used to 
rate the energy-transfer effectiveness of the machine. For refrigeration, this is typ- 
ically interchanged with efficiency. cop, defined in equation 71.1, is the amount of 
cooling divided by the amount of energy input required to produce the cooling [29]. 

Condenser: A heat exchanger in which vapour is liquefied by the rejection of 
heat to a heat sink. 

Crystallisation: The freezing of the lithium bromide (LiBr) solution. This re- 
duces or stops the flow of the solution in the absorption process. 

Ebullient Cooling of an engine involves natural circulation of the jacket's cooling- 
water during which the coolant undergoes a phase-change. The systems are simple 
and have low operating and maintenance costs. 

Effects: Absorption machines are categorised by the number of effects or by the 
number of stages. An effect refers to the number of times the input heat is used 
by the absorption machine, either directly or indirectly [17]. 
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Electrical efficiency: The percentage of the gross calorific-value of the primary fuel input, burnt per hour in the gas-fired CHP unit. and which appears as elec- tricity generated during that hour. 

Evaporator: The part of the refrigeration system in which the refrigerant is evap- 
orated, absorbing heat from the contacting heat-source. 

Fuel- efficiency factor: A parameter used to indicate how the fuel consumption 
varies under part-load conditions for the for a CHP unit. 

Generator: The section of the absorpt ion- chiller where the refrigerant is sepa, - 
rated from the solution by the use of heat. 

Gross calorific value: The amount of heat released/unit mass when the fuel is burnt, and its combustion products are returned to the initial temperature (usu- 
ally 25'C). At this temperature, water vapour (produced from the hydrogen in 
the fuel) will have condensed thus releasing the latent heat of vapourisation. Note 
that gross calorific values will be used throughout this thesis. 

Hot-engine CHP unit: A CHP unit with engine modifications to allow it to oper- 
ate at higher temperatures. The consequence of the modifications will be a slightly 
reduced electricity output. 

Load Factor: The average energy consumption rate for a facility divided by the 
peak energy consumption rate over a given period of time. 

Model: The mathematical model created to simulate the behaviour of theCHP 

system. 

Modulation: The reciprocating engine of a small-scale packaged CHP unit can 
operate at fractions of its rated, full power-output, i. e. at part-load. This is 
achieved by excluding pairs of pistons from power generation in response to de- 
creasing the heat-demand from the engine (for a thermally-led unit). Thus the 
CHP unit's output can be varied step-wise. The variation of output to match heat- 
and/or elect ri ci ty- demand from the CHP-unit is called modulation. 

Nominal Cooling Capacity: is the cooling capacity for the absorption-chiller 
at standard ARI conditions. 

Outcome Factors: These are the factors which will be effected if the predicted 
scenario develops. 

Pressure Factors: These are factors which can lead to the development of a 
particular scenario. 
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PTX Equilibrium Chart: A chart to graphically show the LiBr absorption 
process. 

Refrigerant: A fluid used for heat transfer in a refrigeration system. The fluid 
absorbs heat at low temperature and low pressure and transfers heat at high teill- 
perature and high pressure, usually involving changes of state of the fluid. 

Running hours: The number of hours (e. g. per day, week or year as stipulated) for which the CHP unit is operated. 

Scenarios: Realistic descriptions of future possible states of the indust ry's st rate- 
gic environment. 

Simple pay-back period: Capital cost of the system divided by the annual 
financial savings resulting from its use. 

Site: The considered location with local heat-and-power demands. 

Solution: A mixture of two elements. For absorption systems, these will be 
lithium-bromide/water and water/ammonia solutions. 

Stages: A stage refers to the number of evaporator/ absorber pairs at different 
temperatures in an absorption machine. A single-stage system has a single evap- 
orator/absorber operating at a constant or primary temperature. A two-stage 
system has two evaporator/ absorber pairs, each operating at a different tempera- 
ture [17]. 

Storage efficiency: Defined as the energy delivered by the storage system di- 
vided by the energy delivered to the storage system. 

Strong Absorbent: This solution has a high capacity for absorbing the refriger- 
ant at a given reference temperature. The solution contains a low level of refriger- 
ant and proportionally high levels of absorbent. Otherwise known as a concentrated 
solution for Libr systems. 

Thermal efficiency: The percentage of the gross calorific value of the primary 
fuel input which when burnt in the gas-fired CHP unit produces useful heat (other 
than that used for electricity generation). 

Weak Solution: This solution has a low capacity for absorbing refrigerant at a 
given reference temperature. The solution contains a high level of refrigerant and 
proportionally lower levels of absorbent. Otherwise known as a dilute solution for 
Libr systems. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction: The Problem 

The last two decades have seen dramatic changes across the world in public and 
governmental attitudes towards regional, international and global pollution issues. 
Views have been hardening with an increasing resolve to tackle the sensitive is- 
sues, which have to be addressed before significant progress can be achieved. Media 
coverage of the scientific phenomena such as global warming, acid rain and ozonc 
depletion have played a significant role in this general change of attitudes. The 
ongoing - and now pressing challenge - for all is to provide a means of achieving 
acceptable economic growth for all nations without reducing or suppressing their 
quality of life (i. e. sustainable economic development). This task can be addressed 
in two main areas: The first is the more efficient use of scarce resources together 
with a considered move away from polluting processes throughout the developed 
world and the second is a sensible, generous and symbiotic attitude from wealthy 
(developed economies) towards emerging countries, allowing their economies to 
grow in a sustainable manner. This could be achieved in part by encouraging the 
exchange of technology and 'knowhow'. One specific area of modern economies - 
considered vital for their development - where there exists substantial potential for 
improvement, in terms of efficiency and pollution, is in the production of energy. 
Increasing production efficiencies in this field would have an appreciable benefit 
for all. The study of energy-efficiency forms the core of this research thesis, with 
focus placed on the examination of the potential for increasing energy-utilisation 
in small-scale Combined Heat-and-Power (CHP) systems. 

Combined Heat-and-Power (CHP) is the simultaneous production and use of heat 
(usually in the form of hot-water or steam) and power (usually in the form of elec- 
tricity). It is a mature technology, which has been used in industrial applications 
since the nineteenth century. The term CHP is synonymous with 'co-generation' 
or 'total-energy' often used in the European Community, the United States and 
other parts of the world where the technology is widely employed. CHP s%, steills 
can convert fossil-fuels into usable energy with efficiencies of 80% (and above in 
some cases where additional heat recovery equipment has been installed) and its 
widespread use could contribute significantly to the conservation of energy. 
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As one of the oldest forms of electricity generation. an early attempt to utilise CHP by industry occurred in 1898 at the Singer factory in Clydebank. Scotland. 
A successful implementation of a large CHP scheme - which supplied stearii to 
neighbouring shops, offices and factories - appeared during 1911 in Bloom Street. 
Manchester [30]. This type of system can be categorised as a District Heating 
(DH) system. DH networks allow the export of heat to the public for space and 
water heating under arrangements where the consumers are treated as indi\-idual 
customers and are charged at either a flat-rate or on the basis of metered consump- tion. Industrial CHP capacity was in decline during the period from the 19.50s to 
the early 1980s. In the 1950s the total installed CHP capacity in the L, K exceeded 3ý000 MW, however by 1988 it had reduced to about 1,800 MW, [31]. The main 
reasons for this decline were: reduced heat-to-power ratios in industry. changes in 
process operations and the restructuring of British industry during the recession 
of the early 1980s [32]. In spite of reasonable economic growth during the 1980s, 
industrial energy demand declined and by 1991 had fallen to more than 40% below 
its peak in 1970. Over the same period, service sector energy demand rose by 11'/'(, 
[33]. Additionally, in the 1970's and 80's CHP was perceived as a threat rather 
than an opportunity by the UK electricity and gas supply companies [34]. 

The unit oil-price shock of November 1973, and the subsequent fluctuations ii] 
energy prices changed the pattern of supply and consumption of energy stimulating 
interest in alternative-energy systems including CHP. By the end of 1974, the 
British Government established the CHP Group, under the aegis of the Secretar 

, of State for Energy's Advisory Council on Research and Development. to consider 
the economically viable role of CHP in the United Kingdom and to identify the 
technological, institutional, planning, legal and other obstacles to the fulfilment 
of that role, and to make recommendations [35]. It wasn't until the beginning of 
the 1980's that small-scale units were first installed in buildings, with the early 
projects installed in hospitals and hotels, supported and promoted by the Energy 
Efficiency Office (EEO) [36]. The electricity supply industry in England and Wales 
was privatised in 1990 as part of the Conservative Government's overall policy of 
privatisation. The change was intended to bring competition to the market. The 
full effects of this restructuring on the CHP sector are still undetermined. By the 
1990s the generation of electricity for parts of industry was shifting from remote 
power stations to on-site generation [37]. Currently, most of the existing UK CHP 
capacity is installed at industrial sites, with oil refining, chemicals, food and drink, 
paper and board, and iron and steel being the key sectors [38]. Approximately WX 

of the United Kingdom's electricity is now produced via CHP [3], a relatively small 
figure when all of the benefits of the systems are fully considered. However. it is 
set to rise further as a result of a combination of drivers in the market-place. 

Financial savings brought about by energy savings are usually the main induce- 
ments for new investors in CHP systems, consequently, much emphasis is placed on 
the pay-back period of the investment. However, the application of the technology 
has another major advantage: As a direct result of the more-efficient production 
of energy, the polluting emissions from the process of generation NN'ill be reduced 
when compared with conventional heat and power production. 
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CHP systems produce their greatest savings when they are operated at full-load, 
with all of the heat and electricity output utilised for as much of the year as pos- 
sible. Systems which operate for less than 4,000 hours annually are unlikely to 
produce the necessary financial savings to make the investment viable [6]. 1-n- 
der ideal conditions the CHP units would operate 24 hours per day all year round 
utilising all of the energy produced. However, off-peak electricity rates make this 
uneconomical in most cases and the heat and power demand profiles are not usu- 
ally constant throughout the day, week or year. The demand for enel-gy often follows an erratic pattern throughout the day according to human or manufac- 
turing routines. Furthermore, the demand will also change on a seasonal basis as 
a result of changing climate and lighting requirements or varying demand for a 
product or service. The usual way for CHP to overcome this problems is to seek to 
provide the base energy requirements at a particular site. The unit will commonly 
be sized to satisfy the average base heat-load at the site, thus ensuring that it, will 
be operational - saving money and energy - for as much of the year as possible. 
A comprehensive practical guide to the evaluation, development, implementation 
and operation of CHP schemes is provided by Griffiths [23]. It documents many 
of the essential aspects of the technology and includes several worked examples of 
the feasibility of potential systems. CHP systems and their associated economic 
appraisals can be viewed on three broad scales: Large-scale - representing an elec- 
trical output of above 1MW,, small-scale - representing electrical outputs in die 
range 30kW, up to IMW, and micro-scale for electrical outputs of below 30kW,. 

An issue which appears to limit the number of useful applications for CHP is the 
hourly, daily or seasonal mismatch between the output of energy from the unit 
and the demand for heat and electricity from the site. This research investigates 
the following three technical aspects of CHP: (i) the potential for the integration 
of absorption chillers in small-scale CHP systems. Absorption chillers can utilise 
the waste-heat from the CHP units when not required, for example the summer 
season, to produce air-conditioning, other forms of cooling or a combination of 
heating and cooling; (ii) substituting two CHP units, with a marginally greater 
heat and power output, in place of one larger unit; and (ill) the utilisation of a 
thermal-energy storage unit to even out the mismatch between the requirement 
for heat and electricity by decoupling the two processes. 

Absorption chillers applied to CHP systems. 

In addition to maximum electricity utilisation, the productive use of all (or as 
much as possible) of the heat produced by the CHP units is a major objectl\'C 
for the successful application of the technology. Increasing the amount of heat 

which is productively used will benefit the economics of the systems. The issue 
of obtaining maximum heat utilisation for large-scale sy stems has been addressed 
in many pieces of research (see Fallek, Van Winckel and Malewski, Hufford, Tozer 

and James etc. ). Large-scale CHP has been integrated with absorption chillers to 
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increase heat utilisation during the summer season. when the heat output, from 
the CHP unit might otherwise be wasted. 

A general study of the benefits of applying absorption chillers to CHP systems was 
carried out by Fallek in 1986 [39]. The study concluded that the absorption cycle 
can operate on several types of heat sources and that this fact renders them ideal for heat recovery applications. Increased efficiencies of the absorption chillers in 
recent years continues to advance the prospects for the integration of the two tech- 
nologies. 

Thermally- driven aqueous-ammonia absorption refrigeration plants were the fil'st 
systems to be integrated with CHP and create a number of operational CHP op- 
portunities that in the past would have been scrapped for lack of thermal-load 
[40]. The authors VanWinckel and Malewski [40] reported in 1989 on one of 
many successful applications of absorption chillers ( 200 to over 6,000 tons) to 
large-scale CHP, which have been installed in the USA since 1983. The ammonia 
systems - which have been successfully utilised for almost 100 years - are part] c- 
ularly applicable to industrial refrigeration applications when the requirement, is 
for evaporator temperatures from OOC down to -55'C. 

The benefits of applying gas-turbine CHP systems to a two-stage absorption chiller 
were discussed by Hufford [41] in 1991. The paper concludes that the bottom lille 
in CHP is to optimise energy, as well as economic resources. Recoverable heat is too 
valuable to waste in inefficient processes. The high-efficiency two-stage absorption 
chiller using direct exhaust-gas, steam from the heat recovery boiler, or extractioll 
steam from a turbine offer new opportunities to maximise CHP economics. These 
high-efficiency absorbers offer more chilled water for the same recoverable heat 
and provide opportunities to enhance the efficiency of the gas turbines that power 
the CHP systems. 

The thermodynamic principles involved with the ideal absorption cycle are sum- 
marised by Tozer and James [13] & [42]. Some simple formulae were obtained 
for the cycle in a similar way to the Carnot cycle. The research includes the anal- 
ysis of single and multi-stage systems for cooling and heat recovery. A review of 
the potential and limitations of absorption systems is documented, however, this 
is restricted to theoretical work including ideal solutions and refrigerants. 

Another paper, also written by Tozer & James [43] was produced in 1994 and 
extends the previous work by examining both ideal and real absorption cycles. 
LiBr-water binary mixtures are considered for single and double-stage systems. 
An optimisation criteria for both types of absorption chillers is determined. The 

research continues with an introduction to combined heat-and-power preseiiting 
some general guidelines for the application of absorption chillers to these systein". 
The significance of the temperature and mode (i. e. hot-water or steam) of supplied 
heat-source is discussed. A correlation between cooling-water tempei-ature differ- 

ence (AT across the absorber and condenser) and cop is illustrated for hot-ý%, atei- 
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temperatures of 900C and 115'C for a 1400kW (400 TR) single-stage absorption 
chiller. It concludes by stating that the choice is between sIngle-stage chIllers (if 
the main design criteria is initial cost) and double-stage chillers ( if higher absorp- 
tion cooling efficiencies are required). 

A third paper by Tozer & James [44], written in 1992 concerned large-scale 
direct-fired absorption chillers. The equipment under investigation combined the 
functions of heating and chilling, including the capability of simultaneous chilled- 
water and heated-water production. The direct-fired cooling equipment exploited 
the double-effect absorption process (requiring a higher temperature heat-source): 
This part was not relevant to the thesis as the point of focus will be the integration 
with small-scale CHP systems, which have a relatively low temperature heat source 
(i. e. usually below 95'C unless a 'hot-engine' is used). The main point of inter- 
est in this research is in the determination of the impact that absorption chillers 
might have on the environment (the core of Chapter 7's work). The conclusions 
were based on the findings from a previous piece of work [45], which determined 
the weighted emission0f C02 for the entire process of electricity production includ- 
ing extraction, processing, transport, generation and distribution at 7.5.7 kg C/GJ 
of electrical energy (1987 supply average and equivalent to approximately Ikg 
C02/kWh,. It was concluded for the large-scale system studied that absorption 
chillers are marginally better than cent rifugal- chillers by 0 to 0.3%. The compar- 
ison only takes into account the equivalent C02 emissions due to plant operation 
and not global warming potential of refrigerants used in centrifugal chillers. This 
is a general study considering large-scale systems. 

An application guide for absorption cooling/ refrigeration using recovered heat is 
given in the ASHRAE document by Dorgan ct al. [17]. Both LiBr-water (single 
and multi-stage) and ammonia-water systems are covered in this document with 
the emphasis being placed on the utilisation of a range of varying heat sources. 
The guide begins its documentation of absorption systems which can operate with 
source water temperatures of 950C. This would be the maximum temperature for 
recovered heat from a small-scale CHP unit. Consequently, this guide describes the 
application of high-grade heat-sources to absorption chillers. 

Thermal-energy storage applied to CHP systems 

The issue of maximum waste-heat utilisation from CHP units is critical for the 
total system economics. The application of absorption chillers to CHP system', 
can improve their financial viability by utilising heat which would otherwise be 

wasted. However, the demand for cooling is irregular, following daily weather con- 
ditions. Declining demand would lead to surplus heat from the CHP unit resulting 
in less favourable economics. Consequently, an opportunity exists to store excess 
thermal energy from the CHP unit in a form allowing its subsequent use. I'llis 

systems could potentially produce significant energy savings in cases ý%'here there 

exists a substantial demand for the energy which can be easily liberated from the 
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thermal-energy storage unit. 

Martyak [46] and [47] demonstrated how the two proven technologies of CHP and 
energy storage could be teamed up to decrease initial investment costs and increase 
annual energy cost savings. The study concentrated on large-scale CHP s"', '-_-'ten1s 
and presented two primary methods for the integration of the two technologies (1) 
Using the CHP excess electricity to charge the TES system via electric. centrifugal 
refrigerant equipment and (ii) using the CHP waste-heat to charge the TES via 
absorption refrigeration equipment. A third method is proposed by combining 
methods (i) and (ii). It was concluded that the most cost-effectiNe method for a 
particular application depends on electricity and natural-gas utility rates, electric- 
ity utility sell-back rates, the existing central plant layout, and the electricit, y and 
thermal daily demand-load profiles for the facility. 

For large-scale CHP plant - used for district heating systems - the utilisation of the 
two technologies has been an integral part of the system since the first district- 
heating systems were installed. The pipe networks, which distribute the heat store 
substantial quantities of energy. A study of a district-heating system in Malmo, 
Sweden in 1991 [48] examined the potential for utilising heat accumulators to in- 
crease energy utilisation. Several storage possibilities existed. If the electricity 
demand is high, while at the same time the district heating load is too small to 
use all of the heat from the CHP plant, it could be optimal to store heat from t he 
peak periods and discharge the storage at off-peak times. Alternatively. it might 
be optimal to store heat at off-peak periods and use it at district heating peak 
times. The application of a predictive model indicated that the highest profitabil- 
ity is achieved by using the cheaper off-peak hours heat - due to the electricity 
tariff - for heating the domestic hot water and water used in the radiators. In 
conclusion, the there was little interest for the storage system in Malmo, where a 
large district heating grid is available as a heat sink. This is a result of the low 
economic value of the heat from the CHP plant, which is usually produced from 
waste and very cheap fuels. 

A paper by Somasundaram et al. [49] in 1993 examined the potential for TES 
in large-scale power plants in the USA. The study examined gas-turbine plant and 
high-temperature heat storage applications. It concluded that high-temperature 
TES integrated in a natural gas-fired CHP facility allows all power generation to 
occur during periods of peak demand. The installed capacity of the prime mover is 
substantially larger than for a conventional CHP system. A CHP plant with a TES 
system sized for an 8-hour peak-demand period would provide 30 MW, of peaking 
capacity compared to a similar conventional CHP system, which would provide 10 
MW, of base load. 

The viability of the integration of the two systems was further demonstrated in 
Japan by Ito et al. [50]. This is a small-scale system with a plant mixture of elec- 
tric and absorption refrigeration equipment, oil-fired absorption chiller and oil-fired 
boiler. The effect of the heat-storage unit on the CHP system NN, as investigated us- 
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ing a mathematical programming model. A case study approach ývas adopted to determine the daily and long-term operational policy for the installation of the 
system at a hotel. The hotel's energy demand profile was estimated using 12 rep- 
resentative days of the year. The authors concluded that (i) their method enabled 
easy and rational determination of operational policy for the integrated System, (ii) the optimal operational policy is to repeat the charging and discharging of the 
heat store frequently in order to reduce heat losses from the heat-storage tank. 
(iii) The installation of the heat storage tank together with the use of the optimal 
operational policy will reduce the daily and annual operational costs of the total 
plant and (iv) The volume of the heat storage tank will influence the long-term 
economy of the total plant. Therefore, there exists an optimal volume of the hea, t 
storage tank, which will minimise the annual total cost depending on capital cost 
of the heat storage tank and the fuel price. 

A further paper by Somasundaram et al. [51] in 1993 documents some of the 
TES systems that are readily applicable to be combined with CHP and provides an 
update of the current status of these systems. The work concludes generally that 
TES can help CHP meet the challenges of the 1990s by increasing the flexibility and 
performance of CHP facilities. Another paper produced a year earlier [52] in 1999 
undertook a cost evaluation of diurnal thermal energy storage for CHP applications. 

Aims & Scope of the Investigation 

The technical part of this research investigates the viability of three different types 
of CHP systems. The subject of the literature and research already documented 
in this chapter relates mainly to the application of TES and absorption chillers to 
large-scale CHP systems. Research which covers the application of these technolo- 
gies to small-scale systems is limited and that which does exist usually concentrates 
on the upper end of the indicated size range. The research presented in this thesis 
aims to fill a small-part of the current gap in relevant literature. Therefore. this 
study will concentrate on small-scale gas-fired reciprocating CHP units in the UK. 
The core of the research aims to determine, if and how, the integration of CHP 
with two different technologies can produce operational systems, which can offer 
tangible advantages for potential users. 

Non-technical research 
The nature and scope of this research dictates that non-technical subjects sucli 
as financial and market appraisals will be integrated throughout the entire thesis. 
A vital question concerning the future of the UK CHP industry requires a more 
detailed analysis. The hypothesis put forward for this requires the study of the 
uK electricity industry. This is because the economic viability and consequently 
the market for CHP is highly sensitive to events within the electricity generation, 



transmission and supply sectors of the industry. The selection of three scenarios is 
achieved via the application of existing management techniques in a new manner. The scenarios - constituting either the most likely or the most influential evelits 
occurring, which would have the most significant effects on the development of 
the CHP industry to AD 2017 - are developed and analysed. The result of this 
study will be to describe the most favourable circumstances, within the electricity 
industry, for the future development of small-scale CHP in the UK. 

Tec nical Research 

The overall aim of the technical part of the investigation is to appraise the benefits 
offered by three separate CHP systems. In order to present a structured approach 
to the solution of this task, the problem is presented as three separate hypotheses: 

Can two CHP units in place of one single and larger unit produce significant 
benefits without lengthening the pay-back period? 

Can the utilisation of thermal-energy storage economically benefit small-scale 
CHP systems? 

Can absorption chillers provide significant environmental benefits to small- 
scale CHP systems? 

Each piece of technical work is studied separately with the conclusions documented 
at the end of each relevant chapter. 

CHP: Two-unit system 

The first system proposed will apply two (smaller) CHP units in place of a single 
(larger) unit, with similar total electrical and heat outputs. This would enable the 
two units to be sized differently so that the primary (larger unit) can be operated 
to satisfy the base demand for energy while the secondary (smaller) unit is oper- 
ated at peak times. In order to discover whether the two-unit system can produce 
energy and economic savings together with operational benefits over-and-above a 
single-unit system a predictive model is developed to compare the behaviour of 
the two systems. The study will investigate the potential for the two-unit system 
at five test-sites and will utilise spark-ignition reciprocating engines as the prime 
movers. 

CHP & Energy Storage 

The range of applications for CHP could be further increased if the generation 
of electricity could be decoupled from the generation of heat. TFS can decouple 

power generation from the production of process heat, allowing the production of 
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dispatchable power and the full utilisation of the thermal-energy a%-allable from 
the prime mover. This investigation will seek to determine the fundamental crite- 
ria, which will effect the technical and economic viability of the integrated system. Furthermore, the environmental benefits (in terms Of C02 emissions) arising as a 
result of the application of the system will be quantified. Finally. an operational 
example of an integrated small-scale CHP and thermal-energy-storage system NN'111 be presented with the benefits recorded and analysed. Provided that the excess 
supply of heat from the CHP engine is transfered to the TES unit and later utillsed 
at the site, then the system will deliver energy and monetary savings. HoNN'e%'er. 
achieving these savings in a cost effective manner is the challenge for the pro- 
posed system. In the commercial world only a system which has a relatively short 
pay-back period will be considered, and it will then have to compete with other 
potential capital investments offered throughout the company. The potential for 
elect ri cal-energy storage will not be examined in any detail because it is considered 
that where the site is connected to the grid, a more effective solution to excess 
electricity generation would be to export it to the grid for transmission to another 
energy user. 

CHP & Absorption chillers 

Most of the documented cases for integrated CHP and absorption chiller systems 
involve the use of large-scale CHP units. The application of absorption chillers to 
small-scale CHP systems is relatively new, with very few on-site installations. The 
systems are currently not widely proven. However, they may have the same po- 
tential for increasing energy, economic and environmental savings as do the larger 
integrated systems. Many of the issues which face these systems have been ad- 
dressed. The work in this chapter seeks to investigate the technical, economic 
and environmental potential for small-scale integrated CHP and absorption chiller 
systems, and present documentation of an operational case-study of the proposed 
system. 

The aim of this study will be to try to determine if the integrated system can pro- 
duce economic, energy or environmental savings (in the formOf C02 displacement 
potential), when compared with vapour- compressions systems. In addition to the 
study of the appropriate CHP units, it is necessary to document the basic opera- 
tional principles of the absorption systems, before the more specific points which 
are concerned with its successful application to CHP units are considered. The 
study will concentrate on the application of LiBr absorption chillers to small-scale 
CHP systems. The temperature of the hot-water from the CHP unit will be a criti- 
cal factor for the determination of the capacity of the chiller. The temperature of 
the returning cooling-water from the cooling-tower will determine the Coefficient 
of Performance (coP) and capacity of the chiller. Chilled-water temperatures will 
also determine the size of chiller required for the specific application. Throughout 
this research average gross calorific values will be used where applicable. 
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Research Methodology 

The four separate research questions are presented in Table 1.1. The same research 
methodology is applied to each of the three technical parts of the thesis. 

Technical Research 

For each of the three technical pieces of research a hypothesis is presented aild tested. Three questions are posed: 

(1) Is the proposed scheme practical? 
(2) Will the proposed scheme save energy, emissions or achieve 

other benefits? 
(3) Is the proposed scheme economically viable? 

The solutions to the above will be achieved by the following: 

(1) Research of the technical area. 
(2) Development and testing of a predictive model. 
(3) Validation or demonstration where possible. 

QUESTIONS: DICTATING RESULT METHODOLOGY 
THE HYPOTHESIS 

Will two CHP units in 1) Develop a predictive model. 
place of one produce 2) Test on cases. 
significant benefits? 3) Predictions & conclusions 

Can the utilisation of 1) Research energy storage. 
energy storage benefit 2) Develop model & test on cases 
small-scale cHP systems? 3) Predictions & conclusions 

Can Absorption Chillers 1) Research absorption systems 
produce less C02 emissions 2) Develop model & test on cases. 
than vc systems? 3) Predictions & conclusions 

What future for CHP in the (1) Research industry & determine the 
UK electricity industry str ategic environment & competitive forces. 
up to the year AD 2017? (2) Predict 3 likely scenarios. 

(3) Determine the effect on the CHP market. 

Table 1.1: Four research hypotheses 
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Non-technical Research 

The main objective of this part of the research is to determine which factors are 
crucial for the continuing expansion of the UK's CHP industry and market. This 
will lead to predictions for the prospects for growth for the CHP market over the 
next two decades. New empirical data will be presented for potential developments 
of the industry in a unique management orientated analysis. This will be achie\-ed 
by undertaking a detailed study of the UK's electricity industry's background and 
history. Additionally, a breakdown of the companies involved and the process of 
trading electricity within the industry will be presented. The results from the 
non-technical research are achieved through the use of several strategic tools (I. e 
Porter's five-forces model, S. T. E. E. P. analysis and scenario planning) and the re- 
sults from a questionnaire, which was specifically designed for this study. The 
survey - by way of the questionnaire - solicited the opinions of ýIndustry special- 
ists' concerning cause- and-effect relationships for the electricity and CHP sectors 
of the energy market. A more detailed description of the research methodology 
involved for this chapter is given in Section 2.2. 

Thesis Layout 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the electricity industry in the UK and satisfies 
the requirement for the management element of the EngD. thesis. The objective of 
this chapter is to determine how changes to the electricity industry can effect the 
prospects for the expansion of the CHP market. This objective is achieved through 
the analysis of several scenarios for the electricity industry to the year 2017. Three 

scenarios will be studied in detail leading to predictions for the development of the 
CHP sector. Three main management tools - porters five-forces model, S. T. E. E. P. 

analysis and scenario planning - have been adapted to assist with the completion 
of the research objectives for this chapter. 

The technology involved with electricity generation is introduced in Chapter 3 as 
the background for the CHP sector. Emphasis is placed on the overall generating 
and transmission efficiencies. The technology of CHP is introduced on three scales 
(i) large-scale (i. e. greater than IMW, ), (ii) small-scale ( i. e. 30kW, up to 1MW, ) 

and (iii) micro-scale (i. e. below 30 kW, ). Several of the technological aspects of 
large-scale CHP are discussed briefly before the main emphasis is quickly moved 
to the field of small-scale CHP and the relevant prime movers. The final section of 
Chapter 2 examines the CHP market in the UK. 

The economic and operational benefits of installing two small-scale CHP units in 
place of a single (larger) unit are determined in Chapter 4. The operation of the 
two units is predicted by a computer model and the economic pay-back periods 
determined are compared for the two types of system. 

Chapter 5 examines the potential for integrated small-scale CHP and (TES) systems. 
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The study is structured in three sections (i) the introduction of energy storage as 
a technology and it application to small-scale CHP systems, (ii) the development 
of a predictive model, which is used to determine the potential for heat-storage 
at five test sites and (iii) a study of the technical, economic and environmental 
benefits associated with the application of this type of system. 

The potential and viability of integrating small-scale CHP and absorption chiller 
systems is investigated in Chapter 6. The overall approach is similar to that 
adopted in Chapter 5, which begins with an overview of absorption chillers and 
the technology involved with applying these systems to small-scale CHP. A pre- 
dictive model is then developed to determine the energy-utilisation, economic and 
environmental benefits produced by the integrated system at a local hospital. The 
final section investigates theC02displacement potential at an operational example 
of this system at a site in to south-east of England. 

Chapter 7 completes the thesis by summarising the findings of the main technical 
and non-technical research and makes some concluding remarks. Finally, any 
proposals for future research to be carried out for each of the sections studied is 
presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
19 

COMBINED HEAT-AND-POWER NON-TECHNICAL RESEARCH 

INTEGRATED CHP AND 

THERMAL ENERGY 
e 

STORAGE 

CHP AND THE ELECTRICITY 
THE TWO-UNIT INDUSTRY 

SYSTEM 

19 

SCENARIO PLANNING e 

INTEGRATION OF CHP AND ABSORPTION 

CHILLERS: FEABILITY, CASE STUDIES AND 

CARBON-DIOXIDE DISPLACEMENT POTENTIAL 

CONCLUSIONS 
19 

Figure LI: Thesis chapter structure. 
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Chapter 2 

CHP & the Electricity Industry 

Introduction 

The technical, economic and environmental aspects of CHP are examined in de- 
tail in Chapters 3 to 6 of the thesis. Prior to this, the industrial and economic 
environment in which CHP must operate is now examined. This will be achieved 
by studying the UK's electricity industry's competitive environment. The main 
objective being to predict the prospects for growth for the CHP market over the 
next two decades and to determine, which factors are crucial for its continuing 
expansion. New empirical data will be presented for potential developments of 
the industry in a unique management orientated analysis. This will be achieved 
by undertaking a detailed study of the UK's electricity industry's background and 
history. 

The prospects for Combined Heat-and-Power in the UK are difficult to predict with 
any degree of certainty. This is in part due to the fact that the future for CHP 
is inextricably linked to the future of the Electricity Supply Industry (ESI) as a 
whole, which is itself an extremely dynamic industry. Consequently, a study of 
the electricity industry's history, strategic environment and the competitive forces 
acting in 1997 within it are presented in order to assist with the selection and 
development of three scenarios. These scenarios will be used as a means of fore- 
casting the future for the UK industry and hence the future for CHP to the year 
2017. All relevant industry factors will be reexamined for the year AD 2017 for 
each of the scenarios. The development of each scenario will present a general vieý%' 
of the future potential positive or negative effects on the CHP market. The vieN%-, 
of 'industry experts' were sought - via the completion of a questionnaire - to lend 
support to the predictions presented for the development of the UK CHP sector to 
AD 2017 - see Figure 2.1 for a guide to the order and structure of this researcli. 
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The specific methodology used for this research is documented in detail in Sectioi-i 
2.2. Figure 2.1 shows the the main tasks involved in this study. 

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW 

THE UK ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY FIVE FORCES MODEL 
ENVIRONMENT AND COMPETITIVE ST-E. E. P. ANALYSIS 

FORCES IN 1997 

FORECASTING THE FUTURE 
FOR CHP AND THE INDUSTRY 

DEVELOPMENT OF THREE 
SCENARIOS 

EXPERT COMMENT 
VIA QUESTIONNAIRE 

PREDICT NEW INDUSTRY FORCES I 
FOR AD2017 

I 

DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF CHANGES 
TO THE ENVIRONMENT FOR CHP 

Figure 2.1: Strategic analysis of electricity industry: flowchart. 

2.1 Industry Overview 

The Electricity Supply Industry may be considered to encompass all the firms that 
compete directly with each other in serving the generation and supply of electricity 
in England and Wales. The electricity industry is one of the largest in the t, ': K. In 
1993 it contributed 5% of the total industrial output and about 1.5% of the total 
UK Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The capital assets of the electricity industry 
account for about 4% of the capital stock of the UK industries, placing it amongst 
the UK's top ten industries in terms of capital employed. Total capital assets 
employed were ýC25.8 billion in 1993/4 and capital expenditure amounted to 13.1 
billion, representing about 4% of the UK's capital investment. In 1993 the industry 
employed 117,400 people equivalent to 2.5% of the total workforce in production 
industries [53]. These statements indicate the importance of the industry ýN'ithin 
the UK economy. 
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Industry History 
The first UK supply of electricity was at Godalming in Surrey in 1881 and was followed in 1882 by the first generating station, which was constructed at Holborn 
Viaduct, London. In the 1930's the national distribution and transmission sý-S- tem emerged. As the industry expanded it became increasingly fragmented with between 500 and 600 private companies involved by the late 1940's. The 'state' 
increased its control over the expanding industry, culminating in its complete na- tionalisation in 1947. The fragmented industry had been considered Nvasteful ývith 
over capacity. Nationalisation helped to rationalise the industrý, and provide se- 
curity of supply with a small number of large generators now producing electricity 
and hence utilising the economies of scale. The opportunities for small and inde- 
pendent generators - such as CHP - were negligible. 

In 1979 a new Conservative Government was elected. Their manifesto included a 
programme of privatisations, which was to include the ES1. Consequently, a NN, hole 
new industry structure for the ESI was created in preparation for pri%, at, isation. 
which occurred on 31st March 1990. Its structure was intended to encourage new 
entrants, increase competition and reduce electricity prices while at the same time 
increasing choice and service for all customers in the market. The privatisation of 
of the electricity supply industry was very different from previous recent pri\, at, i- 
sations carried out by the Conservative government. The majority of these had 
involved merely a transformation from a government owned monopoly to a public 
owned monopoly (for example the privatisation of British Airways). The privati- 
sation of the ESI was much more complicated, i. e. 12 area boards, the CEGB, the 
Grid and several generators. The industry was split into several generators and 
Regional Electricity Companies (RESs), who were now expected to compete with 
each other for their share of the market. 

Prior to 1990, the nationalised electricity supply industry in England and Wales 
was operated in two sections (see Figure 2.2): 

1. The Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) which was responsible for 
the majority of electricity generation. 

2. The National Grid Company (NGC), which transported the power across the 
country from the point of generation to the area boards through its vast 
transmission system of pylons, transformers and cables. 

Privatisation 
The primary aims of privatising the industry were to introduce choice to all of 
the UK's 23 million customers and encourage competition thus reducing prices. 
Consequently, a framework had to be put in place to facilitate this. This would be 
achieved by opening up the market to new generators and suppliers in much the 
same way as British Telecom had to open up its communications netý%'ork to com- 
petitors. The whole of the ESI network would eventually be open for any generator 
or supplier to sell to any consumer and the change was staggered in three pha, ý(, s. 
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In March 1992 the first of these phases opened up the market to all consumers 
of IMW and above. This limit was lowered to 100kW in -Nlarch 1994 bringing 
more consumers the choice of who would supply them with electricity. In 1998 
the final phase will result in the limit being scrapped completely with e%-ery liser 
liberated to buy from any supplier. The operation of the new systeni will not be 
straightforward and the changes have in part lead to a great deal of uncertainty lil 
the market about future electricity prices. It was originally intended to instigate 
the final phase of the transition at the same time. However. because of the large 
number of customers involved in this stage, OFFER is now considering plail. "- to 
bring in a step by step change for customers over the months April to September 
1998. 

Other 
Generators 

12 

AREA 

BOARDS 

IG - Independent Generators LC - Large Customers 

Figure 2.2: Electricity industry prior to privatisation on 31st March 1990 [1]. 

GENERATING COMPANIES 

NATIONAL 
POWER 

AEA NUCLEAR 
B ELECTRIC 

I 19 
FIG] FRANCE POWERGEN 

E. I G. 
TRANSMISSION I <' GRID 

12 
PUBLIC 

ELECTRICrFy 
SUPPLY COMPANIES En [ýn L-L] ftJc"luc 

IG - Independent Generators LC - Large Customers 

OG - Public Electricity Supply Company Own Generation 

Figure 2.3: Electricity industry after privatisation on 31st March 1990 [1] and [2]. 
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Figure 2.3 illustrates the structure of the electricity industry in 1990 following 
its restructuring. Privatisation split the CEGB into two fossil fuelled generator , (National Power and PowerGen), one nuclear generator( Nuclear Electric) and the distribution network (National Grid). The area boards in England and Wales be- 
came twelve regional electricity companies. 

Generators 

National 

Power 

II 
PowerGen Eastern 

Independent Magnox 
Power Electric Producers 

II 
Others EdF 

(1) 
11 

Regional Electricity I 
Companies (3) 

1 

Small users (<IOOkW) 
"Franchise market" 

I 

POOL 

Generators ISuppliers (4) Other licenced 

----------- 
British Energy (61 

,: 
Iear] Scottish Scottish 1 Sc. (tih 
tnc Nuclear (2) Hydn, 

--------------- 

Generatoml 
Suppliers (5) 

Other licenced 
suppliers 

ýý17 

Large users (>I OOkW) 
Large users (>I OOkW) 

"Competitive market" 

I 

England and Wales 

Small users (<IOOkW) 

Scotland 

(1) hicluding some autogeneration 
(2) Other small generators also supply electricity to Scottish Power and Scottish Hydro-Electric 

(3) Comprising: East Midlands Electricity, NORWER, Eastern Electricity, SEEBOARD, London Electricity, SWALEC, MANWEB, SWEB, MEB, 
Southern Electric, Yorkshire Electricity. 

(4) Comprising: National Power, PowerGen, Scottish Power, Scottish Hydro-Electric, Magnox Electric, Nuclear Electric. 
(5) Comprising: Scottish Power, Scottish Hydro-Electric. 
(6) British Energy is holding companyfor Nuclear Electric and Scottish Nuclear. 

Figure 2.4: The structure of the electricitY in Great Britain in 1997 [3]. 

Since privatatisation, the development of the industry has continued. In 1997 there 
are now many different generators. The roles played by each of the companies 
involved in the industry have also changed dramatically. Generators have began 
to supply electricity and RECs have started to generate. Additionally, each of the 
companies has acquired an interest in the supply of gas as well as electricity. 

2.1.2 The operation of the industry 

The practical operation of the industry can be seen to involve four main functions 

which will be discussed in turn: 
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* Generation: The production of electricity. 

Transmission b. istribution.: The transfer of electricity in bulk across the 
country and the delivery of electricity over the local networks. 

9 Supply: The acquisition of electricity and its sale to customers. 

In addition, two new elements have been added to the structure of the electricitv industry: 'The Electricity Pool' and the' Regulator. 

The generators in England & Wales 

Generation comprises five main companies created by re-grouping the previolisly 
state-owned power stations, and independent generation companies. The main 
generators are National Power, PowerGen, Nuclear Electric, Magnox Electric and 
Eastern Group. Independent generators include CHP and other forms of internal 
elect ri city-only generation. 

National Power are the UK's largest electricity producer generating around a third 
of the power for England and Wales with a total generating capacity of some 
24GW. In 1992 National Power burnt 44 million tones of coal and 1.3 million 
tones of oil [54]. The company has a significant impact on the en\, ironment. As 
a result National Power is investing I billion pounds over a five year period on 
pollution reduction technologies such as flue gas de-sulphurisation equipment and 
low N,, burner systems. The overall investment in new plant and equipment over 
the period 1993-98 will be around 2 billion pounds. However, electricity is still 
mainly generated from coal and oil combustion. PowerGen, the second main gen- 
erator and similar to National Power although now a competitor in the electricity 
industry, undertakes many of the same functions as National Power. 

The Nuclear Industry was initially held in public ownership following the privati- 
sation of the rest of the electricity industry in 1990. This delay had occurred 
because of the concerns regarding the cost of decommissioning redundant plants. 
Following the Governments review into prospects for nuclear power in the UK in 
1995, the decision was taken to transfer the UK's Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors 
(AGR)s and Pressurised Water Reactors (PWR)s to the private sector. Nuclear 
Electric is now the company responsible for these reactors in England and Wales 
and Scottish Nuclear Ltd. is responsible for the Scottish reactors. The industry 

was eventually fully privatised in July 1996 when when the holding company for 
these two concerns became British Energy. The other magnox reactors have re- 
mained in the public sector under the name Magnox Electric p1c. 

The remaining significant generator Eastern Group was originally Eastern Elec- 
tricity following privatisation. However, Hanson Group took over the company 
and expanded its role in the market. 
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Transmission 
In England and Wales transmission is the responsibility of the -National Grid Com- 
pany (NGC), which maintains and operates over 7,00OKm of high voltage lines. 
50OKm of underground cables, 280 sub stations and more than 21,000 transmis- 
sion towers. Electricity is transmitted from power stations to grid supply poilits 
which are connected to the regional distribution system of the twelve regional 
electricity companies. NGC also own 2.088 MW of pumped storage generating ca- 
pacity as well as the i nt er- connectors between the systems in England and Wales 
and those in Scotland and France. The company administration is handled bý- 
NGC Settlements Ltd. 

Distribution 
The RECs are responsible for distribution to most customers. It is their main 
business activity and must be operated as a separate business from supply. They 
are governed by the terms of their Public Electricity Supply (PES) licences. 

Supply 

The RECs have an obligation to supply electricity to customers in their own au- 
thorised areas, but they may also supply customers in the competitive market 
nationwide. RECs have an monopoly of franchise supply, i. e. sales of electricity 
to customers with a maximum demand of less than IOOkW, until 1998. They are 
referred to as first-tier suppliers. Customers with a maximum demand of greater 
than 100 kW may have a supply contract with a REC from another region. a 
generator or an independent supplier. These suppliers are commonly known as 
second-tier suppliers. 

Market shares by site, % 
Supplier 

_1990/91 
91/92 92/93 93/94 94/95 95/96 

Imw IMW IMW IMW 1MW 100 kW 1MW 100 kW 

Ist Tier 
2nd Tier 
All Others 

72 
4 
24 

64 
10 
26 

68 
12 
20 

63 
19 
18 

56 
23 
21 

75 
20 
5 

48 
27 
25 

67 
27 
6 

Table 2.1: Non-franchise market shares by sites supplied [19]. 

With more than three million customers, Eastern Group is the UK's largest re- 
gional supplier of electricity [55]. One thousand seven hundred of these customers 
are businesses in the competitive over 100 kW electricity market. Eastern Electric- 
ity has recently commissioned its first power station at Peterborough which can 
generate more than 360 MW of electricity. In addition to electricity generation, 
the company has a growing interest in gas supply providing 5,500 sites throughout 
the United Kingdom. These factors illustrate the effects of privatisation with each 
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of the different companies in the industry extending their commercial actIN-itles to 
increase their competitiveness and profitability. 

The other RECs are: Northern Electric, Yorkshire Electricity. East Midlands Elec- 
tricity, London Electricity (LEB), Seeboard, Southern Electric. South \Vest Elec- 
tricity Board (SWEB), South Wales Electricity Board (SWALEB). Midlands Elec- 
tricity Board (MEB), Manweb and Norweb 

2.1.3 Key elements of the new electricity supply industry 
With the physical structure (i. e. generators, suppliers and the grid) of the new 
electricity industry now in place, two further key elements were needed: 

e The Electricity Pool 

s The Regulator 

Prices are set in the 'Pool' and the industry is regulated by the 'Regulator'. These 
elements were not required when the industry operated as a state owned monopoly 
without competition and with ultimate government control. 

The Electricity Pool 

The Electricity Pool involves the trade of electricity and is operated by the National 
Grid Company (NGC) through the administration of NGC Settlements Ltd. The 
Pool was created to ensure that demand is met by available generation at all times 
and at minimum cost, encouraging competition in the generating sectol.. It also 
includes handling appropriate payments flow from consumer to generator. The 
pricing of electricity consists of a number of different elements. The way in which 
the pool trades and sets the price will be described below. 

The rate paid to the generators by the pool for each unit of electricity is fixed 

according to the system described below. The final rate paid by the pool is obtained 
from a combination of the following: 

e Energy cost. 

o Capacity payment. 

0 'Uplift' payments. 

Each generating station bids a price at which they are willing to generate electric- 
ity for each half hour of the following day. They also provide information on the 

available capacity of the station. The bid price is based on the particular running 
costs, maintenance requirements, fuel prices and the efficiencies of each station. 
These bids are then arranged in merit order. The position of each generating sta- 
tion depends on its bid price, its geographical position and ability to meet rapid 
changes in demands, but generally, the more-efficient (cheaper) stations are higher 
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in the order. The Pool will accept a number of the bids for each half hour slot dependent on the predicted energy demand for that half hour. The final unit rate 
paid to all generators for each half-hour of each day will be based on the the price 
of the highest accepted bidder for each half-hour. This price for energy genera- tion is called the "System Marginal Price" (SMP). In most cases. this price will be set by the highest cost coal-fired generating stations. The electricity produced by these stations will also be the first to be excluded by the pool if there is over 
supply on any particular day. 

The theory behind marginal pricing is to encourage a plant to make energy avall- 
able at as low a price as possible to ensure that the price is accepted by the Pool 
and the plant can continue to generate as scheduled. In an efficient market a 
generator will bid its marginal cost of production (effectively the fuel price), and 
receive its profit from the difference between the SMP and its bid price. The cost 
of energy production from pumped-water stations is relatively high and so these 
will only bid for peak rate supply each day and may or may not be used according 
to the level of demand. Nuclear Electric will usually bid the cheapest unit price 
each day as they cannot afford to be omitted from the supply of electricity unless 
absolutely necessary (i. e. in cases of maintenance or breakdown). This is because 
the nuclear reactor cannot easily be shut down, and must therefore produce elec- 
tricity in any case. 

Along with the actual energy cost, a 'capacity payment' is paid to generators to 
encourage them to make plants available to generate both in the short and long 
term. It is possible that if generation were only paid when actually required, there 
would be a shortfall of capacity in a colder than average winter. This would be be- 
cause a plant that operated on few occasions might not be sufficiently remunerated. 

The energy payment and the capacity payment together form the Pool Purchase 
Price (PPP) - the price at which generators sell their electricity to the Pool. 
Finally, a basket of further payments is added to this price for services provided 
by generators beyond those paid for within the PPP. This basket is called 'uplift' 
which is added to PPP to set the price at which the Pool sells energy (to the RECs 
(or large industrial users). This final figure is termed the Pool Selling Price (PsP). 

The Regulator (OFFER) 

The Office of Electricity Regulation (OFFER) was set up by the government during 

privatisation. The prime function of this regulatory body is to ensure fair play for 

consumers by maintaining healthy competition in the marketplace. 

2.1.4 The Non Fossil-Fuel 0 bligat ion/ Fossil Fuel Levy (. \FFO 
or FFL) 

To encourage the use of energy derived from non fossil-fuel sources. a is 
imposed on all electricity produced from fossil fuels provided b. %- licensed suppliers. 
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This requirement has been laid on each REC, under the terms of the 1989 electric- ity Act, until 1998 to secure a specific amount of electricity from renewable energy 
sources. The Non-Fossil Fuel Agency NFFA co-ordinates the purchase of priý-atelý- 
generated surplus electricity resulting from the use of renewable energy sources. 
whereby the price is enhanced using funds from the levy. The fossil-fuel levý- has 
been reduced substantially with the re-structuring of the nuclear power indlistrý' (once 10%, then 3.7% and now 2.2% from April 1997) [56]. 

2.1.5 National and international trade in electricity 
International trade in electricity and connections between European countries has 
been increasing significantly in recent years [20]. Europe does not yet have one fully integrated system, but there are different interconnected systems, which have 
been developed separately due to geopolitical and technical factors. 

Country 
Input 

(GWh) 
Export 
(GWh) 

Belgium (B) 9224 5325 
Germany (D) 38076 33895 
Spain (E) 7632 2947 
France (F) 2337 71680 
Greece (GR) 1301 563 
Italy (1) 39042 1219 
Luxembourg (L) 5637 745 
Netherlands (NL) 15549 3850 
Portugal (P) 2570 1742 
Austria (A) 8138 10275 
Switzerland (CH) 18113 25143 
Slovenia/ Croatia (SLO/CRO) 2915 817 
Ex Yugoslavia 403 490 
GB 16078 25 

Table 2.2: Electricity power flows in Europe - 1995 [20]. 

Four organisations currently manage the international exchanges of electricity. 
These are UCPTE (the Union for the Coordination of Production and Transmis- 
sion of Electricity), NORDEL (Northern European countries incorporating Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Iceland), CENTREL (central European countries - 
Poland Hungary, Czech Republic and Slovakia) and CDO-IPS (Central Dispatching 
Organisation of the Interconnected Power Systems). The function of UCPTE is 
to facilitate and promote energy exchanges and harmonise operating methods iii 
Western Europe in order to achieve the most efficient utilisation of power gener- 
ation facilities and transmission systems. It covers most of Western Europe all(I 
the Balkans. In 1995 the total physical exchange of electricity between member 
countries of the Union for the Coordination of Production and Transmission of 
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Electricity (UCPTE) 
- founded in 1951 - amounted to 137 TWh (172 TWh in- 

cluding exchanges with non-member states) - see Table 2.2. This amounted to an increase of 11.3% on the previous year and represents about 11% of total electricit%, 
consumption in the UCPTE member countries. 

Electricity can be transferred between Scotland and England and a link is due 
to be completed between Scotland and Northern Ireland. This ,, N, ill mean that 
electricity could be transferred from Northern Ireland to England via the Scot- 
tish i nt er- connector. The inter-connector between France and England supplied 16.44 TWh of France's nuclear generated electricity in 1995, which is equivalent to approximately 5.5% of the UK's 1994 consumption (296.2 TW_h). 

2.2 Research Methodology for the Industry's 
Strategic Analysis & Scenario planning 

A strategic analysis of the UK electricity industry will be undertaken to identify 
and measure all relevant trends and forces that effect it. This analysis will be 
carried out in two stages (see below) and will include new empirical data on how 
the industry could develop. The analysis will be achieved with the aid of the 
following management tools: 

e Five forces model. 

e Analysis of Social, Technological, Economic, Environmental and Political 
(S. T. E. E. P. ) factors. 

e Scenario planning analysis. 

e Survey of 'experts' opinions via a questionnaire. 

The first stage of the analysis is partially subjective (see Figure 2.5), and uses 
the 'five forces' model, 'S. T. E. E. P. ' and 'scenario planning' analysis to produce 
a trial questionnaire. The second stage is more objective (see Figure 2.6), and 
will undertake a pilot postal survey of the views held (in relation to CHP and the 
ESI) by 'industry experts' with the provisional questionnaire. The results from the 
pilot study will be used to develop the questionnaire further so that a wider postal 
survey can be carried out before undertaking the final scenario planning analysis. 

The 'scenario planning ) analysis is undertaken using the information gained from 
'five forces' and S. T. E. E. P. ' to develop five different scenarios for the future de- 

velopment of the industry to the year 2017. The views of 'industry experts' will 
be sought and incorporated with the analysis to assist with the predictions for 
the likely effects - as a result of the realisation of each scenario - on the Esi and 
specifically the CHP sector. A study will be made so that the scenarios can be 

ranked in order according to the likely magnitude of the effects on the ftittire of 
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the industry (see the probability and impact diagram in Figure 2.10). The aim is to reduce the study to three scenarios for further analysis. Industr 
,v 

forces Nvill be 
predicted for the year 2017 together with the resulting implications for the CHP 
sector. 

Questionnaire development: 
The application of the 'five forces' model and 'S. T. E. E. P. ' analysis Nvill gi\, -e rise to 
results, which could be viewed as partially subjective. This is because the analysis is undertaken by one writer with their own views and opinions. In order to increase 
the level of objectivity for this study the views of 'industry experts' Nvere sought 
via a postal survey and used to validate the development and conclusions of the 
scenario analysis. The results from the questionnaire are incorporated into the full 
analysis and are used to indicate the level of likelihood of each specific scenario. as 
well as the degree of effect on the CHP sector as a result of the development of the 
specified scenarios. The management tools, introduced above will be used to aid 
the selection of appropriate questions for the questionnaire. Initially, a pilot study 
is undertaken (with a sample of 3) so that the results can be analysed and any 
ambiguity removed. The trial study also helped to determine how the questions 
might be interpreted and to ascertain usefulness of each of the questions before 
the wider study is carried out. This is an anonymous survey of opinions N%, Itb 
the 'industry experts' selected from the CHP industry, manufacturer and technical 
organisations. The final version of the questionnaire was sent out to a sample of 
14 with a total of 8 full replies. The questionnaire and the full results of the slilwey 
are presented in Appendix B. 

Scenario analysis methodology. 

The structure of the scenario analysis is illustrated in Figure 2.5,2.6 and 2.7 and 
highlights the six separate stages of the analysis. The model described in equation 
2.1 is required to provide a structured approach to the entire analysis and to aid 
the determination of the main objective - the 'collective effect' on the CHP sector 
(described by equation 2.1) of various changes to the electricity industry. The 
results from the questionnaire will be used to predict estimates for several of the 
stages and verify the selection of issues used in the other stages. The six elements 
of the model (scenario analysis) are described below: 

Pressure Factors (PF3- ): 

The realisation of any one particular scenario is determined by what are termed 
'pressure factors'. This is a new term, developed specifically for this study and 
is required to illustrate the significant influencing factors. These -pressure fac- 
tors' are the forces acting within the industry's environment. They may give rise 
- either separately or collectively - to the development of the identified scenario 
and are derived from a combination of S. T. E. E. P. analysis, the results from the 
questionnaire or the authors own opinions. 
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Scenarios (S, ): 
Are descriptions of possible future states of the electricity industry environment. 
This research will initially include the study of five different scenarios before two 
are eliminated from the study, leaving three for more detailed analysis. The scenar- 
ios are developed from one or more of the issues raised as a result of the S. T. E. F. P. 
analysis. 

Likelihood (Lj): 
The estimated probability of the stated scenario actually developing as a conse- 
quence of pressure factors is described as the 'likelihood'. The estimates for this 
factor are derived directly from the results obtained from the questionnaire - see 
Appendix 2B. 

Outcome Factors (F, ): 
Following the development of the scenario, it is likely that the industry's environ- 
ment will change in one or more ways: 'Outcome Factors' specify these possible 
changes. The likely effect of the development of each element of any one scenario 
or the entire scenario is measured through the examination of the five forces in 
1997. By predicting how these forces might change over time or with changing 
circumstances, the effect of the development of each scenario is predicted. 

Effect on CHP (Ef): 
The effect of the 'Outcome Factors' on the CHP market. Certain questions ývere 
posed in the survey to determine if specified changes to the ESI would lead to a 
predetermined outcome for the CHP sector. The results from the questionnaire 
were fed into this part of the scenario analysis to predict and measure this effect. 

Collective Effect on CHP (CECHP): 

A further development of the outcome factors'. An appraisal of the impact on the 
CHP market, as determined by an in-depth analysis of collective effect of each of 
the other five elements. The predictions for this factor are derived directly from 
the results obtained from the questionnaire - see Appendix 2B. 

The six stages identified above and in Figures 2.5,2.6 and 2.7 will be expanded for 

each scenario and conclusions gathered from this analysis. Equation 2.1 illustrates 
the relationship between each stage. 

CEcHp = fi(Ef, Si, Li, F, ) and Si = f2(PFj) 

Where CECHP is the collective effect on CHPI Ef is the effect of CHP, Si is the 

scenario (which is a product of the pressure factors - PF3), F,, represents the 

outcome factors and L, the likelihood. 
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Figure 2.5: Flowchart showing the inputs to the research methodology for the 

strategic analysis of the CHP/ES industry's - subjective approach. 
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Figure 2.6: Flowchart showing the inputs to the research methodology for the 
strategic analysis of the CHP/ES industry's - more objective approach. 
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2.3 Analysis of the Electricity Industry's 
Competitive Forces and Environment. 

Many different companies compete in the electricity industry for a share of the 
total market - see Chapter 3 for a detailed analysis of the market breakdown. 
The relevant industry environment is broad and encompasses many different and 
varying features such as political, social and economics factors. Porter [57], stated 
that forces, which operate outside the industry may be just as important as those 
which act within it, therefore ) it is also necessary to look outside the industry for 
a complete study of the subject. The main objective for this chapter is to forecast 
the future for CHP within the ESI. However 

I it will first be necessary to determine 
how the ESI operates in 1997. Analysing the competitive forces in this dynamic 
industry will require an understanding of all of the relevant factors together with a, 
method for predicting and measuring any likely effects should these factors change 
at any time. 

2.3.1 Competitive forces within the industry 

The Five-Forces model, which was developed by Porter, helps to gain insights into 
the structure and competitiveness of the industry in 1997 and beyond. It achieves 
this through the examination of five specific forces industry rivalry, power of the 
buyers, threat of substitutes, power of the suppliers and the barriers to entry - see 
Figure 2.8 for a summary of the state of the competitive forces in the ESI in 1997. 

1997 

THREAT OF NEW 

ENTRANTS 

MEDIUM + 

POWEROF 

POWEROF RIVALRY BUYERS >100kW 
SUPPLIERS 

MEDIUM+ 
LOWIMEDIUM - HIGH 

BUYERS<100kW 
LOW + 

SUBSTITUTES 
LOW+ 

0 Static 
- Decreasing 
+ Increasing 

Figure 2.8: Porters five forces 1995. 

Figure 2.8 illustrates how the five-forces model can highlight the state of compet- 
itiveness within the industry in 1997. The measurement of the degree of threat or 
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ýrivalry' is specified in terms of 'high', 'medium' and 'low' and will also have an indication of movement attached to it (eg. increasing (+), decreasing (-) or static 

The relevant aspects of each of the five forces will be discussed and quantified below. 

Threat of new entrants 
The threat of new entrants is a function of both barriers to entry/exit and the 
anticipated reaction from existing competitors that an entrant to the electric- 
ity industry can expect. In 1997 the 'threat of new entrants' to the industry is 
considered by the author to be 'medium' and increasing for the following reasons. 

Privatisation has brought many changes to the industry with the 'generators mov- 
ing into supply and the RECs moving into generation. Increasingly, the new en- 
trants are large users who are now generating their own supplies in-house (auto- 
generation). 

New entrants can build smaller and more energy-efficient gas-fired plants to com- 
pete on cost with the duopoly of the two privatised generators. This means I hal 
extra capacity can be added to the industry in small increments, which will re- 
duce the risk of over-capacity and suppress competition. Gas is the preferred fuel 
because investment costs are lower, it is suitable for small stations and no anti- 
pollution equipment is needed. 
New entrants to the electricity industry can be viewed on two scales. 

Small-scale generation (i. e. below IOMW, ), which is becoming easier due to 
(i) changes in legislation and (ii) the higher generating efficiencies offered by 
the up-to-date Combined Cycle Gas-Turbine plant (CCGT), (iii) the market 
for small-scale CHP plant is growing with its local on-site generation of heat 

and electricity achieving even higher overall energy efficiencies and substan- 
tial economic savings when applied to appropriate applications. 

9 For large-scale electricity generation the barriers to entry are significantly 
higher and include (i) the provision of capital required for the substantial 
cost of building such systems and (ii) the current pollution restrictions which 
would make the construction of a coal-fired power station impossible today. 
There are also high exit costs for large generators and this is especially 
the case for nuclear-generated electricity with, as yet undetermined cost of 
decommissioning. 

Other barriers to entry will be discussed briefly: 
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Licence: If generation is over 10 MW a licence is required from the industry*s 
regulator (OFFER). For smaller generation capacity the regulations are more re- laxed, which should encourage smaller new entrants into the market place. The 
obtaining of a licence can be a complex and lengthy task and may act as a barrjei, 
to entry. 

Price: Access to electricity distribution channels has improved significailtly. However, previously the unit price paid for exported electricity to the grid was insufficient to encourage the export of electricity from independent generators. The sale of electricity in these cases would improve their economic viability. 
Geographical: Barriers to entry from generators which operate in countries out- 
side England and Wales exist in the form of the construction of interconnecting links - the political will to install such links and the capital required. At present 
two i nter- connectors are operational, these are the links from Scotland and France. 
A new link between Northern Ireland and Scotland will be completed later this 
year and should become operational shortly afterwards. Throughout Europe the 
transfer of electricity across political frontiers is becoming increasingly more com- 
mon for large imports or exports. 

Power of the buyers 

The power of the buyers can be seen on two levels. 

1. Buyers with demand for electricity above 100 kW (Non-franchise market). 
These relatively few buyers will have a choice of who to buy their electricity 
from with low switching costs. They are also demanding lower prices and 
increased levels of service and security of supply. 
The power of these buyers is 'high'. 

2. Buyers of electricity who require less than 100 kW (Franchise market) will 
have to buy from their local REC until 1998. 
The power of these buyers is 'low'. 

From April 1994 the market place offers more choice to consumers whose demand 
for electricity is above IOOkW. Pre-1994 this choice was only available for con- 
sumers with a maximum demand of above I MW. This change has brought a greater 
degree of competition to, the non-franchise market by allowing the larger con- 
sumers (above IOOkW) to choose their supplier and, therefore, negotiate cheaper 
electricity prices. The change to the franchise boundary from IMW to IOOkW and 
the subsequent increase in the numbers of non-franchise customers has now split 
the total demand for electricity almost evenly between the two markets sectors. 
Response from suppliers and buyers in the industry to the changes in the franchise 

market were delayed while each sector determined how the new market would op- 
erate. 
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Power of the suppliers 
Until 1998 the suppliers also fall into two categories: - 

Above 100 kW - The power of these suppliers as determined by the author is 'low'. 

The power of the suppliers of electricity in the uK is being slowly eroded 
as a consequence of the introduction of competition into this sector of the 
industry. Increasingly, the RECs are finding that local customers are buying 
their electricity either from other RECs, located in other parts of the count ry. 
or from one of the main generating companies. Electricitý, is a commodity 
and it is very straight-forward for customers to switch from one supplier to 
another. In addition, the technology connected with the on-site generation 
of electricity is becoming more reliable and cheaper as the market enlarges, 
thus giving consumers more choice. 

2. Below 100 kW - The power of these suppliers as determined by the author 
is 'high' 

Electricity is important to the buyers in this sector with few substitute prod- 
ucts. The consumers cannot switch RECs, and consequently, there is usually 
only one potential supplier in this category if they do not generate their own 
power. Prices and service levels are monitored by the regulator (OFFER). 
which has been criticised for its inability to use its power to control prices. 

Threat of substitutes 
The threat of substitutes in 1997 is considered by the author to be 'low' but rising. 
The reasons for this conclusion are described below. 

The issue here is to what extent can any generator or supplier of electricity regard 
itself as operating in a discrete market, with a limited number of like competitors, 
as opposed to having a wider range of substitute products. The threat may come 
in one or more of the following: 

Fuel switching: Mechanical-energy in the form of electricity is a 'high-grade' 

energy-source and cannot easily be substituted. However, some appliances which 
are currently electrically operated could be switched to alternative energy sources 
if adequate incentives were introduced. British Gas p1c. introduced direct gas-fired 
domestic refrigeration units which could replace the more conventional electricitNr 
powered domestic systems, creating a switch from electricity to gas. The main 
drawback for these systems - which eventually caused them to be withdraN%'n froni 
the domestic market - centred on the CO (carbon monoxide) emissions produced 
as a result of the combustion process, required for the operation of the gas-powered 
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refrigeration units. It took only a small number of accidents, caused as a result 
of carbon monoxide poisoning, for their commercial demise. Coal. gas or oil could be used in place of elect ri cally- driven heating systems where they exist. There has been a trend away from the use of lower grades of energy, ý%'hich has 
resulted in lower average heat-to-power demand ratios. New hi-tech industries 
require high grade energy such as electricity to run the new systems. This change is mirrored in the domestic sector where the increased ownership of electrical ap- 
pliances such as computers, microwave ovens, washing machines, tumble driers, 
dishwashers etc., has led to increased demand for electricity. Electricity competes directly with other fuels in space and water heating and cooking markets. which 
together account for 45% of domestic electricity consumption. 

Energy- efficiency: Increasing the efficiency and the rate of uptake of domestic 
and industrial appliances will result in a reduced demand (all other factors remain- 
ing constant). Therefore, the increase of the energy-efficiency of appliances can 
be seen as a threat to the size of the market and consequently, the share of that 
market which each company might have. 

Combined Heat-and-Power: CHP can produce heat and power at a higher 
overall efficiency. It would make an attractive substitute to electricity only gener- 
ators where it can be used effectively. 

Rivalry - Industry competition 

Rivalry in the industry can be considered as 'medium' and increasing as a result 
of the following: 

Electricity is a commodity and large customers - above IOOkW - can easily 
switch supplier without incurring severe penalties. 

The number of generators in the industry has increased since privatisation, 
which is reducing the average capacity of competitors. 

Growth in the demand for electricity has slowed in recent years and the 
market is well supplied. 

Approximately 5.5% of the UK's electricity is imported. This could rise 
significantly in the future. 

e High fixed costs in the past, however, these are decreasing as smaller plant 
enters the market. 

When the final liberalisation of the electricity market is completed - which Nvill 
occur in 1998 - it will be possible to purchase any amount of electricitý' from allv 
licensed seller in the market place. 
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2.3.2 Analysing the Industry's Environment 
Another step towards the development of useful forecasts of the future for the industry is achieved by analysing the pressure factors in the industry. These fac- 
tors represent some of the influential forces acting either internally or externally 
upon the industry. The industry forces have been examined via the Five-Forces 
model [57], now the industry's strategic environment will be studied via the Social. 
Technological, Economic, Environmental and Political (S. T. E. E. P) analysis. 

S. T. E. E. P. Trend Analysis 

The S. T. E. E. P. analysis - outlined in Appendix A, highlights a large number of 
potential eventualities in the social, technological, economic. environmental and 
social worlds. These could (or will) have some influence on the UK Esi, which 
includes the CHP market. The most significant elements of this analysis as judged 
by the respondents to the questionnaire (see Appendix B) and the researcher are developed further. A summary of these factors when considering future changes 
to the industry's environment are presented below. 

Technological 

The concept of an unlimited and sustainable source of energy, emerging as a result 
of technological developments, is an attractive one. Unfortunately, this remains 
unlikely in the short-term and certainly within the time period defined for this 
study (i. e. 1997 --ý 2017AD). The best that might be expected is that the ac- 
tual and perceived safety of the nuclear industry might be significantly increased 
through technological development. Another possible technical improvement could 
be achieved through the further increase of average generating efficiencies, which 
have been on the rise over the last decade. However, this increase has more to do 
with the removal of the aging coal-fired plants than advances in technology. 

Environmental 

Emission limits set for the industry - One of the results of the 1992 Earth 
Summit on climate control - which was held in Rio de Janeiro - was to set limits on 
the levelOf C02 emissions produced by each country. The aim was to returnC02 
emissions to 1990 levels (158 mtC or 579Mt C02 [58]) by the year 2000 AD. As 
a result the electricity industry was encouraged to reduceC02 emissions through 
the more-efficient and cleaner production of electricity. Following privatisation 
a program of removing older less-efficient and more-polluting generating plants 
from the industry was already being pursued. Thus, the steady increase of aN-el, - 
age generating efficiencies has led to a reduction inC02 emissions for each unit of 
electricity generated. The government confidently expects to exceed its target for 
C02 reduction by the year 2000 [591. Furthermore, the neýN' Labour government 
has indicated its desire to see the level Of C02 reduced significantly beyond the 
levels already set (-20% of 1990 emissions by 2010). Dramatic meastires (eg., a 
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significant switch to nuclear electricity) would be required to achieve these neN%- levels, which are unlikely to be unacceptable to the less enthusiastic governments 
such as the USA and Australia. More acceptable alternatives, such as CHP - ý%'ith 
efficiencies of up to 90% - currently exist and could contribute towards further 
reductions if implemented on a wider scale. 

Year 
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

_C021 
MtC 158 159 155 151 151 148 

Table 2-3: C02 emissions for the UK from 1990 to 1995 [21]. 

Economic 

Carbon Tax: The introduction of a carbon based tax would have a direct effect 
on electricity prices, which in turn would reduce consumer demand and conse- 
quently C02 emissions. This effect was widely expected following the introduction 
of VAT on fuel in 1994, however increased efficiencies achieved by the industry 
produced price reductions which largely offset the VAT increase. In the budget of 
1997 VAT on domestic fuels was reduced from 8% to 5%. 

Social 

Apart from the increasing public concern for the environment - which will have an 
inescapable effect on the energy sector - general changes in the pattern of energy 
consumption brought about by the demand for more energy-efficient appliances 
or a move away from elect ri cally-p owered equipment, would account for the most 
likely social changes for the industry. Changes in attitude may develop as a result 
of increased levels of information or education concerning matters of energy effi- 
ciency in both the domestic and industrial sectors of the electricity industry. 

Pnli*l-.; enl 

Change of government. The outcome of the 1997 general election brought 
about a change of Government from Conservative to Labour. Action from the new 
Government may involve: 

1. Windfall-profit taxes on the industry to recoup what the Labour government 
regard as excessive profits as a result of undervalueing companies prior to 
privatisation. In the first Labour budget for about two decades, it ývas an- 
nounced that a one-off 'windfall-tax' payment will be applied to a range of 
companies which were privatised by the previous government. Plese will 
include the electricity generators and suppliers. The tax will remove of 
Xbillions from the companies concerned, effecting both share-holders, and 
employees. The share price of all the companies, expected to attract this 
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tax, declined in the first half of 1997 to compensate for the predicted loss of 
capital. 

2. Margaret Beckett (President of the Board of Trade) announced that a wide 
ranging review would be undertaken concerning the role of the regulators 
in their associated industries. This will include a review of OFFER and is 
anticipated to insist on stricter regulation for the industry. Currently it is 
considered by the Government that the regulator is not paying enough at ten- 
tion to the views, interests or requirements of the consumers. The probable 
outcome will mean that future price increases made by the electricity indlis- 
try - especially to the domestic sector - will be heavily restricted, together 
with senior managers and directors salaries. The industry will not be re- 
verted to public ownership by the current Labour party. 

3. The Labour Party's pre-election manifesto included an intention to reduce 
C02 emissions to 20% below 1990 levels by 2010 [60]. The deputy prime 
minister, John Prescott, recently reiterated these statements and also stated 
that 

We must also make major efforts to accelerate progress in the 
UK on energy-efficiency, CHP, renewable energy and promote con- 
servation. We strongly supported Combined Heat-and-Power in 
opposition and in government we will positively promote it [60]. 

If these words are translated into action then the industry will have to change 
and the CHP sector is likely to benefit from these changes. 
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2.4 Forecasting changes to the industry: 
Future Scenario Analysis 

The expansion of electrical capacity requires a high level of investment and long 
lead times for construction and installation. Consequently. long-term strategy formulation is vital if companies are to position themselves correctly in future 
markets to reduce risks. The previous section analysed the structure of the ESI by examining the industry's environment and the level of competition within it. Using these key factors, which emerged as a result of the Five-Forces. S. T. E. E. P. 
analysis together with results from the questionnaire, five possible scenarios have 
been developed. Scenarios are realistic descriptions of possible future states of the 
electricity industry's environment. It is usual and most beneficial to construct more 
than one scenario so that strategies can be tested against a wide range of possible 
futures. Scenarios can be used to explain potential future industry development s 
and to identify the interaction of uncertain future trends and events, particularly 
'casual' relationships and key decision-points. 

2.4.1 Scenario Analysis 

The five scenarios, which have been selected for analysis are: 

New and reducedC02 limits set by the Climate Control 
Conference + stricter environmental legislation. 

2: Changes to the Pool mechanism for pricing electricity. 

3: Business as usual - Change to the electricity franchise mar- 
ket in 1998 - Change of UK Government as of May 1997 

4: Development of clean abundant fuel source. 

5: Unlimited potential imports to the UK market of interna- 
tionally traded electricity. 

The factors which relate to the construction of these five scenarios are described 
for each scenario separately on the following five pages. The effect on the ESI 
and the CHP market which would be caused by each of the five scenarios will be 
predicted to the year 2017. Several management tools together with the scenario 
analysis model (see Figure 2.5,2.6 and 2.70 will be utilised. Figure 2.9 presents a 
summary of the impact on three 'key features' in the market - demand, costs and 
competition. These predictions were achieved with the aid of responses given by 
individual specialists and the author's analysis to the questionnaire. Each of the 
scenarios are now examined in order to determine their effect on the 'key features' 
in the electricity market. Consequently, the results can be viewed as partially 
subjective as strict objectivity is not possible in this type of study. 
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SCENARIO 1: 

1. Pressure Factors (PF, -): 

* Increasing links made between high pollution levels and bad health. 
0 Cross border pollution reaches unacceptable levels. 
0 International opinion regards reductionOf C02 emissions as a priority. 
0 European opinion dictates that levels of pollution are reduced. 
0 Environmental pressure groups succeed in persuading governments to 

take some form of action over pollution. 
* More specific apportioning of emissions to the energy source 

Scenarios (SO 

Emission control measures are implemented in order to reduceC02 and 
other pollutants. 

3. Likelihood (L, ): of scenario developing: 80% to 90% 

4. Outcome Factors (F, ): 

Higher unit electricity prices to provide an incentive for energy conser- 
vation. 

9A sliding scale of higher electricity prices depending on the fuel input 
and the efficiency of production for electricity. 
Positive incentives for energy- con servat ion and the implementation of 
energy-efficient and less polluting technologies. 

e The promotion of related education and information on energy conser- 
vation. 

9 Positive incentives for cleaner energy-producing technologies. 

e The phased removal of nuclear power from the electricity industry. 

Effect (Ef ): 

do Higher unit electricity prices will favour CHP if all other relevant factors 

remain the same. 
Positive incentives to promote energy-efficiency and better utilisation 
of energy will aid CHP. 
Promotion of the benefits of CHP will benefit the industry. 

6. Collective effect on the CHP market (CECHP) 

The strategic impact is estimated at approximately 3.75 (high) - see 
Figure 2.10. This scenario has a high probability and falls within the 
critical impact region in the figure. Therefore, it NvIll be considered 
further. 
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SCENARIO 2: 

1. Pressure Factors (PFj): 

* Pressure building from large consumers to change the way electricit. y 
prices are determined. 

0 Criticism from electricity companies [61]. 

0 The current pool systems allows all generators to be paid at the marginal 
price bid into the pool, giving the lowest cost generators large profit, 
margins for electricity which is being sold at a significant margin above 
cost. This system supports the higher cost producers. 

2. Scenarios (Si) 

e Change to the Pool pricing mechanism. 

I Likelihood (L-): 60% likely 

4. Factors (F, ): 

e If the current system for pricing electricity is altered it is most likel. y 
to move to a more free market. Under these circumstances the IoN%, (, I- 
cost producers will be able to sell to large customers at a reduced price. 
This will put pressure on all generators as the price reductions and cut 
in profit margins due to increased competitiveness filters through the 
generation and supply system. The highest cost producers - such as the 
coal-fired generators - will be the first to feel the pressure to cut their 
operating costs. 

9 Large users of electricity will have a greater degree of choice from whom 
their electricity is purchased and at what price. 

5. Effect (Ef ): 

If the changes to the pool pricing system lead to a more open market 
for the pricing of electricity then unit electricity prices will fall across 
the entire industrial market. This won't help CHP, which requires high 

electricity unit rates in order for it to stay economically attractive (all 

other factors remaining constant). 

6. Collective effect on the CHP market (CEcHp) 

e The downward pressure on electricity prices will significantly reduce 
the economic attractiveness of CHP. The results from the questionnaire 
indicates a strategic impact of 2.75 (medium) - see Figure 2.10. The 

probability of this scenario is high and falling within the critical impact 

region in the figure and it will be considered in more detail. 
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SCENARIO 3: 

1. Pressure Factors (PFj): None. 

2. Scenarios (Si): Business as usual. 
3. Likelihood (L, ): 100% 

4. Factors (F, ): 

* Windfall taxes on the utility companies, will in-part be transferred to 
the consumer via higher electricity and gas prices. 

0A greater degree of regulation through OFFER - Labour Government 
have stated their intention to review the role of OFFER. They belie\,, e 
that not enough has been done with regards to price controls and tha, l 
the electricity companies produce unnecessarily large profits. Consumer 
interests will be given priority (A green paper is due in Jan 1998). 

0 An increased target might be set for CHP (to 10,000 MN%' of installed 
capacity) as stated in a previous Labour memo [62]. 

0 Reduction of VAT on domestic fuels from 8% to 5%. 

0 Liberalisation of the electricity franchise market in 1998. 

5. Effect (Ef ): 

" Higher electricity prices will benefit CHP uptake if all other factors re- 
main constant. It is likely, under these circumstances, that an increase 
in gas prices may arise but the net effect will still be beneficial for cfip 
since electricity prices have a greater effect on its economics than gas 
prices. 

" Increased regulation is very probable and could take many different 
forms. It is most likely to occur as price capping which would not 
benefit CHP economics. 
Increasing the target for installed CHP capacity will be favourable for 
the CHP market as the Government is likely to introduce supporting 
measures to ensure that the target is met. 
The reduction or removal of VAT will only benefit the domestic sector: 
The CHP market is unlikely to profit from this measure as currently it 
is mainly used by the industrial sector. 
Liberalisation of the franchise market will result in a more free-market 
for electricity. However, this is not expected to effect the CHP market 
significantly. 

6. Collective effect (CEcHp): 

Strategic impact has been determined at 2.5 (medium) with a favourable 
effect on CHP use. This scenario falls within the critical impact i-egion 
in the figure and will be considered further. 
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SCENARIO 4: 

1. Pressure Factors (PF, ): 

" Continued research into environmentally less polluting and more energy- 
efficient energy production. 

" Increasing public and international pressure to make the nuclear indus- 
try safer. This might be achieved by improving methods for the disposal 
of nuclear waste and the reduction or elimination of the risk associated 
with nuclear generated electricity. 

2. Scenarios (Si) 

e Development of a clean, safe and abundant fuel source. 
3. Likelihood (Li): 

e 34% 

4. Factors which will be affected if the scenario develops (F, ). 

9 Pressure will increase to reduce generating costs and efficiencies leading 
to the removal of most of the high cost and highly polluting generators 
from the industry. 

9 Large users of electricity will have a greater degree of choice about where 
they buy their electricity and at what price. 

5. Effect (Ef ): 

9 The addition of large quantities of electricity to the market will result 
in a reduction of electricity prices disadvantaging CHP. 
The new sources of electricity will be produced without significant levels 
of pollution. As the achievement of reduced emission levels through the 
more efficient production of energy is a major influence to the attractive- 
ness of CHP to the environmentally conscience, any superior alternatives 
will diminish its appeal. 

6. Collective effect (CEcHp): 

The downward pressure on electricity prices and the removal of the low 

emissions advantage of CHP will significantly reduce the economic and 
environmental attractiveness of the technology. The results from the 
questionnaire indicate a strategic impact of 2.75 (medium) - see Figure 
2.10. This scenario falls outside the critical impact region and is not 
considered further. 
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SCENARIO 5: 

1. Pressure Factors (PF3. ) : 

More inter-connectors between European countries are being constructed 
each year. 

e Trade in electricity between European countries is increasing. 

e Over capacity in some countries, therefore, electricity can be exported 
at below cost to undercut the home market. 

2. Scenarios (Si) 

e Unlimited potential import of electricity to the UK market. 

3. Likelihood (L 

9 32% 

4. Factors (F, ): 

9 Downward pressure on electricity prices in the UK 

9 Increased competition in the UK market 

* Reduction in the UK workforce in the industry. 

5. Effect (Ef ): 

* Reducing electricity prices will not help the economic prospects for CH P. 

6. Collective effect (CEcHp): 

e The downward pressure on electricity prices will significantly reduce 
the economic attractiveness of CHP. The results from the questionnaire 
indicate a strategic impact of 2.00 (low) - see Figure 2.10. This scenario 
falls outside the critical impact region and it is not considered necessary 
to be considered further. 
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2.4.2 Analysis, Observations and Comments 

The five scenarios have been developed and their effect on the various elements of the industry examined. The objective now is to highlight which of the elements involved in the development of the scenarios will be significant for the CHP sector. 

The relative effect on demand (A), costs (B) and competition (C) for each scenario 
are analysed and plotted in the table shown in Figure 2.9. 
The elements of the matrix are completed with one of three alternatl\, es: 

* No change - indicating that the effect of the scenario will have no effect. 

* Up - indicating that the effect of this scenario will be to increase this factor 

Down - indicating that the effect of this scenario will be to decrease this 
factor 

Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario 

2345 

A NO NO NO NO 

Demand 
DOWN 

CHANGE CHANGE CHANGE CHANGE 

B 
NO 

UP DOWN DOWN DOWN Costs CHANGE 

C NO 
UP UP UP UP 

Competition CHANGE 

Figure 2.9: Impact analysis: Derived from a combination of the results from the 

questionnaire and the authors own views. 

From the results produced by the questionnaire it has already been established 
that the level of electricity prices is a vital detail for the financial viability of CHP 
systems. Increased levels of competition resulting in lower electricity prices N%, ill 
be negative for CHP. In consideration of this fact and the results in Figure 2.9 

scenario I appears to provide a positive future for the CHP market in the UK as 
costs are predicted to rise with the level of competition remaining the same as in 
1997. 
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Strategic Impact Analysis 

Figure 2.10 shows the basis for the selection of the three most appropriate Sce- 
narios. The management technique used to produce this figure are documented in 
references [63] and [64]. The strategic impact of scenarios 4 and . 5- Nvere predicted to fall outside the critical region and they will not be selected for further study. 

High 

H 

Low 

Low 

STRATEGIC IMPACT 

Figure 2.10: Strategic impact and probability diagram. 

High 

From Figure 2.10 it can be seen that scenario 1 (reducedC02 limits + increased 
pollution control) produces the greatest impression with regard to probability and 
strategic impact. The implications for the CHP market of the realisation of this 
scenario are positive and indicate an expansion of the market. Two importailt 
points underline this (1) the consistent increase of electricity prices, which improve 
CHP economics (all other factors constant) and (ii) any increase of the restriction 
for C02 emissions will put pressure on the UK Government to reduce emissions 
further. Improving energy-utilisation - via the adoption of CHP systems - pro- 
vides an immediate means to achieving this goal. Therefore, an increase to t lie 

government-set target for installed CHP capacity is likely, as occurred following 
the last 'Earth Summit. Additionally, the government may move to support cfw 
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more actively through the supply of tax incentives or capital grants. The size of the 
CHP market would be expected to increase more rapidly as a result of this sceiiario. 

The second most significant of the three scenarios is -business as usual'. The most 
important feature to note is that historical events in the industry will be I, ttle help 
when making predictions about the future. This is because the industry is \-ery 
dynamic with many significant changes - such as the new Labour Government and 
the liberalisation of the franchise market - either ongoing or planned. The new 
government has expressed support for energy-efficiency and specifically CHP. If 

this verbal support is translated into action in the shape of financial grants and 
favourable regulatory changes, then CHP will benefit. The final stage of the lib- 

eralisation of the electricity market in 1998 should lead to increased competition 
and a downward pressure on electricity prices. On balance, it is predicted that the 
CHP market will increase under this scenario but not as rapidly as in the case of 
scenario 1. 

Changes to the pool pricing mechanism could have a significant effect on CHP if 

it leads to substantial decrease in electricity prices in all sectors of the electrici IN, 
industry. Initially, large consumers will be the first to benefit by purchasing and 
negotiating the rate directly with the generator and by-passing the pool pricing 
mechanism. This will put pressure on other generators to cut prices and deal 
directly with consumers. Ultimately the effect will reduce profitability and lead 
to the highest-cost producers being forced from that part of the competitive mar- 
ket. The overall effect is likely to be a reduction of average generating- costs and 
downward pressure on elect ri ci ty-pri ces in all market sectors. At best this will be 

neutral for CHP and more likely adverse, leading to a slowing of the expansion of 
the market as cost savings decrease when compared to the alternatives. 
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Industry forces revisited for the year 2017. 

Following the strategic impact and probability analysis, summarised in Figure 2.10, 
the five original scenarios have now been reduced to three for the final analys', is. For each of the three scenarios, which have been selected for their significance. the 
competitive forces for 2017 have been predicted - see Figures 2.11,2.12 and 2.13. 

Scenario 1: New and reducedC02 limits set by climate control confer- 
ence + stricter environmental legislation. 

AD 2017 - SCENARIO I 

THREAT OF NEW 
ENTRANTS 

MEDIUM 

POWER OF RIVALRY POWER OF BU 
SUPPLIERS 

flow MEDIUM MEDIUM 

SUBSTITUTES 

MFDIUM 

Figure 2.11: The industry's competitive forces in 2017 as a result of scenario 1. 

According to each of the three scenarios the level of competition will be greater 
than it is at present. It is likely that this will drive the average level of electricitý"- 
prices down. The possibility of new entrants moving in to supply the market seems 
at a similar level as in 1997. However, the threat of substitution has increased 
leading to even greater competition. 
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Scenario 2: Changes to the pool mechanism for pricing electricity. 

AD 2017 - SCENARIO 2 

THREAT OF NEW 
EN`rRANT'S 

MEDIUM 

POWER OF RIVALRY POWER OF BUYERS 
SUPPLIERS 

MEDIUM MEDIUM HIGH 

SUBSTITUTES n r 

MEDI M 

Figure 2.12: The industry's competitive forces in 2017 as a result of scenario 2. 

Scenario 3: Business as usual 

AD 2017 -SCENARIO 3 

THREAT OF NEW 
ENTRANTS 

MEDIUM 

Po OF I = RIVALRY POWER OF BUYERS 
S RS 

ý1_ 

LOW HIGH HIGH 

SUBSTITUTES 

MEDIUM 

Figure 2.13: The industry's competitive forces in 2017 as a result of scenario I 

2.5 Proposals for future work 
This study has examined the electricity and CHP sectors in detail. A new man- 
agement approach has been adopted wherever possible, utilising tools such as 
S. T. E. E. P. analysis, the five forces model and scenario planning. In order to 
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extend the research one step further and to introduce an increased measure of 
objectivity the views of industry experts were solicited via a surveý'- The result,, 
of this survey were useful to this study, providing a degree of objectivity. The 
limitation of the work concerned the sample size, which was limited to 14 with 
a response rate of approximately 60%. Future work should seek to increase the 
size of the sample and widened the sample of experts to include more CHP users. Additionally it would be beneficial to incorporate new questions which examine 
the scope for CHP from the end-users point of view. 

2.6 Conclusions and the implications for CHP 

The last decade has seen dramatic changes to the UK Electricity Supply Industry. 
By 1998 the industry will have been transformed, in less than a decade. from a 
state owned monopoly to an open market for suppliers and consumers alike. The 
rapidity of this change has left a number of anomalies in the market place, which 
either favour or disadvantage particular elements of the industry. The industry iS 
still in a state of change, which makes future predictions about its development 
difficult. It is highly likely that 20 years from now the structure of the ESI ý%, Ill 
be significantly different from the way it looks in 1997. Any of the many tech- 
nological, economic, environmental, social or political developments in the ESI's 
strategic environment might cause this change. In order to present three plausible 
views of the future state of the industry and the implications for the CHP mar- 
ket, a study of the ESI's strategic environment, competitive forces and underlying 
trends has been undertaken. One certainty about the next 20 years is that the 
UK economy will continue to require energy to satisfy the needs of its citizens, but 
what will the environmental cost for this energy be? The technologies - such as 
CHP and renewables - exist to significantly reduce this cost. However, there exists 
many obstacles to the full integration of these systems into 1997's dynamic and 
free-market electricity industry. 

The electricity generated by CHP accounts for approximately 6% of the UK's total 
sales. The future for CHP is inextricably tied to the future of the electricity industry 
as a whole. In conclusion, it seems likely that several elements from each of the 
three scenarios will become reality. The overall future for CHP if scenarios I and 
3 result is positive with a strong emphasis on energy-efficiency, reform of the role 
of the regulator, the increasing of the Government-set target for installed CHP 
capacity (10 GW by 2010 and 13GW by 2017), the implementation of a carbon 
based tax and the removal of restrictive (anti-CHP) legislation. The realisation 
of scenario 2 will put strong downward pressure on electricity prices, which in 
isolation will adversely effect the economics of CHP systems. Respondents to the 
questionnaire put the following factors as most significant for the continuing growth 
of the CHP market: 
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I. Higher electricity prices. 

2. A reduction in the capital costs of CHP units. 

3. A more open market for the import/export of electricity. 

4. Government backing and incentives for the CHP industry. 

5. Jointly - Cheaper gas prices and the removal of any remaining 'unfair' regu- 
latory, licensing or legislative barriers for CHP within the electricity Indust rY. 

Above all the future for CHP requires a supportive Government, if this technology 
is left only to the peculiarities of market forces, generally the lowest cost and 
quickest return options will be selected without any concern for the long-term and 
wider environmental effects. 

Implications of the findings in Chapter 2 for the rest of the research. 

Five significant factors for the development of the CHP sector were identified. Of 

these, only the reduction of capital costs of CHP plant falls wholly within the 

control of CHP manufacturers. The other four, headed by the cost of electricity 
are either market dictated or controlled by one form of governing body. Because 

of the wide fluctuations of electricity and gas unit-prices over time it is difficult 

to measure the benefits brought about by the application of CHP in monetary and 

pay-back terms alone, as these too will vary constantly. This can result in CHP 
being the option for today but not tomorrow or vice versa. One of the major 

consistent factors of the appropriate use of CHP is that energy consumption and 

consequently polluting emissions will be reduced. Therefore, wherever possible 
throughout the rest of this thesis the benefits of CHP will be expressed in terms of 

energy saved in kW and kg Of C02 displaced. 
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Chapter 3 

Combined Heat-and-Power 

Introduction 

Chapter 3 begins with an overview of the process of power generation in the ulý 
and proceeds by identifying the inefficiencies of cent rally-generat ed electricity pro- 
duced from fossil-fuels. This provides the background for the introduction to the 
technology of combined heat-and-power (CHP), which offers a more energy efficient 
alternative to separate heat and electricity production. A comprehensive revi(, %%, 
of the available CHP systems is presented together with a detailed description of 
the relevant environmental, economic and political factors, which are critical for 
the successful application of this technology. Finally, the CHP market is analysed 
in order to complete the full structure of the industry. The background is thus set 
for the main body of new research which is presented in Chapters 4., 5 and 6. 

3.1 Conventional Electricity Generation 

Electricity is the purest and most convenient form of energy, and is capable of 
being converted to other energy forms with up to 100% efficiency (see Figure 3.1) 
[65]. Its greatest advantage is the ease with which the energy can be transported to 
the point of demand, yet for many purposes, such flexibility is rarely needed. More 
than 80% of the UK's supply of electricity - which amounted to 310 TWh in 1995 
[31 - is produced from the combustion of fossil-fuels in a relatively small number of 
centrally located generating stations. This centralised form of electricity produc- 
tion is extremely wasteful and leads to inefficiencies when the full fuel --* hcat -ý 
mechanical energy -+ elcOrical energy -ý distribidion -+ conquo? phoi? chain is 
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analysed. The other 20% (approximately) is produced by nuclear power. on-site 
generation, renewables, biofuel combustion or imported from Europe. The ustial 
efficiencies of scale, which can be applied to large-scale centralised generation, are 
negated in the main by the thermal and distribution losses: the most inefficient link in the chain is the conversion process of heat to mechanical energy. 

CHEMICAL) 
ENERGY 

EXTRACrION 
(fuels) 

70% to 95% PROCESSING 

THERMAL 
ENERGY 

100% /\ 20% to 40% 

90% to 95% 

TRANSPORT 

GENERATION 

DISTRIBUTION 

ENERGY) 
85% to 95%-- 

\ý NERG )] 
UTILISATION 

Figure 3.1: Energy conversion diagram [4], [5]. 

3.1.1 Thermal Efficiency of Electricity Generation 

If electricity is generated using an heat-engine, then only a finite proportion of the 
input chemical-energy can be converted to electrical power. The remaining energy 
is rejected as heat. This is an inescapable thermodynamic fact. At power-only 
stations, the rejected heat is discharged into the atmosphere via cooling towers, an 
adjacent river or the sea. This will mean that on average little more than 35% of 
the initial gross calorific value of the primary-fuel is converted into useful energy 
[9]. Wide-scale production of energy in this way is extremely wasteful and arises 
as a consequence of the following thermodynamic laws: 

First Law: To produce work a quantity of heat must be supplied to an engine. 

Second Law: To produce work not only must a quantity of heat be supplied 
to an engine but a proportion of that heat has to be rejected, at a lo%ver 
temperature than that at which it was supplied. 

The consequence of the first law is that energy is always conserved (except ý%, here 

nuclear reactions are concerned). The consequence of the second laNN,, hm%'ever. 

is that a heat engine can never be 100% efficient in the conversion of heat into 
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work. The theoretical maximum efficiency of all heat engines is determined bv 
the difference between the temperature at which input heat is available and the temperature at which heat can be rejected. The maximum possible theoretical 
efficiency of a heat engine - which cannot be realised in practice - is defined as, the 'Carnot Efficiency' 

Carnot Ef fZclency = 
TIN 

- TOUT 

TIN 

TIN = Maximum temperature of input heat in degrees Kelvin. 
TOUT = Minimum temperature of heat rejected in degrees Kelvin. 

HEAT 
TIN SOURCE 

HEAT I IN 

HEAT WORK 

ENGINE 

HEAT I REJECTED 

HEAT 
SINK 

T. 
UT 

Figure 3.2: The heat engine. 

In practice TIN represents the maximum fluid -temperature achieved inside the 
heat engine, TOUT is limited by the lowest exhaust- t emp erat ures available. 
The highest generating-efficiencies are obtained from combined-cycle gas-turbines 
(CCGT) (with no heat output), where the use of steam turbines can raise the over- 
all operating efficiency from 35% to a maximum of about 50% [23]. 

3.1.2 Transmission and Distribution Losses (T & 

In addition to the thermal losses associated with the production of electricitv, 
transmission losses must also be considered. These losses in 1995 amounted to 
7.5% [66], a reduction from 9% in 1990 [67]. and are incurred when the electricitv 
is generated centrally, and therefore, requiring transmission across large distance,, 
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(IYO) 
Fuel Used - 1992 1996 
Coal 64.5 43-5 
Nuclear 24.5 29 
Gas 1.4 21 
Oil 7 4 
Hydro 0.5 0.3 
Other Fuels 0.1 0.2 
Imports 2 2 

Table 3.1: Fuels used in electricity generation, energy supplied basis [3]. 

in order that the electricity can be supplied to the the end user. About one-fifth of 
this is due to magnetisation losses (in the transformers) and which are independent 
of load. The greatest proportion of the transmission and distribution losses occur 
as resistance losses (in the form of heat) in cables, and will vary with the square 
of the current used. A consequence of this is that the proportion of power lost 
for a marginal unit of load will be double the average rate. T&D losses lead to 
the need for the production of more cent rally-generat ed electricity than is actually 
required locally by the end-user. 

3.1.3 Generating Efficiency Improvements in the Industry 
The average generating efficiency for UK power stations has been increasing in 
recent years. The main reasons for the improvements are; i) the removal of old 
coal-fired power stations from the system and ii) the inclusion of more higher 
efficiency CCGT plant to replace the old stations. 

3.2 Combined Heat-and-Power: 
An Introduction 

Combined Heat-and-Power (CHP) is the term used to describe the simultaneous 
production and use of heat - usually in the form of hot-water or steam - and power - 
usually in the form of electricity. CHP plants can convert more than 80% (and even 
90% in some cases where additional heat recovery equipment has been installed) 

of the primary fuel input into usable energy and therefore, offers an more energy- 
efficient alternative to separate heat and power production where the electricity is 

generated centrally and the heat is produced locally in on-site boilers (see Figure 
3.3). 

CHP basically means that the waste heat from the production of electricity or me- 
chanical power - which is rejected into the environment during large-scale central 
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WASTE ENERGY IN THE 

FORM OF A HEAT CURRENT 

Figure 3.3: 
duction. 

HEAT 

H 

The efficiency benefits of CHP vs. conventional heat and po,, Ner pro- 

generation - is utilised in some process demanding a low to i-nedium temperature 
heat source. This heat can be the exhaust from an internal-combustion engine 
or turbine power plant or the low pressure steam exhaust from a turbine. CHP 
units will produce less electricity for the same fuel input than power only sta- 
tions because they are required to reject heat at a higher temperature. The term 
CHP is synonymous with co-generation or total energy often used in the European 
Community, the United States and other parts of the world where the technology 
is widely used. CHP is one of the oldest forms of electricity generation and has 
been used in industrial applications in the UK since the last century [68]. CHP 
can be viewed on three different scales; micro-scale (below 15kW, ), small-scale ( 
15kW, to IMW, ) and large-scale (above IMW, ), however, these size ranges are 
not definitive across the industry and variations can be observed frequently, espe- 
cially in the definitions of small and large-scale applications. Utility companies, 
for example, might view large-scale CHP as above 5-10 MW,. 

HEAT PRODUCTION ONLY 
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3.2.1 Prime Movers 
There are four main types of engine currently used in CHP systems: Reciprocating 
engines, Gas turbines, Steam turbines and Combined cycle plant. Electrical out- 
puts range from just a few kilowatts to tens of megawatts. A summary of some of 
the typical characteristics (eg. heat-to-power ratios, fuel type, etc. ) of the com- 
monly used prime movers can be seen in Table 3.2. The market breakdo', N'n - as a 
percentage of uK installed capacity - is shown in Figure 3.4. 

GAS 
TURBIN 

27% 

BACK PRES 
STEAM TUR 

39% 

3% OTHER 

RECIPROCATING 
ENGINES 

10% 

Figure 3.4: Market breakdown of the types of CHP plant used. 

Reciprocating engines 
The reciprocating engines used in CHP are internal combustion engines operat- 
ing on the same familiar principles as their petrol and diesel engine automotive 
counterparts. Their shaft efficiency is inherently better than that of gas turbines. 
The usable heat-to-power ratio range is 0.5: 1 to 2: 1 and as the exhaust contains 
large amounts of excess air, supplementary firing is feasible and can raise the ratio 
to 5: 1. Reciprocating engines and their lubricating oil must be cooled, therefore, 
there will always be a supply of heat in the form of hot water from these types of 
engines. 

Reciprocating engines used for CHP generally fall into the following categories: 

Spark ignition - these are often automobile derivatives with power outputs in 
the range 15 to 30 kW,. Engine life is usually in the range 10,000 to 30,000 hours, 

compared with 2,000 to 6,000 hours for a car engine. The extended life is achieved 

CCGT 
1) 1 Cl- 
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Figure 3.5: Energy balance of a typical reciprocating-engine CHP unit. 

by running at a constant slower speed (typically 1,500 rpm) with steady load con- 
ditions. Converted petrol engines are small and light weight and have a relatively 
high power output. 

Diesel derivatives - These spark ignition engines are generally used for electri- 
cal loads from 35 to 200 kW,. The engines are normally substantially modified 
(pistons, heads, valve gear, ignition and fuel systems, etc. ) to, enable them to 
operate on natural gas. These modifications extend the engine's life considerably, 
generally to around 30,000 operational hours, and also increase the interval be- 
tween servicing. 

Spark-ignition gas engines are not normally used in large-scale industrial applica- 
tions due to the limited number of engine sizes and the low grade of heat available 
from the engines. 

Stationary engines - These are designed for electrical loads of up to 3MW, and 
were originally used in industry or ships. They combine a long life with low main- 
tenance costs. However, the capital costs of the systems are high. 

Dual-fuel stationary engines - These are flexible engines, which are able to 
run on gas or gas oil. The additional fuel-supply systems required result in the 
need for more complex control and instrumentation systems, which in turn lead 
to increased capital costs. 
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Gas Turbines 
These utilise pressurised combustion gases from fuel burned in one or more com- bustion chambers to turn a series of bladed fan wheels and rotate the shaft on 
which they are mounted. This drives the generator. Combustion gases are deliv- 
ered to the power turbine at a temperature in the range of 900'(' to 1200'C and 
exhausted from it at 450'C to 500OC; this exhaust is the source of heat energy to 
the, site and makes the gas turbine particularly suitable for high-grade heat supply. The usable heat-to-power ratio ranges from 1.5: 1 to 3: 1. 

STACK 

FL 
IN 

lw 

: HIGH GRAM 
RMAL DFNAND 

50% 

)WER 
ENERATED 
30% 

Figure 3.6: Energy balance of a typical gas turbine CHP Unit [6]. 

Steam ']Purbines 
These are similar in principle to the gas turbines except that the pressure energy 
to drive them is provided by steam instead of hot gases. The power produced 
depends on how far the steam pressure can be reduced through the turbine. before 
being supplied to meet site's heat energy needs. Steam turbine sets are designated 
by their operating mode(s), eg. back pressure, pass out/back pressure or pass out 
condensed. 
Back-pressure turbines - are the simplest design: all the steam that flows 
through the machine is exhausted from the turbine at the pressure required by the 
site. 
Pass out/back pressure - Where more than one grade of heat is required. the 
higher grade is supplied by extracting steam ('pass-out' steam) at the appropriate 
pressure part-way along the turbine. The remainder continues to the exit therefore 
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generating further power, before exhausting to required industrial process at the lower pressure. 
Pass out/condensing - The power output can be maximlsed by expanding Hie 
steam down to a vacuum using a condenser; this will produce very low grade heat 
for which there may be no on-site requirement to make the operation of the systern 
viable. 

Combined Cycle 
Prime movers can be combined in a variety of ways to increase energy utillsation, 
they combine the open cycle of the gas turbine process with the closed cycle of the 
steam turbine. The effect of this unified process is that a higher proportion of Ole 
energy is converted to mechanical power rather than heat. In this way. a bei ter 
match can be achieved between site demands and plant output. This is achieved 
by using a proportion of the heat rejected by the gas turbine to produce steam 
at a high enough pressure to drive a steam turbine; consequently, there will be 
two prime movers in series in this combined-cycle system. The maximum thermal 
efficiency of a simple CCGT is about 55% [691. 

LP Stewn 
EXHAUST GASES HP STEAM to site 

) 

41.4% 

Fuel 4.6% 
Input 
100% 

Electricity 
to site 32% 36.6% 

Steam turbo-gen losses 
0.4% 

Gas turbb-gen 
Losses 3.6% Waste Heat 

Boiler losses 
18% 

Figure 3.7: Energy balance of a CCGT CHP unit 

Reliability and Availability 
The importance of these two factors for a fully successful CHP programme cannot 
be over stated as the CHP units will be required to operate throughout the year 
for at least 17 hours per day and 5 days per week and in many cases significantly 
longer even for continuous operation. In practice the prime mover will require 
regular breaks for maintenance and servicing, so resulting in scheduled shut(lowns 
at least once a year. 
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The reliability of the prime mover is therefore a measure of its susceptIbIlItNr to 
unscheduled breakdown. 

Availability takes account of all non-operational time and can be defined as: 
The number of hours in the year f or which the chp unit actually operates 

The number of hours in the year f or which the chp unit is expected to be operatzon-al 

Another factor is the question of poor quality engines, which could cost up to 50% 
more to maintain over its life and might be uneconomic to repair before 10 years 
is up, when run continuously [70]. 

3.2.2 Fuels 
The selection of a fuel for the operation of the CHP unit is usually the first decision 

made when appraising the options. In a few rare cases, there will be no choice as 
the sites location - eg. adjacent to a waste site - will dictate the most available, 
cheapest and appropriate fuel for use. Natural gas will usually be the first choice 
for new CHP installations for a variety of technical, environmental and economic 
reasons. However 

I its availability is not universal, so other fuels (e. g. fuel oil, coal 
or gas oil) might have to be considered in some cases. The internal combustion 
engine will run on a wide range of both liquid and gaseous fuels; although its 

equipment and process variations may be necessary (eg. landfill gas contains a 
high level of water vapour and therefore requires drying before the gas is burnt). 
A summary of the fuels used by CHP in 1995 is given in Figure 3.8. The use of 
coal by CHP was 3% down on the previous year while the use of natural gas was 
up 74% [10]; this trend has been occurring for several years and is expected to 

continue. 

RENEWABLES 
2% 

REFINERY GASES 
I OC/C 

Co 
23 ci 

FUEL OIL 
16% 

OTHER FUELS 
3% 

BLASTFURNACE 
GAS3% 

NATURAL GAS 42% 

- GAS OlIL I% 
'---COKE OVEN GAS 

Figure 3.8: Types of fossil-fuel used by CHP plant, 1995 [3]. 
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3.2.3 Generators 
The generators can be categorised as either synchronous or asynchronous with 
both types producing 3-phase alternating current (ac) at 415V. 
Synchronous generators operate in isolation from other generating plant (the grid). 
They use batteries for start up and can therefore, be used as stand-by generation. 
The frequency of the output current is determined by the speed of rotation. 
Asynchronous generators are more efficient than synchronous generators for smaller 
units. They need the grid for magnetic excitation and will stop if the power from 
the grid is interrupted or disconnected. The frequency of the output current is au- 
tomatically matched to that of the mains so that connection to the grid is simple. 
The power factor of the generator is always less than unity because it needs mains 
excitation. Capacitors can be used to minimise the penalty for a low power-factor; 
the CHP controls can be used to regulate the power-factor. Asynchronous genera- 
tors cannot be used for stand-by generation. 
Losses in electric generators are very small and typically range from 1% to 3% of 
the generators output. An electric generator requires little maintenance and has 
a life equivalent to an electric motor. 

3.3 Small-Scale CHP 

Most of the small-scale CHP units installed to date are based on spark-ignition gas 
engines and therefore have a heat-to-power ratio of between 1: 1 and 2: 1. 

WA 
ENGINE COOM :ý FXHAUSTCOOLER - 

MANIFOLLLD exhaust D 

ýJýe.. 
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ýMwc 
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return 
digester 
water 

PLATE HEAT 

EXCHANGER 

ý-flow 

Strainer 

Note: All heat 

exchangers are 
connected in 

counter flow mode 

Figure 3.9: Heat recovery system [7]. 
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3.3.1 Fundamental Components of a CHP Unit. 
A small-scale CHP unit consists of five basic components (see Figure 3.10): An 
engine, an electric generator, a heat recovery system, a control system and an 
exhaust system. 

Engine 
Exhaust 
Gases 

Gas 
/ Engine Exhaust 

Engine Generator 

Hot 
Process 
Water 
Supply 

Exhaust Heat Engine Heat 
Exchanger Exchanger Colrocess 

Water Return 

Figure 3.10: Small-scale CHP unit's component parts [8]. 

3.3.2 Heat-Recovery Systems. 
After maximising the elect ri cal-power output from CHP engines, f1le primary ob- 
jective is to recover as much heat as possible for an acceptable fuel-burn. The 
heat-energy can be recovered from the generator, engine cooling circuits and ex- 
haust gases. Over 90% of the available heat can be recovered. However this will 
require additional heat recovery equipment. 

Source Temperature OC Recoverable Heat 
% FuelInput 

Engine Jacket 120 33 
Exhaust 650 22 
Exhaust Latent Heat 70 10 

Table 3.4: Recoverable heat from CHP engines [8]. 

Typically, around 50% of the fuel input is recoverable as high-grade heat in the 
form of low temperature water (LTHW). A further 10% or more can be recovered 
as low-grade heat at 30 --ý 40'C. This compares with around 75 -4 80(/( for a boiler 

operating at full-load [8]. The source temperatures and range of recoverable heal 
for a small-scale IC CHP unit are shown in Table 3.4. 
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Heat transfer: When the medium containing waste heat is a liquid or a vapour. 
which heats another liquid, then the shell and tube heat exchanger must be selected 
[71]. This is because both paths must be sealed in order to contain the pressures 
of their respective fluids. The shell contains the tube bundle. and usually internal 
baffles to divert the fluid in the shell over the tubes in the multiple process. 

3.3.3 Modulation 

Modulation, part-load operation or turn-down are the commonly used phrases used 
to describe the operation of CHP units at less than 100% electricity and heat output. 
Modulated operation is required - usually to protect the engine from overheating 
in water-cooled circuits - when a site's demand for heat or power falls below the 
maximum levels produced by the CHP unit. The aim of any future CHP svsteill 
should be to get maximum output for as many hours as possible from the unit. 
Therefore, it is recommended that modulated operation be avoided completely or 
at least kept to a minimum where possible. Modulating the units will lead to 
a reduction in the operating efficiency - as manufacturers 'ratings' are based on 
continuous steady-state conditions - as well as a change in the proportion of heat- 
to-electricity produced. Additionally, maintenance costs are based on hours run 
for the CHP unit, so when operated at part-load the maintenance costs per kWh 

generated will rise. Collectively, these factors will in turn change the economics 
of the system, if the situation was not predicted at the appraisal stage of the CHP 
installation. Repeated cycling of operation should also be avoided, as this will 
shorten the life of the CHP units, since a large amount of wear takes place in the 
first few moments of operation, especially when the engine and lubricating oil is 
cold. Wear can be minimised be pre-pressurl sing or heating the system before 

start-up. 

C 
a) 
0 

w 
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ficiency 

Figure 3.11: A typical 70 kW, gas-fired reciprocating CHP unit's part-load perfor- 

mance. 
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3.4 Environmental Aspects of Energy Produc- 
tion 

Carbon dioxide, together with many other gases are normal parts of the atmo- 
sphere, C02 being essential to plant life. However, if the proportion Of C02 or 
any other gas in the environment deviates from the natural balance, then the long- 
term consequences could be dramatic for all planet life. 
Concern about 'global warming' and 'ozone depletion' have increased steadily 
throughout the last decade. This rise in public concern has occurred mainly be- 
cause of these subject's high profile in the media. As a result of this heightened 
awareness, scientific research has been undertaken around the world in order to 
find: 

conclusive evidence of the link between these environmental changes and the 
chemicals or processes with which they have been associated in order that 
any imbalance might start to be addressed. 

the significance of any environmental change for human and natural life on 
the planet. 

9a structured approach for redressing the balance. 

General research has shown that global average surface temperatures have in- 
creased by 0.3 to 0.60C since the late 19th century, and 9 out 10 of the hottest 

years on record have occurred since 1983. Additionally, the link between the re- 
lease and build up of CFCs in the atmosphere and ozone depletion has been proved 
[10]. 

The production of energy is one of the main contributors towards the accumulation 
of excessive amounts of polluting substances in the environment and especiallyC02 

- see Figure 3.13. In this section, the pollutants associated with the generation of 
electricity will be considered. 

C. > 

Výý 

Figure 3.12: Historical carbon-dioxide emissions [9]. 
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3.4.1 Fossil-Fuel Combustion 
Fossil fuel combustion is a reaction between oxygen and the constituents of the fuel. The combustion process gives off heat which is usually a required and ben- 
eficial product of the process. All fossil fuels contain carbon which is the main 
combustible constituent; hydrogen being the other significant energy source. 

Emissions from the combustion process 
The burning of fossil fuels will give rise to the production of carbon dioxide 
(C02), sulphur dioxide (S02), nitric oxide (NO,, ), methane(CH4). carbon monox- 
ide (CO), non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOC) and nitrous oxide (N20) [67]. The effect of these pollutants on the environment vary according to 
strength, location, quantity, weather conditions and the way in which I hey react 
with other chemicals already in the environment. 

Carbon dioxide (C02) - The burning of all fossil fuels gives rise to the pro- 
duction of carbon dioxide, a major contributor to the cause of global warming. 
This is a gas which is produced in the greatest quantity by the combustion pro- 
cess. The aim of any combustion process is to convert all the available carbon to 
C02 in order to release the maximum available energy. In addition to emissions 
from the combustion of coal, for every molecule of sulphur dioxide absorbed by 
the calcium carbonate (lime) in the FGD system, one molecule ofC02 is released. 
Ensuring that fossil fuels are used in the most energy-efficient way possible will 
reduce overall C02 output if all other factors remain constant. Therefore, CHP, 
with its superior energy efficiency, offers great scope for reducing emissionsOf (-' 02 
and other pollutants associated with the generation of electricity, through its ef- 
ficient use of primary energy. The uK contributes about 2% to global man-made 
emissionsOf C02which are currently estimated to range between 6,000 and 8,200 
million tonnes per annum (of carbon) [10]. Because of increasingCO2 build up in 
the atmosphere, the Government of the UK together with many others around the 
world agreed at the Rio summit in 1992 to reduceC02 emissions to 1990 levels by 
the year 2000 [721. The UK is currently ahead of most of the other participating 
countries in its attempts to meet this goal. 

Sulphur dioxide (S02) -Of all the forms of electricity generation, coal-fired 
power stations are amongst the most polluting because of the high sulphur con- 
tent of the fossil-fuel. When sulphur is released and dissipated into the atmosphere, 
one of the results is that it reacts to formS02; the combustion of one kilogramme 

of sulphur in a fuel results in two kilogrammesOf S02 in the exhaust [9]. Further 
complex chemical reactions in the atmosphere result in the production of acidic 
compounds such as sulphuric acid (H2S04). These are a major cause of 'acid 

rain'. Acid rain damages soils, trees and buildings both in the UK and abroad. 
Additionally, medical evidence has emerged which links local pollution in an area 
with the poor health of the inhabitants. The cost of the damage to property and 
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Figure 3.13: UK C02 emissions by sector [101. 

health is difficult to predict accurately. Up to 90% of the S02 can be removed 
from the elect ri ci ty-generat ing process by the installation of flue-gas desulphuri- 
sation (FGD) equipment which can be classified as either wet or dry. However, 
FGD plant will reduce efficiency by about 1% [73]. In some processes desulphuri- 
sation will lead to the production of of gypsum -a material used in the building 
industry - sulphuric acid (H2S04) or sulphur. Selling such by-products can help 
offset the cost of recovering them. The most likely solution for the reduction of 
S02 production will come from the fuel-switch away from coal to gas as one of 
the primary fuels for electricity generation; this switch has occurred mainly as a 
result of economic factors. 

Carbon monoxide (CO) - is produced by incomplete combustion of carbon; 
this is caused by a number of different factors in a combustion process. The rate of 
production is usually small, typically in parts per million of exhaust gases, but CO 
production is significantly increased when combustion is poorly controlled. CO is 
a toxic gas and in large quantities contributes towards local smog problems and 
respiratory problems. 

Oxides of Nitrogen (NO, ) - NO, is formed by the high temperature reactions 
ofoxygen (02)with nitrogen (N2) to produce nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen diox- 
ide (N02) The rate of formation of NO, is affected by combustion temperature, 
residence time in the combustion zone and the concentrations of oxygen and in- 
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Case I Case 2 Case3 Case 4 Case 5 

Coal-fired Coal-fired Gas-fired 'UK supply UK supply 
(low NO, ) combined average average all 

cycle gas coal-fired sources 
turbine 

Emissions/unit of power provided - grammes of emissions per kWh. 
C02 990 990 450 990 684 
N 0., 3.6 2.1 0.4 2. 1-7 

(dry low NO, ) 
combustion 

S02 15.0 15.0 nil 15.0 9.0 
(1.1 for FGD) 

Table 3-5: Emissions from central power generation stations [9] 

trogen present. NO., can be classified as either; thermal NO., or fuel NO.,. NO, 
produced in the combustion process typically consists of more than 90% ATO and 
less than 10% N02. However, during atmospheric cooling, some of the NO reacts 
with ozone (03) and forms N02. This contributes to the ozone-layer depletion in 
the upper atmosphere and smog formation at ground level. N02 is also consid- 
ered harmful to the respiratory system. Atmospheric reactions incorporating _Y0 
also lead to the formation of nitric acid (HN03) which contributes to acid rain 
[9]. Major UK power generators have an on-going programme of fitting low XO, 
burners - which reduce NO, by about 40% [74] - to large power stations. 

3.4.2 CHP Can Help to Reduce Pollution 

CHP produces energy from fossil fuel combustion. However, its higher conversion 
efficiencies lead to less emissions of most of the previously-mentioned gases per 
unit of energy - see Table 3.6. It has been estimated that every 1,000 MW of CHP 
installed is likely to save 1.25 million tonnes of carbon per year [75]. 
Other alternatives to traditional electricity generation which offer either a reduc- 
tion in the levels of emissions produced or completely eliminate some of them 
include nuclear power, tidal power, solar power, hydro, wind, geothermal etc.. As 

usual, the solution to the problem is not as simple as it first appears. Therefore, 
the whole picture must be examined before corrective solutions are introduced. An 

example of this point is to consider the installation of hydro generated electriclt\,,, 
which, apparently at first site, produces electricity with no C02 emissions. How- 

ever, if the cost of the construction of the giant dams, which are usually required 
for this process, in energy terms are considered then there will be C02 emissions 
associated with hydro-power. Of course, the same methodology could be applied 
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C02 NOx CO ý'02 

g/kWh g/kWh cf/k%%"h g/k%\-h 
Gas Engine CHP 580 15-25 1-2 -Negligible Heat from Gas-fired 360 0 -1 0- 1 '\egligible 
Boilers 
Electricity from Coal-fired 990 2- 3 Negligible 15 
Power Stations 
Net change in emissions 
to atmosphere by -770 11- 23 0- -15 
switching to CHP 

Table 3.6: Emissions reductions by employing a gas-engine CHP[24], [9] 

to the construction of CCGT or nuclear-power stations but the point is made that 
when considering the cost in terms of emissions of any specific system, all aspects 
of the entire situation must be analysed. 

150 
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Figure 3.14: AtmosphericC02 emissions by source from 1970 to 1995 [3]. 
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3.5 Economic Aspects of CHP 
It can be seen that, from a purely energy-thrift point of vie\%,, CHP is often a wise 
option for energy production. However, when considering whether or not to install 
CHP plant, this is rarely the overriding factor. The attention of the of the poten- tial investors will be on costs, savings and pay-back. The installation of CHP will 
require the expenditure of tens/hundreds of thousands of pounds by one of the 
interested parties. Therefore, the investment will need good annual operational 
savings and/or an acceptable pay-back period. 

Generally an investment in CHP will only be sound if a number of important criteria 
are satisfied: 

e There are simultaneous demands for adequate amounts of heat and electricity 
for at least 4,000 hours each year. Sites where the demand is likely to fall 
below this watershed are unlikely to give a satisfactory return on investment. 

CHP units are commonly sized for winter base heat-load in order to maximise 
savings against the high cost of electricity at this time of year. 

3.5.1 Methods for Assessing Energy-Saving Investment Projects 
Several main methods are consistently used for appraising CHP projects. These 
are Accounting Rate-of-Return, the pay-back period, and two discounted cash-flow 
methods methods based on interest rates; the Net Present Value and the Internal 
Rate of Return [4]. 

Accounting Rate-of-Return (ARR) 
This method aims to indicate what level of return will be obtained by the invest- 
ment in capital into the project. However, it takes no account of the timing of the 
savings. It is defined as: 

ARR = 
average net annual savings (af ter depreciation) 

capital cost 

Pay-back 
The pay-back period is defined as: the length of time required for the running 
total of net savings before depreciation to equal the capital cost of the project. 
The basic idea is that the shorter the pay-back time, the more attractive the in- 
vestment. The method takes little account of timing of net savings but is widely 
considered as a useful first estimate. 

Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 

DCF methods are based on interest rates and unlike the ARR and the pay-back 
methods I it will allow for the timing of the savings. It should be noted thal a 
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project which produces higher savings in the early years facilitates making further 
investment in other schemes; the DCF methods try to *weigh' the value of sa%'ings 
to reflect this point. 

Net Present Value (NPV) 
This method requires that the present value of all yearly capital costs and net 
savings throughout the life of the project are calculated. By summing all these 
present values (costs being represented as negative amounts and net sa%-ings as 
positive ones) a total will be obtained. This total is called the NPN' of the project. 
If the NPV is negative then the project will be rejected. If the NPV is sufficleiitly 
positive then the project will be accepted. A discount rate will be required to 
carry out the calculation and this is usually set at a little above the interest rate 
for the cost of capital, thus allowing a margin for any risk due to uncertaii1ties in 
assessing any future net savings. 

Internal Rate-of-Return (IRR) 
Allows the comparison of the new project with established projects by indicating 
a 'return' on the capital invested. 

3.5.2 Energy Prices 

The level of the electricity and gas prices are crucial to the economic viability of 
CHP systems. The best economic results are produced for CHP pay-back J)eriods 
when electricity prices are high relative to gas prices. Additionally, it is important 
to have stability of energy prices over time so that long-term capital investments 
decisions can be taken without another risk factor. 

Electricity prices 
Electricity consumers can be divided into three different categories; (i) large - 
with a maximum demand (MD) of greater than I MW, (ii) medium - with a NID 

of greater than 100 kW and (iii) small - with an MD below 100 kW (see Figure 

3.15). Since privatisation competition has been gradually introduced to each of 
these categories. Currently large and medium consumers are able to select their 

suppliers, and from 1998 all of the market will be open to competition. Competi- 

tion has helped in the reduction of electricity prices in the last four years. 

Gas prices 
Privatisation of the gas industry in the UK has also increased competition, pro- 
ducing downward pressure on gas prices as show in Figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.15: Historical UK unit electricity prices for different users [11]. 
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Figure 3.16: Historical UK unit gas prices for different users [11]. 
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3.5.3 CHP Capital Costs 
For the potential investor in CHP, there are usually two main purchase options: - (i) purchase the unit outright with a maintenance contract and then wait for the '-"a\-- ings produced to give the planned pay-back; (ii) arrange an energy supply contract 
- usually termed Contract Energy Management (CEM) - with a CHP manufacturer. 
where the CHP unit is provided free of charge; the electricity is purchased at a discount from the owner of the CHP unit and the gas is bought separately from 
a supplier. This second option will provide a low risk alternative for the CHP in- 
vestor. There are numerous variations of these two options, which may require a 
small contribution towards the capital cost thus giving a greater discount for the 
electricity supplied. 
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Figure 3.17: The capital cost curve for some typical small-scale CHP units.. 

3.5.4 CHP Maintenance Costs 
Another important factor for the economics of CHP systems is the cost of regular 
servicing together with breakdown repair. Regular and thorough maintenance pro- 
grammes will ensure that down-time, due to mechanical breakdown, is kept to the 

absolute minimum. Additionally, continuous maintenance will extent the working 
life of the CHP unit and allow the unit to operate as efficiently and effectively as 
possible. This will result in maximum economic savings being achieved. Mainte- 

nance costs can be high and will certainly be a significant proportion of the total 

running costs throughout the life of the CHP unit. Typical maintenance costs for 

small-scale CHP plant will range from 0.70 pence per kNN' for aI MW, unit to 1.13 

pence per kW for a 32 kW, unit. Cost-savings should not be achieved through the 

reduction of the maintenance programme. 
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3.6 Political and Legislative Aspects of CHP 
The UK Government's 2000 AD target for installed CHP capacitý- is currently 5,000 
MW,. This is an important driver in the market for the industry: it is expected 
that a government-set target will lead to the installation of a favourable framework 
to facilitate the achievement of the intended goal. This positive environment for 
the installation of CHP might include capital grants or tax incentiN, -es for investors 
in the technology, or a levy on energy prices for other forms of heat-and-power 
production. This could be implemented in the same way as the ýNon Fossil-Fuel 
Levy (NFFL), which currently subsidises generators of electricity which do not use 
fossil fuels for generation. 

The electricity industry is regulated through the Office of Electricity Regulation 
(OFFER) - for an in-depth look at the electricity industry, see chapter 2. The CHP 
industry is affected by the regulations currently set in the market, which might be 
either positive or negative. For example, rules which govern the generation and 
export of electricity, or the unit price paid for it are crucial for the viability of 
some systems. 

The origins of the current trend in energy efficiency can be traced back to t1le 
oil-price crisis of the 1970s, after which the Energy Technological-Support Unit 

was set up by the UK Government to promote energy efficiency in order to reduce 
the consumption of fossil-fuels. 

Legislation 

3.6.1 The Energy Act 1983 

This Act provided the first legislative support for CHP by allowing the private 
generator to: 
a) Buy electricity from the local electricity board for its own use or for the use of 
its customers. 
b) Sell privately-generated electricity to the local electricity board. 

c) Use the transmission and distribution system network of the local electricity 
board for its own use or the use of its customers. 
This was evidence that the government was trying to encourage the development 

and application of CHP. 

3.6.2 Electricity Act - 1989 

The 1989 Electricity Act proposed the privatisation of the bulk of Electricity Sup- 

ply Industry in England and Wales. A key feature of the legislation was the vertical 
disintegration of the industry into generation, transmission and supply functions. 
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Licensing 

All those wishing to generate, transmit or supply electrlic1ty must apply to the Director General for a licence (OFFER leaflets - 'Business Licensing). 

Licences fall into four categories: 

1. Public Electricity- Supply Licence - currently only held by the twelve REC's. 
However, others may be granted it in the future. Holders are obliged to 
offer terms of supply to all premises in their region and to buy a certaiii 
proportion of their power from non-fossil fuel sources. It contains a use-of- 
system condition. 

2. Second-tier Supply Licence - required by generators supplying direct to cus- 
tomers, public electricity suppliers wishing to supply outside their regions, 
brokers buying power from generators and selling on to consumers. The h- 
cence specifies which premises the holder is entitled to supply and includes 
a use-of-system condition. 

3. Generating Licence - entitles the holder to generate power at any generating 
station. 

4. Transmission Licence - permits the holder to transmit power over high- 
voltage lines and contains a use-of-system condition. At present, only the 
National Grid company and Scottish power companies have such a licence. 

Most on-site plant is exempt from licensing where power is not exported. 
The following is a list of exemptions for a supplier: 

'de minimis' arrangements - where no more that 5OOkW is supplied at any 
one time, 

resale - where electricity is bought and immediately resold, 

e off-shore - where supply is for off-shore consumers; 

own generation - where 51% or more of the plant's output is consumed on 
the same site as the plant and the remainder is sold to a licensed supplier; 

'qualifying consumers' - including subsidiaries of the company operating the 
plant, those in which the operator has a 50% share holding and those sepa- 
rated by no more than one road, river, railway or building from the operator. 
Exports are not subject to a power limit; 
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For generators the following exemptions apply: 

9 'de minimis'- where less than IOMW is generated on site: 

* offshore - where generation is for offshore consumers-, 

where the generated power is supplied to no more than one customer, i lie 
IOMW limit may be exceeded without requiring a licence-, 

Generators supplying RECs are required to hold a generating licence and have pool 
membership. 

3.6.3 Government White Paper 1990 
"This common inheritance" committed the EEO through the Best Practice pro- 
gramme to working towards the identified potential of a further 2,000 MW7, by the 
year AD 2000, thereby doubling the CHP capacity from 2,000 MW, level in 1990 
to 4,000 MW, [76]. 

1993 Budget Announcement VAT was introduced on fuel which was widely 
expected to encourage energy efficiency and increase interest in CHP 

July 1993 - The Government CHP target for AD 2000 is increased by 1000 
-NINN', 

of installed capacity to 5000 MW, 

April 1994 - Private generators can only supply to customers with a demand 
greater than IOOkW. Smaller customers known as franchise customers are restricted 
to buying their power from local RECs until 31st March 1998, when the whole sup- 
ply market will be opened to competition. 

Recent years have seen more legislative help towards CHP, including: 

special powers for licensed generators to install heat mains ( granted in the 
electricity act); 

new roles for Local Authorities were given regarding the purchasing and 
generating of electricity. For instance, the electricity Act (1989) allowed 
Local Authorities to sell power to any building they own without applying 
for a supply licence; 

ea monitoring role for OFFER with respect to CHP; 

the housing Act (1989) provided a legislative basis for CHP joint ventures. 
The relevant regulations were declared in April 1995; 

* exemption from the nuclear levy for on-site CHP generated electrIcItV; 
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3.6.4 Relaxation of the Electricity Lice nsing- Regime 
The licensing regime since privatisation has been revised to make it easier to ex- 
port surplus power from on-site generation. In particular. the electricity order 
1995 introduced the following changes, meaning that many more CHP operators 
became exempt from licensing requirements and hence payment of the fossil-fuel 
levy. 

1) Increasing the level of supply at which a generation licence is required from 10 
to 50 MW, 

- 
2) Allowing the temporary supply of above 50 MW, of power in certain circum- 
stances. 
3) Extending the transitional exemptions granted to certain suppliers at electricity 
privatisation to 31st March 1998. 
4) Relaxation of the 51% 'own use' rule. 

Currently the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) is consulting on the evolu- 
tion of the licensing regime post 1998. On the 30th April 1996 the DTI announced 
plans for a further relaxation of the exemption condition in the run-up to full 

supply competition in 1998 to allow exempt suppliers to supply on-site, or over 
private wires, up to 100 MW, to any commercial or industrial customers [77]. 

In Government, the policy lead for CHP is with the Energy- Efficiency Office (EEO) 

in the Department of the Environment (DoE). 



3.7 The UK Market for Combined Heat-and-Power 
in 1996 

An estimate of the technical potential for CHP (by ETSU) has suggested that CHP 
could ultimately supply as much as 25% (i. e. some 20,000 MW, )of the UK's elec- 
tricity generation capacity [68]. 

Combined Heat and Power (CHP) has been used in industrial applications in the 
uK and other industrialised countries since the last century and is one of the 
oldest forms of electricity generation. Over the last decade increased resources 
have been allocated in an attempt to achieve savings in energy consumption and 
reduce carbon-dioxide emissions through the wider use of CHP. The previous ulý 
Government set a target of achieving 4000 MW, of installed CHP capability by the 
year A. D. 2000 was revised and increased to 5,000 MW, in 1993 [3]. 3,562 MWe 
of capacity was in place by the end and accounting for more than 6% of the LIIK's 
generating capacity 1996[3] [78] (see Figure 3.18). 
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Figure 3.18: Government-set target for installed CHP capacity to the year AD 2000 
[3]. 

The vast majority (about 96%) of installed uK CHP capacity is accounted for in 
large-scale tailor built plants installed in the booming industrial sector - with a 
further 200 MW, is currently under construction - whilst approximately 4% of the 

capacity is located in small-scale CHP plants [79]. 

Since 1988 CHP capacity has almost doubled, representing an average growth rate 
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over the period of 9% per annum. Growth in 1996 fell below this average at 2'7(. 
Past, present and future growth is partly dependent on the rate of retirement of 
old plants as well as the rate at which new plant are built. In a recent policy document, the Labour Party has proposed raising the government's target for CHP 
to 10,000 MW, by AD 2010 [62]. This would require a doubling of capacity over a ten year period even if the target for the year 2000 can be achieved. The market 
could expand further if, and when, sufficiently inducing Government incentives (e. g. via the Energy-Saving Trust) are introduced to encourage the installation of 
CHP units. The latest Department of the Environment (DoE) estimate suggests 
an ceconomic potential' for CHP of 12,000 MWe. 

Before the present revival in cHP capacity there was a period of decline in capacity 
between 1977 and 1988 which came about as a result of three factors: 

Reductions in process industry's site heat-to-power ratios resulting in steam 
turbine plant being oversized for heat output and thus, part-loaded and 
inefficient. 

2. Changes in the process operations requiring lower or higher pressure steam 
so that there is a mismatch between site requirements and CHP plant output. 

3. Restructuring of British industry during the recession of the early 1980's 
resulting in a reduction in the traditional heavy manufacturing base. 

3.7.1 Electricity Consumption in the UK. 

Total sales of electricity distributed to 26,6 million customers in the UK amounted 
to 298,878 GWh for 1996. The breakdown of electricity use into sectors of the 
economy can be found in Figure 3.19. Together, the domestic and industrial sec- 
tors consume more than two-thirds of the total electricity generated in the UK, 
and if the commercial and public administration sectors are also included then the 
remaining sectors require only 6% of total production. 

CHP supplies over 6% of the total UK electricity demand. However, a significant 
proportion of this market is not currently available to CHP. For example, the do- 

mestic sector which accounts for 36% of electricity sales makes little use of CHP, 
although some units have been installed in residential blocks of flats. The ma- 
jority of the demand in the domestic sector comes from the individual housing 

units which would have a base demand for heat and power significantly below the 
smallest CHP units which are commercially available today. However, this sector 
does offer potential for the future with domestic CHP units which can offer 2-. ")kN%', 

output currently under development. This technology still requires changes in 
demand-load patterns for the house to enable peak demands to be satisfied as the 
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micro-scale CHP units will have a relatively small electricity output. 

Percentage of total 
Fueltype 1992 1996 
Coal 60.0 42.0 
Nuclear 23.5 28.5 
Gas 2.0 21.0 
Oil 10.5 4.5 
Imports 2.0 2.0 
Other fuels 1.5 1.5 
Hydro 0.5 0.5 

Table 3.7: Fuel used in electricitY generation for 1992 and 1996[3] 
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Figure 3.19: Electricity use by sector in the UK: 1996 [3]. 
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3.7.2 The Current UK Market for CHP 

In 1996 19,081 GWh (6.4% of the UK market) of electricity and 63,978 GWh of heat were produced by on-site CHP units [3]. In total there were 1,336 sites ý%'Ith 
an installed CHP capacity of 3,562 MW, and 14,983 N1WT - see Table : 3.8.303 
of these were considered to be in the industrial sector, with the other 864 in the 
commercial, public and residential sectors. Figure 3.20 and Table 3.8 indicate that 
the majority of CHP capacity is supplied by a small number of large units (a, boN"e 
IOMW, ) which gives large-scale CHP more than 96% of the UK market. Conversely 
small-scale sites account for over 80% of installations (see Figure 3.21 and Table 
3-8). 

Electrical Capacity Number of 
Installations 

Share of total 
M 

Total elec 
Capacity 

Share of total 
M 

Less than 100kW, 674 50.4 37.1 1.0 
100kW, - 999kW, 454 34.0 111.8 3.1 
1Mwe - q. qMwe 144 10.8 587.5 16.5 
Greater than IOMW, 64 4.8 21825.9 79.3 
Total 17336 100% 31562.0 100% 

Table 3.8: CHP installations and capacities: 1996 [3]. 

Electricity capacity from CHP increased by only 2% from 1995 to 1996. During 
this same period the amount of electricity generated from CHP plant rose by 7., 5 
% and the fuel consumption increased by 4%. 

Unit 1993 1994 1995 1996 
Number of sites 996 1167 1277 1336 
Electrical Capacity Mwe 2893 3141 3487 3562 
Heat Capacity MWth 14442 14931 15833 14983 
Heat-to-power ratio 4.99: 1 4.75: 1 4.54: 1 4.21: 1 
Fuelinput GWh 1011650 92,566 1091831 1111299 
Electricity generation GWh 14,171 12,152 17,761 191081 
Heat generation GWh 58,418 57,368 64,345 63,978 

_ Overall efficiency % 71.4 75.1 74.8 74.6 
Load factor % 55.9 53. V 58.1 61.1 

Table 3.9: Summary of CHP statistics since 1993 [3]. 
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Figure 3.20: CHP market segmentation by capacity: 1996 [3]. 
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Figure 3.21: CHP market segmentation by number of sites: 1996 [3]. 
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3.7.3 The International CHPmarket 
The implementation of CHP is widespread throughout Europe. with an average figure of 7% for the proportion of electricity generated by CHP [25]. This is higher 
than in the UK where only 5% is generated by CHP. Table 3.10 shows how the 
size of the CHP market varies across the continent from as 1% up to a maximum 
of 34% . 

COUNTRY PROPORTION OF ELECTRICITY 
DEMAND MET BY CHP 

Austria 13% 
Belgium 3% 
Denmark 29% 
Finland 29% 
France 1% 
Germany 10% 
Greece 3% 
Ireland 2% 
Italy 10% 
Netherlands 34% 
Portugal 10% 
Spain 7% 
Sweden 6% 
UK 5% 
Eu Average 7% 

Table 3.10: The amount of electricity generated by CHP in the EU [25]. 

The various applications for CHP throughout Europe are as diverse and varying 
as the utilisation rates in the specified countries. From Table 3.10 it can be de- 
termined that there is a rough divide between the northern European countries - 
where CHP capacity forms a greater proportion of the electricity production - and 
the southern European countries where cHP plays a less significant role. There are 
exceptions to this rule, with France producing only 1% of its electricity through 
CHP. This is partly because of the abundant supply of relatively cheap nuclear 
produced electricity, with which cHP finds it hard to compete on a cost basis. 
Italy, on the other hand, lies in the south of Europe and produces significantly 
more electricity from CHP than the European Union (EU). average. These factors, 
together with the cross-frontier import and export of electricity and government 
backing, begin to illustrate the various range of influencing factors which will cal-l-y 
a great weight in determining how CHP develops in Europe in the coming decade. 
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3.8 Summary 
This chapter has presented an overview of the technical. economic and environ- 
mental aspects of CHP in the UK. CHP is clearly a technology that can provide 
useful energy in a more efficient and consequently less polluting way and would 
be the obvious choice for energy production if the decision were to be made on 
these grounds alone. Unfortunately, this is not the case as CHP must satisf 'y cer- 
tain economic criteria as well. Whilst it is possible to fix the energy savings and 
emission reductions achieved from CHP for a particular installation at an identified 
site, it is not possible to predict with any degree of certainty future electricitv or 
gas prices. This means that the economic viability is continually shifting for CHP 
systems, therefore, that installation which would be economic viable at 'today's, 
energy-rates might not be so in future and vice versa. This dilemma suggests that 
it would be appropriate (for the longer term view) to move the emphasis of the 
savings produced by CHP away from a purely financial basis towards the energy 
and environmental savings which could be achieved. From this point, it can be 

shown how the energy efficiency and environmental benefits can be quickly con- 
verted to financial savings if and when appropriate environmental legislation is in 
place. Therefore, this research presented in this thesis will document the energy 
and environmental savings produced together with the economic benefits of each 
system. 
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Chapter 4 

Two-Unit Model 

4.1 Introduction 
Decisions concerning whether or not to adopt the CHP option in the UK tend to 
be dictated by a single factor, the pay-back period. While there are other criteria 
that influence the decision, this is usually the over-riding one. This investigation 
will assess the operational behaviour of two cHP units (i. e. the heat and power 
outputs, operational hours, part-load operation hours and pay-back period) in 
order to determine if there are any economic or operational benefits from two 
units over-and-above those achieved with a single CHP unit. 

4.2 The Two-Unit Model 
Evaluating the relative economics of prospective CHP systems is complicated and 
time consuming. To try to optimise the choice, a mathematical model of the per- 
formance of the system and an associated computer program were constructed. 
The model has been used to assess the behaviour of twelve packaged gas-fired 
spark-ignition CHP units. The electrical outputs of the units used, together with 
capital and running costs as well as fuel inputs - is given in Table 4.1. Budget costs 
have been used for the capital and installation costs of the CHP systems. Each 

application for CHP will usually require different installation arrangements but for 

simplicity, it has been assumed that the installation procedure will be identical for 

each site. 

It is proposed that a primary CHP unit satisfies the base heat load and a secoll(lalw 
unit meets the peak load. The second CHP unit must possess the abilitY to modu- 
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late its electrical and heat output down to 50(A of maximum outputs, below which 
it is not usually financially viable to operate the unit. 

For this investigation, manufacturers of small-scale CHP units were consulted iii 
order to determine the performances of their units with modulated outputs. The 
information gathered is given in Figures 4.1 and 4.3, which along with Table 4.1 
forms the input data for the computer program. A flowchart for the operation of 
the computer program can be found in Figure 4.2. 

ELECTRICITY 
OUTPUT 

(kWe) 

RATE OF 
HEAT 

OUTPUT 
(kWT) 

RATE OF 
FUEL INPUT 

(kWh/hour) 
CAPITAL 

COST 
(I-) 

MAI'NTENANCE 
COST 
(p/kW) 

32 54.4 116 40000 1.13 
48 90 171 52000 1.00 
70 114 250 65000 1.00 
110 171 400 80000 1.00 
150 226 510 90000 0.95 
200 324 669 110000 0.90 
220 343 800 118800 0.90 
255 414 854 135000 0.85 
385 641 1313 197500 0.80 
507 728 1782 255000 0.70 
762 1049 2608 380000 0.70 
1025 1423 3506 510000 0.70 

Table 4.1: CHP unit specifications and estimated costs [26]. 
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Figure 4-1: Capital cost/kW, for the 12 off-the-shelf CHP units. 
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart for describing the behaviour of the two-unit CHP model. 
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The CHP units will be required to modulate their output at times of redticed de- 
mand for energy. The two-unit model simulates the part-load performance of the 
CHP units according to the performance illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

As the CHP unit's output is modulated the electrical efficiency decreases. whereas. 
the thermal efficiency increases because the heat-output does not decrease at Ole 
same rate as the electrical output. 
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Figure 4.3: Average part-load performances of typical small-scale CHP units. 

The mathematical model describing the performance of the two-unit system exam- 
ines the pay-back periods for the two separate CHP units, which, when installed. 

satisfy five different demand- scenarios. The pay-back period achieved for the two- 

unit model can then be compared with the pay-back periods obtained for a single 
CHP unit. The total electrical outputs of the two-unit system are compared in 

each case with that from the single CHP unit. 
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4.3 The Case Studies 
Five different prospective applications (extracted from reference [12]) were a, ý- sessed: 

o HOTEL 

HOSPITAL 

LEISURE COMPLEX 

BLOCK OF FLATS 

e INDUSTRIAL BUILDING 

These represent a cross section of commonly-encountered applications for CHP III 
the United Kingdom. This heat and electricity demand-profiles are examined for 
January and July for each site displayed in Figures 4.5--*4.9. Figure 4.4 summarises 
the heat-to-power demand ratio for each site. Note that in practice care must be 
taken when making predictions as geographical differences in their exact locations 
can produce significant temporal and climatic variations, which might vitiate any 
generalised conclusions. 

TWO-UNIT METHOD 

SELECT SITE 

HOTEL HOSPITAL LEISURE I FLATS INDUSTRIAL II 
COMPLEX 

II 
BUILDING 

85 341 SWIMMING 126 5 DAYS 
BEDROOMS ROOMS POOL FLATS OPERATION 
HEAT-TO- HEAT-TO- HEAT-TO- HEAT-TO- HEAT-TO- 

POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER 
RATIO 2: 1 RATIO 6: 1 RATIO 2: 1 RATIO 6: 1 RATIO 2: 1 

Figure 4.4: Summary of the five case studies selected. 

The hospital has an almost constant demand for electricity throughout the yeai- 
(see Figure 4.6). The industrial building has a greater demand for electricity in 
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July than in January (see Figure 4-9), because of numerous refrigeration units eni- 
ployed on site. It was not possible to obtain detailed heat - and-elect rici ty demand 
information for every case, and therefore the profiles for the industrial building 
and the leisure complex (see Figures 4.7 and 4.9) were estimated with the aid of 
quarterly fuel bills. 

The cases considered take advantage of the low unit-price of electricity available at 
off-peak times from the national grid. This means that the CHP units will run for 
only seventeen hours/day. However, with the exception of the industrial building, 
the demand requirements will ensue for twenty-four hours each day, seven days 
per week. The industrial building operates for only eight hours each day and on a 
five-day per week basis. 

4.3.1 The Hotel 

Hotels tend to have relatively high levels of heat-and-power demands, especially 
those utilised for the conference trade or if a heated swimming pool is provided. 
The hotel investigated in this study contains 85 bedrooms and several public spaces 
(making it a suitable venue for conferences and other large functions), but it has 

no swimming-pool [12]. Its residents require space heating and hot water for 

washing - see Figure 4.5. Electricity is used for lighting, cooking, air conditioning 
and operating television sets and kettles. The hotel has an average heat-to-power 
demand ratio of 2: 1. 
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Figure 4.5: Heat-and-electri city demand-profiles for the hotel. 
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4.3.2 The Hospital 
This has 361 rooms and an average heat-to-power demand ratio of 6: 1. It exhibits 
a mixed residential/industrial energy-demand pattern. The wards and staff ac- commodation units represent the residential aspect. and the laundry and related 
service activities the industrial part [12]. As hospitals tend to operate contin- 
uously, they tend to be financially-attractive propositions for the installation of CHP units - see Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: Hospital: Heat and electricity demand-profiles. 

4.3.3 Leisure Complex 

Leisure complexes are often run by local authorities. If a swimming pools is in- 
cluded on the site the use of CHP can be particularly attractive. The investigated 
complex has the following energy requirements [12] - 

1. Heating the swimming pool and hot water for the showers; these represent 
most of the energy demand and only vary slightly seasonally. A substantial 
summer heating-load exists, which is uncharacteristic for many other sites. 

2. The electricity demand is associated mainly with lighting and the operation 
of pumps. This daily demand is almost steady throughout the year - see 
Figure 4.7. 

3. The complex has an average heat to electric-power demand of 2: 1. 
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Figure 4.7: Leisure Complex: Heat and electricity demand- profiles. 
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Figure 4.8: Block of flats: Heat and electricity demand-profiles [12]. 

The high-rise block of flats examined in this case study contains 126 separate 
apartments [12], and has an average heat-to-power demand ratio of 6: 1 - see Figure 
4.8. 
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4.3.5 Industrial Building 

A slaughterhouse is chosen for this study: it has two main energy requirement, ý: - 
I. A supply of hot water at 80' C or more, for cleaning and sterilising. 

Electricity to drive the refrigeration plant. 

The monthly total energy-demand is almost constant throughout the year - see 
Figure 4.9. The hot-water requirement fluctuates widely during each day and is 
typically supplied from steam-heated calorifiers which store the hot water. The 
heat demand is practically zero outside normal working-hours (i. e. at night and 
week-ends). The electricity demand, which is associated mainly v6th the operation 
of the refrigeration plant, is relatively steady throughout the year, including Nveek- 
ends [12]. 
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Figure 4.9: Industrial Building: Heat and electricity demand-profiles. 
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4.4 Predictions 
The mathematical-model was applied to the five case studies. The number of operational hours and predicted simple pay-back periods for the single and double 
CHP units used are presented in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. 

CASE 
STUDY 

ELECTRICAL 
POWER 
OUTPUT 

(kW, ) 

HEAT 
OUTPUT 

(kWT) 

NUMBER OF 
RUNNING 

HOURS 
(per year) 

SIMPLE 
PAý--BACK 

PERIOD 
(years) 

HOTEL 70 114 6174 4.41 
110 171 5803 4.7 7 

HOSPITAL 507 728 6205 2.19 
762 1049 6205 2.51 

LEISURE 220 343 5678 3.20 
COMPLEX 255 414 5151 3.08 
BLOCK OF 32 54.4 6205 7.08 
FLATS 48 90 6205 7.64 
INDUSTRIAL 255 414 2085 5-58 
BUILDING 385 641 2085 5.60 

Table 4.2: Characteristics of the single-unit CHP systems for the five different 
applications (AF=90%) 

When the CHP units installed at the hotel, hospital, leisure complex and block of 
flats are running for a maximum of 17 hours per day, 71 days per week, the total 
number of running hours over one-year is 6,205. In the case of the industrial site, 
which has a demand for energy for 5 days per week, the maximum total num- 
ber of running hours per year is 4,432. However, as the demand for heat for the 
industrial building ensues only between 7am and 4pm, the CHP unit will not be 
operated at other times and consequently the number of operational hours for the 
year is limited to 2085. 

The CHP units used for all the case studies will have a continuous running life of 
approximately ten years for the stated operational period. If the running hours 

are less than 6,205 per year, then each unit's life will appropriately exceed tell 
years. This will be significant when making comparisons between financial opt lolllý 
for the two systems since the life expectancies of the primary and secondary units 
will influence the overall evaluation. 
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CASE 
STUDY 

SIZE 
(kW, ) 

NUMBER OF 
RUNNING 

HOURS 
(per year) 

SINTPLE 
PAN'-BACK 

PERIOD 
(years) 

A B Total A B (A (AF=0.95) 
HOTEL 48 32 80 6205 4948 . 5.4 T 5.20 

- 
70 48 118 6174 3788 6.08 5.80 

HOSPITAf 385 150 535 6205 6205 2.28 2.1 T 
507 255 762 6205 6205 __ 2_54 1 2.41 

LEISURE 150 70 220 6205 4733 1 _ 3.1-2 _ F 3.55 
COMPLEX 220 48 268 1 5678 4253 J _ 3.93 1 3.75 

L. BLOCK OF FLATS I 3T F3-21 64 6-205 1 58371 1 15.16 14.5 4 
INDUSTRIAL 

_150 
110 260 1 20-85- T--2 0-8-5 __ T_ 7.42 7.11 

BUILDING 200 200 400 1 2085 1 2085 1 6.31 -6.04 

Table 4-3: Characteristics of the two-unit CHP systems for the five applications. 

Selection Procedure for CHP Systems 

Two different ly- sized single-unit CHP systems have been selected for comparison 
with the two-unit systems for each of the case studies except the flats (which 
only has one practical two-unit combination). The smaller single-unit system is 
intended to represent sizing below the base heat-load, whilst the larger single-unit 
system corresponds to a point above the base load. This approach is required 
because CHP units are only commercially-available in discrete sizes. Therefore, it 
is not usually possible to find a unit which exactly matches the energy-demand 
for any site. In the cases of the hospital and the block of flats, the single units 
used have been sized below the base heat-load because of their substantially higher 
heat-to-power demand-ratios, which would result in the export of large amounts 
of electricity. However, Commercial practices in the UK mean that exporting 
electricity to the national grid is poorly rewarded per kWh compared with the 
cost per kWh for purchasing from the grid and this is not usually regarded as 
economically viable. When a two-unit system was chosen to be employed, to 
wholly or partially satisfy the energy demands for each of the case studies, two 
selection criteria had to be satisfied: - 

1. The total combined electrical output from the two units had to equal ap- 
proximately the electrical output produced by the single-unit system. 

2. The two-unit combination providing a pay-back period, which is either shorter 
than or nearer to that of the single unit, was selected. 

In Table 4.3 the number of hours per year for which the primary and secondary 
CHP units operate has been predicted. Note that the operational hours are less 
for the secondary unit than for the primary unit in the cases of the hotel, leisure 

complex and flats. 
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4.4.1 Observations 
The pay-back periods for the single CHP unit are shoývn in Table 4.2 and have been 
predicted using an availability factor of 90% based on the number of running houi'S 
for each CHP unit. In the case of the two-unit system, each CHP unit is assumed 
to have an availability of 90%. However, the overall availability of the systen] 
is now assumed to be 95% and the predictions are shown in Table 4.3. Pay- 
back periods have also been included for an availability of 90% for comparison 
purposes. As the likelihood of the two CHP units failing simultaneotisly is \'ery 
small, a higher availability factor has been used in the latter case. leading to a 
reduction of the pay-back periods for all the considered cases. In the eveilt of 
one unit failing or undergoing routine maintenance, the other unit would be able 
to maintain a reduced supply of both heat and electricity. Note. however, t1lat 
high availability factors can only be achieved consistently through extensiý, e and 
regularly-undertaken maintenance programmes. 

4.5 Comparisons of Pay-back Periods 
In each case-study the performance of a two-unit system has been compared w] Ih 
that of a single CHP unit - see Table 4.4 for the specific combinations under in- 
vestigation. These cases were selected since they offered pay-back periods which 
were nearest to those for the single CHP unit. 

CASE STUDY SINGLE-UNIT TWO-UNFI' 
OUTPUT 

(kW, ) 
PAY-BACK 

PERIOD 
OUTPUT 

(kWe) 
PAý'-BACI\ 

PERIOD 
HOTEL: 70 4.41 48+32 5.20 
HOSPITAL: 762 2.51 507+255 2.41 
LEISURE COMPLEX: 255 3.08 220+48 3.75 
BLOCK OF FLATS: 48 7.64 32+32 14-54 
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING: 385 5.60 200+200 6.04 

Table 4.4: Two-unit CHP combinations selected for comparison and their respective 
pay-back periods. 

Employment of the two-unit system does not achieve shorter pay-back periods than 
those obtained with the single-unit system for any of the cases studied when the 

availabilities of each system are taken as 90%. The case of the 507+255 kW, units 
installed at the hospital produced the least difference in pay-back periods between 

the single and double-unit systems, with an increase of less than one month. Iii 

the cases of the industrial building, leisure complex, hotel and flats, the pay-back 

periods for the two-unit system are longer by approximately 9 months, 1 year, I 

year and 7 years respectively. The installation of both the single and double-tinit 
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systems at the flats and the industrial building produce unacceptably long pay- back periods. For the case of the flats, this is because the energy demand is t 00 
small to require anything larger than a single 32kW, CHP unit. which could not be provided by any combination of two, at present commercially- avai I able, units. The short operating hours at the industrial building are the main reason for the long pay-back periods predicted. The pay-back period for the industrial complex 
would be shortened significantly if the site operated for more than 5 days/week. 
The cases of the flats and industrial building will not be considered any further in 
this study. 

95% availability 
If an availability of 95% is assumed for the two-unit system, then the pay-back 
period predicted for the 507+255 kW, system will decrease, resulting in the pre- diction of a two-week shorter pay-back period than for the single-unit system. Vie 
pay-back periods of each of the other four two-unit systems will also shorten ýNAh 
the leisure complex and hotel now only 8 and 9.5 months longer respectively 
However, they are still longer than that predicted for the single unit. 

Consideration of the pay-back period alone will not illustrate all of the benefits 
offered by CHP systems and particularly the two-unit system. Gas and electricitý" 
prices are extremely volatile, leading to dramatic changes to the predicted pay-back 
periods over a short period of time, which may discourage the potential investor in 
CHP technology. Therefore, this method on its own is not a satisfactory means for 
appraising all of the benefits offered by the system. Consequently, consideration 
will now be given to the additional energy and secondary benefits offered by the 
two-unit system. 

4.6 Total Electrical and Heat Outputs 

In each of the five cases considered, it is possible to achieve greater electrical 
and thermal outputs from the installation of the combined system than that pro- 
duced by the single-unit system used for the comparison. The additional heat and 
electricity produced will increase financial savings and the displacement Of C02 
emissions, where there exists a demand for the appropriate energy form from the 
site. However, fuel and maintenance costs will also increase. The two-units will be 
a worthwhile option to be considered for any future expansion at any of the sites, 
if need for more heat and power is likely to occur. 

Table 4.5 documents the increase in the potential heat and electricity output from 
the two-unit systems. All of the combinations presented for the two-unit systems 
in Table 4.5 - with the exception of electricity at the hospital - can produce more 
heat and electricity than their single-unit counterparts. If this additional energy 
can be utilised at the site, then further energy, environmental and financial savings 
will ensue. The systems which are the most effective at utilising this additional 
energy will produce the greatest savings. Table 4.6 illustrates how effective each 
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combination is at utilising the additional heat and electricity produced by the 
two-unit system. With the exception of one of the combinations installed at the 
industrial building, all of the systems utilise some of the additional heat. Each of 
the two-unit systems will utilise more electricity than the single-unit systems. The 
exception is the case of the 507+255 kW, units installed at the hospital, which 
does not utilise more electricity because there is no additional electricity from this 
two-unit system and both units operate for the maximum number of hours per 
year. 

OUTPUT(kW) 
Potential Additional Energy 

Output by Adopting 
the Two Rather than 

the Single-Unit Option, 
CASE SINGLE UNIT TWO UNITS MWh/year, (%) 
STUDY Electricity Heat Electricity Heat Electricity Heat 
Hotel 70 114 80 144.4 62.5 (+14.3%) 18 8.6 (+ 2 6.7%) 
Hospital 762 1049 762 1142 0.0 (-) 577.1 (+8.9%) 
Leisure 
Complex 

255 414 268 433 80.7 (+5.1%) 117.9 (+4.6%) 

Flats 48 90 64 109 99.3 (+33.3%) 117.9 (+21.1%) 
Industrial 
Building 

385 641 400 648 66.5 (+3.9%) 31.0 (+1.1%) 

Table 4.5: Heat and electric-power outputs for single versus double units, as spec- 
ified in Table 4.4, and the potential additional savings from adopting the two-unit 
system. 

Single-unit System Two-unit System 

Savings, MWh CHP, kW, Savings, MWh 

CASE CHP Electricity Heat 
STUDY (M) Electricity Heat A B Output % rise Output % rise 
Hotel 70 

110 
411.8 
520.8 

678.2 
892.7 

48 
70 

32 
48 

445.2 
537.2 

+8.0 
+3.0 

810.5 
991.5 

+19.5 
+11.0 

Hospital 507 
762 

3)110.2 
41217.9 

4)517.3 
6,509.0 

385 
507 

150 
255 

3,257.3 
4,218.3 

+4.7 
+0.0 

51379.8 
7,086.1 

+19.1 
+8.9 

Leisure 
Complex 

220 
255 

11078.6 
1.142.8 

1)809.8 
1)993.2 

150 
220 

70 
48 

1,162.6 
11248.4 

+7.7 
+9.2 

1,891.8 
23192.6 

+4.5 
+10.0 

Flats 48 207 550.4 32 32 224.9 +8.6 638.5 +16.0 

Industrial 
Building 

255 
385 

531.8 
772.9 

863.5 
1,337.0 

150 
200 

110 
200 

542.3 
783.4 

+1.9 
+1.3 

828.1 
11351.5 

-(4.1) 
+1.0 

Table 4.6: Comparison of heat and electricity outputs for the two systems at the 
five sites. 
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4.7 General observations. 
The pay-back period achieved with the 507+255 kWe two-unit system installed at the hospital for an availability of 95% is shorter than that produced for the single- 
unit CHP system (availability 90%). This is achieved without the need for the 
inclusion of maintenance cost reduction or the export of surplus electricity. Whell 
the data from the two-units is examined in detail for each case more reasons for 
the achievement of shorter pay-back periods emerge: 

Annual running and total capital costs for the system increased by 2.2% and 2.6'7( 
respectively and heat output is up 577 MWh. The value of this heat (allowing 
for additional running costs) will contribute towards the reduction of the pay-back 
period. The use of two CHP units in place of one at the hospital did not allow 
operational benefits in terms of increased energy utilisation. The significant fac- 
tor in this case - relating to the prediction of a shorter pay-back period - is the 
assumption of increased availability for the two units. 

CASE STUDY RUNNING 
COST 

CAPITAL 
COST 

ELECTRICITY 
OUTPUT 

HEAT 
OUTPUT 

I I I Potential: ] Actual I Potentia-l- F-Actual 
HOTEL +8% +42% 14.3% 8.0% 26.7% 19.5'7( 
HOSPITAL +2.2 % +2.6% 0% 0% 8.9% 8.9% 
LEISURE 
COMPLEX 

+19.8% +26% 5.1% 9.2% 4.6% 10.017( 

FLATS +34.3% +54% 33.3% 8.6% 21.1% 16.0% 
INDUSTRIAL 
BUILDING 

+5.1% 11.4% 3.9% 1.3% 1.1% 1.0% 

Table 4.7: Predicted excess (as a percentage of the corresponding parameter for 
the single-unit system) for the two-unit system. 

Results in Table 4.7 indicate that the leisure complex appears to consume more 
heat and electricity from the two-unit system than can be accounted for by the pre- 
dicted rise in energy output alone. Detailed analyses of the data for the electricity 
and heat generated show an increase in produced electricity and heat, above those 
from the single unit by 9.2 and 10.0% respectively. The installation of the two- 
units allows the leisure complex to utilise an additional 105.6MWh of electricitý, ' 
and 199.3MWh of heat each year. The reason for the utilisation of more electricit\- 
and hea, t - than can be accounted for by the rise in potential oiitput alone - is that 
the CHP unit will not be shut-down as much because of insufficient heat demand. 
thus allowing the unit to operate for a greater number of hours. The two unit s in 
combination now provide a better energy match with the electricit\ý and heat de- 
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mands at the leisure complex. The additional 13 kW, (i. e. 5.1'X greater than the 
single-unit's electrical output) and 19 kWT (i. e. 4.6% greater than the single-unil *S 
heat output), produced and utilised, will lead to financial savings of over f6.100 
per year above that obtained with the single unit if all of the energy provided is 
utilised. The theoretical increase in running costs for the two-unit system, over- 
and-above that of the single 255 kW, unit, is E7,446 (80-7-NINVh, k- 117.9_MWhT), 
thus indicating a loss of over P, 1,300. Analysis of the predictions from the model indicate that the actual increase in heat and electricity consumed at the site will 
provide additional annual savings of P-8,498 (105-6MWh, & 199.4-NM-11T) for a 
cost of P-9,251, producing a annual loss of E753. Increased fuel consumption and 
proportionally higher maintenance costs are the main causes of this operational loss. The two-unit system can offer increased heat and electricity utilisation from 
theCHPunits at the site. However, the economic value of this energy is less that 
the cost incurred to produce it. The dramatic increase in capital costs (+26(7(ý) 
and running costs (+19.8%) for the two units in the case of the leisure complex form another factor in the prediction of a longer pay-back period. 

In the case of the hotel the additional potential heat and electricity output from 
the two-unit system is not utilised. This combined with a 42% increase in capital 
costs ensures that the 48+32 kW, system will fail to produce a shorter pay-back 
period than the single 70 kW, unit. . 

4.7.1 Reduced maintenance costs 

In the economic evaluation of the two-unit system, the appropriate charge for the 
maintenance cost of each CHP unit has been selected at the full rate. No allowance 
has been made for the possibility of reducing maintenance costs when both units 
are serviced simultaneously, reducing the number of visits that an engineer might 
have to make to the site during the year. The computer program was re-run for 
each two-unit system with maintenance charges reduced by 10% (established as 
an appropriate approximation after consultation with industry specialists) - see 
Table 4.8. Consequently, all of the pay-back periods for the two-unit system are 
reduced further. 

4.7.2 Electricity and heat export 
The greater electrical and heat outputs produced by the two-unit system will pro- 
duce additional economic savings when the energy is required at the site. HoN%'e%rel'. 
if there is a short-term excess of electricity and/or heat, then either export or st or- 
age options can be considered. 
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SINGLE CHP UNIT DOUBLE CHP UNIT 

CASESTUDY 

OUTPUT 
(kW 

PAY-BACK 
PERIOD 

'years) 

TWO-UNIT - 
OUTPUT 

(kWe) 

PAY-BACK 
PERIOD 

(years) 
HOTEL 70 4.41 48+32 5.07 
HOSPITAL 762 2.51 507+255 2.37 
LEISURE COMPLEX 255 3.08 220+48 3.65 

Table 4.8: Pay-back periods for the two-unit system when reduced maintenance 
costs have been included. 

Export of electricity 

Surplus electricity produced by the two units could be sold to the grid, slightly 
improving the overall economics. Until recently the very low prices paid per kW11 
have discouraged this practice. Table 4.9 summarises the predictions under these 
circumstances. Where it is possible to export electricity to the grid, unit prices 
now vary from 2 to 3p/kWh with an average taken at about 2.5p/kWh. Using 
this average value for the exported electricity, revised pay-back periods can be 
obtained for the single and two units employed at the five sites. In each of the 
cases and for both the single and two-unit systems, the availability of electricity 
for export produces a further reduction in the pay-back period. In the case of the 
hospital the advantage of the two-unit system has decreased because of the quan- 
tity of electricity available for export from the single 762 kW, unit. The storage 
of electricity will not be considered in this study. 

SINGLE CHP UNIT DOUBLE CHP UNIT 

CASESTUDY 
OUTPUT 

(kW, ) 

PAY-BACK 
PERIOD 

(years) 

TWO-UNIT 
OUTPUT 

(kWe) 

PAY-BACK 
PERIOD 

(years) 

HOTEL 70 4.17 48+32 5.06 
HOSPITAL 762 2.22 507+255 2.20 
LEISURE COMPLEX 255 2.77 220+48 3.43 

Table 4.9: Pay-back periods for the two-unit system when the export of electricity 
has been included. 
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Export or storage of heat 

Throughout this study the model has simulated CHP modulation on heat-demand 
for the five sites, therefore, no excess heat will be available for export or storage. 
If this arrangement is changed to allow the CHP units to modulate their output 
on elect ri city- demand or without modulation at all. then excess heat ý%, Ill become 
available. The potential for integrating CHP and energy storage is considered in 
greater detail in Chapter 5. The export of heat will not be considered in this study. 

4.7.3 Analysis of Operational Hours 

With the exception of the combinations installed in the hospital and industrial 
building, all the secondary units shown in Table 4.3 run for less than 100% of 
their potential operational hours. Thus the operational life of the second unit 
will exceed that of the primary unit. If this is accounted for in the economic 
evaluation of the CHP system, then the adoption of a two-unit system becomes 
even more attractive. Consider the case of the hotel with a single 70 k%V, unit, 
which will have a pay-back of 4.41 years. The two-unit system has a longer J)ay- 
back of 5.20 years. However, at the end of the pay-back period, the second unit 
will have been running for only 80% of its estimated lifetime and of the single 
70kW, unit's lifetime. If the calculations are reworked, taking the capital cost of 
the secondary unit at 80% of its actual cost in order to reflect the unused part of 
the expected lifetime of the secondary unit, then a shorter pay-back period of 4.7,5 
years (only 4 months greater than the single unit's pay-back period) would result. 
If the same approach is taken for the leisure complex - 220+48 kW, system, then 
the resulting pay-back period will be 3.55 years, producing a pay-back period for 
the two-unit system which is approximately six-months longer than that for the 
single unit. A summary of the effect on the pay-back periods for each of the five 

systems is presented in Table 4.10. 

Single-unit System Two-unit System 

CHP 
Size, 

Pay- 
back 

Oper- 
ating 

CHP Sizes 
A+B 

Secondary 
Unit 

Pay-back 
period 

M, years hours Me hours % Old New 
Hotel 70 4.41 58036174 48+32 4948 80 5.20 4.1-5 
Hospital 762 2.51 6205 507+255 6205 100 2.41 2.41 
Leisure Complex 255 3.08 5151 220+48 4253 83 3.75 3.55 
Flats 48 7.64 6205 32+32 5837 94 14.5 4 14.10 
Industrial Building 385 5.60 1 2085 200+200 2085 100 6.04 6.04 

Table 4.10: Pay-back periods for a reduced capital cost for the secondary CHP unit 
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The general advantages and disadvantages in employing the double-unit z; \-stem can be surnmarised as follows: 

Advantages 

1. Pay-back periods can be shorter for specific conditions. 
2. Back-up from the second unit is available during periods of break-down or for servicing. 

3. Increased availability of heat and electricity output. 

4. Enhanced flexibility permits increased electrical and heat outputs and can 
provide the site with a more appropriately matched supply of energy. 

5. The secondary unit can have a longer life because of its lower rate of use per 
year. This should lead to only a staggered further investment being required 
after the initial capital outlay. 

Disadvantages 

1. Capital cost will usually be higher. 

2. Maintenance and fuel costs are proportionally higher for smaller CHP units. 

3. The results are heavily dependent on the modulation capability and t he 
performance of the secondary CHP unit. 

4. The additional CHP unit will require more space on site. 

4.7.4 Limitations and Future work 
The investigation undertaken here represents an appraisal of the performance of 
the double-unit system when compared with that of the single-unit system. Be- 
cause of this comparative approach, demand and tariff structures have been sim- 
plified. Future research should include the use of more detailed energy-demand 
profiles. The economic predictions which have been produced are dependent on 
the supplied specifications and costs, for the commercially- available CHP units and 
the current unit prices of electricity and gas, which have been extremely volatile 
since the privatisation of their respective industries. Also the capital costs (in- 

cluding installation costs) employed in this model are budget figures only. These 
can vary significantly between manufacturers, or if the specifications for heat dis- 
tribution at a site are complex. The predicted economic results from the model 
are sensitive to any variation of this data. If the range of available CHP uiiits is 
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expanded, it is possible that all of the pay-back periods for each systern could be 
reduced further, because the number of combinations of small-scale CHP unit ý'-ýizes commerci ally- available become greater. 
The study to date relies heavily on the effectiveness of modulation of the secondarý, 
unit's output and it is important to account for the reduction in efficiencý- which 
will accompany the modulated operation. Therefore it was necessary to determine 
the sensitivity of the predictions from the model to variations of the fuel efficiency 
resulting from being operated on part load. It was found that a 10% reduction 
in the fuel-efficiency factor led to a 1% reduction in the pay-back period. This 
was not considered significant for the combinations and case studies documented 
in this investigation. 

4.8 Conclusions 

A comparative study has been undertaken into the potential benefits of installing 
two smaller CHP units in place of a single larger unit at five test sites. It is 
possible, for one of the case-studies considered, to achieve a shorter pay-back period 
when using the double-unit rather than the single-unit system. In particular, the 
507+255 kW, cHP installation at the hospital leads to the prediction of a one- 
month shorter pay-back period for the two-unit system with 95% availability. In 
the other two cases (where CHP is considered as a viable economic option). longer 
pay-back periods ensue by the installation of the two-unit rather than the single- 
unit system. However, a shorter pay-back period for the two-units is only achieved 
through the assumption of a higher availability (i. e. namely 95%) for the two-unit 
system, against 90% for the single-unit system. The operation of the two-unit 
system at the leisure complex illustrated how energy-utilisation can be increased 
to above that of the single CHP unit. However, the system is still not economically 
viable in this case. Pay-back periods are reduced further when allowances are made 
for maintenance cost reductions and the export of surplus electricity, although the 
single unit remains the most economically attractive in all cases except that of the 
hospital. 

Achieving a significantly shorter pay-back period would be a great incentive for 
any potential investor in CHP. However, the study indicated that this is not 
achievable for the majority of the cases considered. It is possible that many of the 
other benefits of the two-unit system suggested could also influence favourably the 
investor. For example, the availability of the second unit for back-up in the case 
of breakdown or servicing could be a major consideration, if security of supply is 
essential. In these cases, the value of the secondary CHP unit could be significant 
to a company because of the high cost of a complete shut-down or shortfall of 
electricity and heat at a site. The two-unit system can offer increased protection 
from this expensive eventuality. 
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Chapter 5 

Integrated CHP and 
Thermal-Energy Storage 

Introduction 
The benefits of energy-efficient combined heat-and-power have been stated on 
eral occasions. One of the obstacles to the wider implementation of the technology 
is the inability to synchronise the intermittent demand for heat and power at the 
site, with the near constant supply of energy from the CHP unit. If the demand is 
not simultaneous, then the heat must be dumped or the electrical and heat-outplit 
from the CHP unit modulated. Neither of these options are attractive because 
decreasing the electricity output will reduce the economic savings produced by the 
CHP unit and dumping heat goes against the alms of those concerned with energy- 
thrift. An alternative strategy is to store the heat produced by the CHP unit at 
one point in time and then utilise it on demand at a later time. This chapter 
will examine the potential for an integrated small-scale CHP and Thermal-Energy 
Storage (TES) system. An overview of the relevant energy-storage technology will 
be presented before the technical, environmental and economic aspects of the inte- 
grated system are appraised. A predictive model, which was developed to simulate 
the potential for energy storage, is applied to a variety of test sites. Finally. an 
industrial application of an operational integrated small-scale CHP/TES system is 
presented. 

5.1 Thermal-Energy Storage 

Thermal-energy storage is common. If the requirement is for electrical or mechan- 
ical energy, then it may be preferable to store in a higher form. For each kWh 

of elect ri cal / mechanical energy required, several kWh of thermal-eneny\ý must be 

stored [80]. 
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The need for storage arises on account of our inability to regulate (or maintain 
constant) our energy demands in relation to our energy supplies. For human ac- tivities, the demands usually follow a di-urnal (daily) cycle, although there may be perturbations brought about by local conditions (e. g. an unusually hot or cold day or a national holiday). Industrial processes, generally, have a fairly predictable (though still variable) demand. Air-conditioning demands to provide human com- fort are particularly variable and, above all I intermittent. Power supplies - such 
as that provided by CHP - operate most efficiently and economically at constant 
load. 

The concept of energy storage is well established and has been used in the design 
and operation of occupied spaces for centuries. A well documented example of the 
early employment of the technology can be found in the design and construction 
of the 17th century Taj Mahal, which included the use of energy storage in order 
to increase the energy efficiency and building comfort. The building incorporated 
materials with high thermal masses to bridge the gap between the extreme day 
and night time temperature swings in the local climate throughout the year. 

THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE 

THERMAL CHEMICAL 

SENSIBLE LATENT THERMAL HEATOF HEAT 
HEAT HEAT CHEMICAL REACTION 

II PIPELINE 

LIQUIDS II SOLIDS II SOLID-LIQUID II LIQUID-GASEOUS1 I SOLID-SOLID 

Figure 5.1: Flowchart for energy storage options. 

Employing energy-storage systems can, under the right circumstances, increase a 
systems energy- utili sat ion efficiency. There are numerous forms of energy-storage 
including: - mechanical and electromagnetic storage; fossil and direct biomass tech- 
nologies; chemical, electrochemical and nuclear techniques; as well as the use of 
the heat capacities of suitable materials. Direct storage of heat in insulated liquids 

or solids is attainable at comparatively low temperatures, but energy can only be 
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recovered effectively as heat [81]. TES is ideally suited for applications such as 
space or water heating, where low quality, low temperature energy is required. 

Thermal-Energy Storage: in the form of heat. can be defined as the charging 
and de-charging of a store of finite thermal-capacity in response to the flow of heat to or from a system with both a supply and demand for heat which are out- 
of-phase. Where the store normally operates as a source of heat. it is known as heat-storage and where it acts as a sink it is known as cool-storage. 
The basic modes of thermal-energy utilised in TES systems and considered in this 
study are sensible-heat and latent-heat [82]. 

5.1.1 Sensible-Heat Storage 
The simplest form of heat-store is an inert body, whose temperature is raised when 
heat is absorbed and lowered when heat is withdrawn: this is termed sensible-heat 
storage. The heat-storage capacity of the store will be proportional to the heat- 
capacity of the storage medium. The heat-capacity of storage mediums is generally 
relatively low. Therefore, a large quantity of the material will usually be required 
for commercial applications. The sensible-heat gained or lost by a medium in 
changing temperature from T, to T2 is given in equations (5.1) & (5.2). 

Ti 

M 
JT72 CpAT dT 

where: m -- mass of storage medium (kg), AT is change in temperature (K) and Cp 
is specific-heat capacity (J kg-' K-') of the storage medium. If the specific-heat 
is constant, the amount of energy stored in the system is directly proportional to 
the rise in temperature of the storage medium. 

IT 1 
C 

'T2 

AT dT (5.2) 

where c-m Cp. 
Heat flow into and out of a store necessitates a temperature gradient, and heat 
transfer produces degradation of the energy. This degradation is further enhanced 
by the temperature change that takes place when the element is heated and cooled. 
From a practical point of view, this change in temperature over time will be a 
disadvantage. The charging and discharging of the TES system can be expected to 
be fully repeatable for an unlimited number of cycles. Some of the more common 
media used for sensible-heat storage are documented in Table 5.1. Water has one 
of the highest specific heat-capacity of all common materials, namely 4.18kJ/kg 
K which, together with its abundance, safety in use and relatively low economic 
cost, makes it a very suitable medium for sensible-heat storage. The difficulties 

of the high vapour-pressure of water and the limitations of other liquids, above 
370K, can be avoided by storing thermal-energy as sensible-heat in solids. 
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Material 

Specific 
Heat 
(J kg K-') 

Volumetric 
Capacity 
(106 j M-3 

K-') 

Maximum 
Temperature 
(OC) 

Thermal 
Diffusivity 
(M2S-1) ' 

Water 4180 4.18 100 liquid 
Mineral oil 2717 2.36 250 liquid 
Diphenyl/Diphenyl Oxide 2400 1.92 400 liquid 
Sodium 960 0.91 880 liquid 
Aluminium 896 2.63 660 8.4 X 10-2 

Iron 501 3.93 1000+ 1.7 X 10-2 

Magnetite 752 3.85 1000+ 5.0 X 10-7 

Concrete 1128 2.53 1000+ 7.5 X 10-4 

Stone 878 2.41 1000+ 7.5 X 10-7 

Brick 830 1.87 1000+ 3.0 X 10-4 

Table 5.1: Sensible-heat capacity of selected materials 

5.1.2 Latent-Heat Storage 

Latent-heat energy is the energy absorbed during a phase transition from solid to 
liquid, liquid to gas (or vice versa) at, or close to constant temperatures. Phase- 
change materials (Pcm) offer much larger heat-capacities over a limited tempera- 
ture range than sensible-heat systems. Therefore, Pcm storage density is higher 
than that for sensible-heat systems as use of the latent energy released in the tran- 
sition from one phase to another is utilised. When heat is added to or removed 
from materials, phase-change can occur in a variety of ways such as melting; evap- 
orating; lattice change; or changes in the crystal-bond water content [83]. TES 
systems which incorporate PCMs can offer increased energy- densi ties, because the 
latent heats of most materials are relatively large over a temperature variation of 
20 K [84]. This may be a significant factor if space is a major consideration. 

There are many Pcms available - see Table 5.2 - which fall into three broad cat- 
egories (1) salt-hydrates; (ii) paraffins and (iii) non-paraffin organics. The main 
disadvantage to using PCMs is their relatively high economic cost, which for salt so- 
lutions can amount to up to EIO/kg [851. Salt hydrate (i. e. Glauder salt, Na2SO4 
+ IOH20) decomposes at about 320C to a saturated water solution of Na2SO4 

plus a hydros residue of Na2SO4 and the resultant exchange of heat is 70 Wh/kg. 
The heat-storage capacity over a small temperature range is much larger than the 

capacity of water. Because civil-engineering costs are the major expense for a 
TES system, salt hydrates may become more economic than water storage under 
specific conditions [86]. 
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Approximate 
Melting Heat of Volumetric Temperature 
Point Fusion Heat of changein 
(00 10' J kg-' Fusion. mass equiva- Material (108 j M-3) lent water, 

(OC) 
Water 0 3.34 3.34 80 
Calcuim Chloride Decahydrate 29-36 1.74 2.84 42 
Sodium Carbonate Decahydrate 32-36 2.67 3.85 64 
Calcium Nitrate 41 2.09 3.82 50 
Tetraahydrate 
Hypophosphoric Acid 55 2.14 3.22 51 
Sodium 98 1.15 1.09 28 
Lithium 180 6.28 3.32 150 

Table 5.2: Latent-heat capacity of selected materials 

5.1.3 Classification of the Thermal-Energy Storage Sys- 
tems 

It is important to identify some storage parameters, specified values of which could 
be used as design criteria. 

o Energy-density (J/m') and specific-energy (J/kg). 

e Storage-quality (temperature). 

e Storage-efficiency (energy out/in ratio) and energy (or temperature) degra- 
dation. 

* Energy-transfer rate (i. e. power) or storage and retrieval rate. 

Capital and operating costs and the energy involved in the fabrication of the 
storage system. 

A classification of energy systems tends to be rather complex. In most cases two 
features of the system are crucial; the amount of energy to be stored and the du- 
ration of time that the energy must be held in store before it is transfered and 
utilised. Thermal-energy storage systems are commonly classified by temperature 
as either low temperature (operating below 420 K); medium temperature or high 
temperature. The different parameters listed above used to classify the TES system 
will be described. 

Energy-density: The ratio of total energy to the volume or mass of the stor- 
age medium under investigation. Energy storage systems which involve the use 
of water as the storage medium will require significantly more volume per unit of 
energy stored than for bricks. When space is limited for the installation of any 
proposed storage system, then particular attention is paid to the energy-densit\, 
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of the medium employed. 

Quality of storage: Quality, or grade, is the entropy. which is a measure of the disorderliness of the energy form. For thermal-energy the quality may be re- 
garded as a function of the absolute temperature -a parcel of energy at 1000 K 
is more valuable than a similar parcel at 500 K. However, energy will never be 
utilised down to the absolute zero of temperature, but rather a finite temperature 
depending on the particular application. Energy is only useful if it is a\-ailable 
at or above the temperature of application. In the above example, if the energy 
was required at 5000K then the first parcel would be worth twice as much as the 
second. This displays exchange- ability between quality and quantity. and the rate 
of exchange depends upon the final application of the energy. 

Storage Efficiency: The storage of heat in water is limited by its abilit v to 
store heat effectively. An effective method of storage is achieved using the well 
insulated stratified store [87]. However, as a direct result of the charging process, 
the store can often be 'fully mixed' (i. e. the store is not well stratified), which 
reduces its effectiveness. Many other factors such as the effectiveness of the insu- 
lation, liquid or vapour contaminants, corrosion of the storage medium, structural 
design and cycling characteristics are also important for the overall acceptability 
of the systems [88]. 

Energy-t ransfer- rate: Once the energy has been retrieved successfully and 
stored, the primary concern will be the ease with which the stored energy can be 
utilised. This issue may be concerned with the heat-exchanger type or the distance 
between the store and the point of use, however, if a rapid transfer-rate is required 
then it may be necessary to reconsider the choice of storage medium selected. 

Capital and operating costs: These - together with the value of the stored 
energy - will determine the rate at which the investment is paid off. As capital 
investment decisions are usually considered in relation to the pay-back period, the 
capital and operating costs will be significant for the investment appraisal. The 

capital costs for a TES-water system must also include those for additional pipes 
and fitting costs as well as the storage unit itself. 

Storage-scale: The scale of which storage is required is important because 
it considerably influences the optimal type of plant selected and the manner of 
operation. Storage methods that merit consideration on one scale may be quite 
inappropriate on another. An illustration is pumped-water energy storage, which 
is economical only on a large scale where natural reservoirs are available at differ- 

ent altitudes. 
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5.1.4 Applications of Thermal-Energy Storage 
Energy storage is especially important where the energy supply is intermittent. 
such as with solar energy. The use of intermittent energy sources is likely to grow 
[82]. The benefits of thermal-energy storage can be applied wherever energy is pro- 
duced or consumed - see Figure 5.2. TES systems have been installed successfully 
at industrial, commercial and domestic premises for many years. 

THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE 
(HIGH TEMPERATURE "HEAT") 

HEAT 

HEAT ENGINE/ 
POWER PLANT 

OTHER SOURCES 

LOW/MODERATE TEMPERATURE "HEAT" STORAGE 

ABSORPTION 
COOLER 

MECHANICAL 
ENERGY 

REFRIG 
ERATION 

"COLD" 
STORAGE 

Figure 5.2: Energy storage options. 
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5.2 The Application of Thermal-Energy Storage 
to Small-Scale Combined Heat-and-Power Sys- 
tems 

An issue which appears to limit the usefulness and applications for CHP is the 
daily mismatch between the demand for electricity and the thermal-energy load 
requirement for an industrial facility or building. Figure 5.3 highlights the question 
of how much of the heat produced by the CHP unit is actuallý, utilised on-site. One of the main objectives to achieve for the successful application of CHP is to 
ensure that the maximum quantity of heat is used. The storage of heat can. under 
appropriate circumstances, bridge the gap between the supply and demand for 
energy where CHP systems have been installed. 

100 

CHP 
52 Power 28 

Station 

I 

Waste power in the 
fonn of a heat current 

UTILISED NON - UTILISED UTILISED NON - UTILISED 

Figure 5.3: Utilisation of heat and power for sites. 

The demand for heat has a marked peak in the early hours of the morning for 
many cases and is illustrated in the case of the hotel - see Figuremismatch. The 
supply of heat from the 70 kW, CHP unit is partially out of phase with demand 
from the hotel. TES systems can be considered as buffers N,,, hich can compensate for 
this mismatch between the supply and demand of thermal-energý'. Effective utili- 
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sation can lead to an increase in the average-to-maximum power rating. Therefore. 
thermal-energy storage has a significant role to play in energy conservation. 

TES can complement CHP in the following ways: 

Utilising more of the waste-heat created through the production of electricit. v: 
and optimising what are already highly-efficient systems 

9 allowing the installation of smaller CHP units to satisfy the base heat load. 

Enabling CHP to be installed in other applications. which would ordinarily 
fall outside the tight economic criteria set for CHP installation. 
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Figure 5.4: Graph showing the daily mismatch between CHP, output and demand 

Large-scale CHP systems have utilised energy-storage successfully for many years. 
for cooling and heating. As proven technologies individually, increasing integra- 
tion has led to decreasing capital investment costs and increasing annual energy 
cost-savings [46]. Large-scale systems have also utilised TES to store cold (through 
the use of absorption chillers) to produce ice at off-peak periods. Chilled water 
is then produced from the ice at peak times, usually during the day [89]. The 

use of heat accumulators in district heating networks can store heat which will be 

used later for power generation [90]. There are numerous other examples of tile 

successful application of the integration of CHP and TES on a large-scale. Howexei,, 
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the case for the integration of these two technologies on a small-scale is yet to be 
proven. 

CHP sizing methodology and thermal-energy storage. 

Small-scale CHP units are usually sized to supply the base thermal-load. This 
will lead (in most cases) - where there exists a suitable demand for the electricily 
produced - to the shortest possible economic pay-back period for the installation. 
Under these circumstances, it is unlikely that any excess heat will be produced by the CHP unit where there exists a constant heat-load. Consequently. the need for energy-storage will not arise. If heat-demand is not constant, the potential for 
utilisation of TES will depend on the operation of the CHP unit. When operatimi is 
modulated on thermal-demand (turndown maximum is usually to 50%) there will 
be no excess heat available for storage. However, if the CHP unit is sized on base 
elect ri cal-load , the potential for the application of TES looks more promising. An 
alternative sizing strategy might be to deliberately oversize the CHP unit so that 
energy is available for either export or storage. This would be a highly controversial 
strategy and would not produce the shortest pay-back period for the investment. 
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Figure 5.5: CHP capital costs /kW,. 

There are, however, powerful factors working to the advantage of larger plants 
where small-scale CHP is concerned. These factors concern the capital and operat- 
ing costs of CHP installations. Figure 5.5 shows a significant reduction in capital 
cost per kW of electricity generating-capacity that occurs as the size of the CHP 
unit increases, in the range 20k'A', to 200kW,. This means that an installation 
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equipped with a 100 kW, generating set may cost only 50'/c more than an eqtii\-a- lent installation using a 50 M, set [91]. 

In terms of operating costs, there are two factors which provide larger installa- 
tions with an advantage. Firstly, power generating efficiency improves as plant 
size increases. For example the electrical generating efficiencý- for a typical . 50 
kW, engine might be 29%, whereas the efficiency for a 100 W', engine could be 
2% higher at 31%. As fuel costs over the lifetime of an installation in this -size range are likely to amount to over five times the capital costs, a relatively small 
improvement in generating efficiency will have a major improvement on the over- 
all economics of the CHP scheme. Secondly, maintenance costs will tend to fa-11 
as the engine size increases. Once again, comparing 50 kNN,, and 100 kNN', CHP 
sets, typical maintenance costs are likely to be approximately 1.3 and 1.2p/kN\'h 
of electricity generated, respectively. As maintenance costs for a small-scale CHP 
system typically equate to 35% of gross energy savings, a small reduction in unit 
costs will make a substantial difference to life-cycle economics [91]. 

5.2.1 Selection of Storage Media for the Application to 
Small-Scale CHP Systems. 

One criteria governing the selection of a storage material that is clearly important 
is specific heat per unit volume at the operating temperature. If volumetric con- 
siderations have to be taken into account, then the product of specific heat and 
density are the significant parameters. In the case of small-scale CHP installations 
it is unlikely that storage space will be significant over cost. Consideration of 
cost (low) and specific heat-capacity (relatively high) from Table 5.1 suggests the 
selection of water as the most suitable medium for thermal-energy storage in CHP 
systems for applications below 100'C. This decision is further supported because 
the main cooling and heat distribution liquid in CHP systems is commonly water. 
Therefore, water could be used directly where possible as a storage medium thus 
reducing conversion losses 

Thermal-energy storage in water has the following advantages: 

1. Water is easy to handle, non-toxic and non-combustible. 

2. It has a high density and specific-heat. 

3. Possesses excellent transportation properties (good thermal conductivity and 
low viscosity). 

Can be used as both a storage medium and a working fluid. 

5. Interfacing the TES with HVAC equipment is relatively easy. 

6. Charging and discharging of energy can occur simultaneousIv. 

With proper specification, almost uniform discharge temperature is possible. 
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8. Water tanks may be located above ground or underground. 
9. Simple control techniques can be used. 

10. Flow can be arranged to take place by thermosiphon action. 
11. Operating cost is very reasonable. 

Disadvantages of thermal-energy storage in water 

Water will freeze below OOC or boil above IOOOC thereby limiting the useful 
temperature range. 

* It is a corrosive medium. 

Has a low surface tension - and so can leak easily through pinholes or other 
ruptures. 

Sizing the TES unit 
The volume V of the TES tank will depend on the method of heat-storage chosen 
(eg. sensible or latent-heat storage) and the properties of the materials used. 
Water has a relatively high specific-heat capacity (Cp) per unit cost. is safe to 
handle and easy/safe to dispose of into the environment. Not all storage media, 
will have the same advantages and whilst some will have a significantly higher 
values of Cp, their costs of disposal or other factors might be unacceptable. 

5.2.2 Energy Output from CHP Units 

Heat and electricity is produced simultaneously by CHP units. The operating tem- 
peratures of each section of a typical gas-fired reciprocating 1-0 kN\",, 114 kWT CHP 
unit are given in Figure 5.6. 

The total energy in the system will comprise of the four separate components as 
described in equation (5-3). 

ý 
-- 

kout 
::::::::: 

kelectricity + kcondenser + kstack + kradiated (5-3) 

The heat-output from the CHP unit will be determined by a combination of the 
'temperature-lift' (AT = Tf - T, ) through the engine, and the mass-flow rate. 
7i, z of the water through the engine. For the CHP unit in Figure 5.6 operating at 
steady state conditions with rh equal to 150 litres/minute (2.5 I/s), the rate of 
heat-output is: 

ý= rh Cp AT (5.4) 

2.5 x 4180 x 11 = 114.901- (5., 7-)) 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CHP UNIT 

95C ON 85 C ýFF 917 C ON 92 OFF 450 C ON 130 C OFF 

LUBRICATING OIL 
___j COOLING JACKET EXHAUST-GAS 

HEAT-EXCHANGER 
- _nAT-EXCHANGER 

HEAT-EXCHANGER 

80 C ON 83 C OFF 83C ON 90 C OFF 90C ON 91 C OFF 

------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------- 

SECONDARY HEAT-EXCHANGER 

HEATING LOAD HEATING LOAD 

iý = 2.5 Vs 

Figure 5.6: Approximate heat input/output temperatures for a gas-fired 70 kk%", 
reciprocating CHP unit. 

For varying flow and return temperatures the total energy supplied can be deter- 
mined from: 

I'VCp(Tf 
- T, )dt (5-6) 

for a constant 'AT' (i. e. at steady state conditions), density k specific heat this 
reduces to: 

kf'Vdt 
0 0 

where 

Q energy supplied (U) 

power (kW) 
V volume flow(m'/s) 
Tf flow temperature ('C) 
T, return temperature ('C) 
CP specific heat (kJ/kg'C) 
P density (kg/m') 

k 
Tf 
Tr 
t 

V Cp p AT 
f(t) 
f(t) 
time 

(5.7) 

The operational plan for the integrated CHP/sc tes system is that the heat recov- 
ered from the lubricating oil, jacket's cooling-water and the exhaust-gas ývill be 

stored in a heat-storage tank as sensible-heat in water. 
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If applied successfully to CHP systems, heat-storage units could produce the fol- 
lowing benefits which ultimately might result in the increased uptake of CHP tech- 
nology. 

Potential benefits of an integrated TES/CHP system 
The maximum heat-output from the CHP unit can be reduced because the 
heat-energy stored can be employed to cut demand-peaks. 

Operating costs can be reduced through the more efficient operation of the 
CHP equipment at maximum loading, i. e. when thermal-efficiencies are at 
their highest. The energy can also be generated at periods with 1wNer fuel 
prices if available. 

Drawbacks of an integrated TES/CHP system 

9 The relatively high capital cost of the TES unit together with installation 
and associated running costs. 

e Heat losses associated with the conversion, transport and storage of thermal 
energy. 

Ultimately the result is a trade-off between the desired benefits and the drawbacks. 

5.3 Predicting the Energy Available for Storage 
in the Integrated CHP/TES System. 

It has been demonstrated (see Chapter 1) that there are significant benefits re- 
sulting from the integration of large-scale CHP and TES. When utilising CHP and 
energy storage the main objective is to use the energy produced where and when 
required, and then only store the surplus. As CHP units produce heat and electric- 
ity simultaneously, it is necessary to consider the effects of electricity supply and 
demand in the system even though the emphasis is being placed on the storage of 
thermal energy. Note that the case of electricity storage will not be considered in 
detail in this research as it is possible to export excess electricity directly to the 
grid. In order to predict the potential benefits of an integrated CHP/TES system. a 
mathematical model has been developed and applied to the five test case-studies-, 
namely a hotel, a hospital, a leisure complex, a block of flats and a slaughter house 

- see Chapter 4 and Figures 5.10 to 5.15 for a detailed description of each site's 
energy-demand profile and configuration. 

For heat and electricity storage, three operational patterns were considered for 

each of the five case studies: 
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(Operational Pattern 1) 17 hours per day running without modulation. 

Intermittent 
Charging IM Intermittent 

Discharging 

0=I 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

0123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Midnight Noon Midnight 

time 

Figure 5.7: Time intervals for peak-charging of, and discharging the storage system 
by the CHP unit on a normal day. 

(Operational Pattern 2) 24 hours per day CHP operation, storing the off-peak 
generated heat only for reuse at peak times. 

Charging Storing full storage Discharging 
OFF-PEAK 3. 

IIIIIII f-I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
0123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

time (h) 

Figure 5.8: Time intervals for peak and off-peak charging and discharging the 
storage system from the CHP hot-water on a normal day. 

(Operational Pattern 3) Items I and 2 combined. 

,j 
200kWe 

,j 
48kW, and 255kW, have been selected CHP units of sizes 70kW,, 507kW, 

for the hotel, hospital, leisure complex, flats and industrial building respectively. 
The model examines the profiles for heat and electricity demands from the case 
studies and predicts the maximum potential energy, environmental and economic 
savings, that can be obtained through the storage and subsequent use of excess 
heat produced by the CHP unit for a variety of operational patterns. For details 

of the operating specifications of the small-scale CHP units utilised in this stu(IN, 
refer to Chapter 4. 
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Figure 5.9: Thermal-energy storage data model flowchart. 
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5.3.1 Heat-Storage. 
A computer model was developed in Fortran 77 in order to predict the potential for 
heat-storage for the three test cases - see Figure 5.9 for an outline of the programs 
structure. Tables C. I to C. 5, which are given in Appendix C summarise the results 
produced by the predictive model when applied to the five case studies. Certain 
assumptions have been made regarding the availability of the CHP unit and t lie 
heat losses from the TES system. It was assumed that the units would be available for 100% of the required operational hours, usually 365 days/year. Additionally. 
the heat losses from the TES unit are assumed to be negligible. This will not be the 
case in reality. However 

I it is important to first determine the outline potential for 
the integrated systems before time, money and effort are spent on a more detailed 
examination. 

Explanation of the heat-output Tables C. 1-C. 5: 
The output given in the tables is broadly split into two sections, peak and off-peak, 
which correspond to 17 hours/day and 24 hours/day operation of the CHP unit 
respectively. Columns 1-9 in the tables are explained below: 

1. Month: The month of the year for which the data refer. 

2. Heat from CHP unit (off-peak): Gives the total heat produced by the CHP 
unit in kWh during the off-peak hours, which are currently set at 12.00am 
to 07.00 am for each day in the given month. 

3. Heat demanded by site (off-peak): The total heat demanded from each (-a,, (, 
study in kWh for each day for the seven hour off-peak period. 

4. Heat available for store (off-peak): The total heat that could potentially be 
utilised in a TES system in kWh calculated for each day after the off-peak 
heat demand has been supplied by the CHP unit. 

5. Value of heat store (off-peak): The value in Esterling at current unit prices 
for the above quantity of heat energy - energy rates are currently set at 
25p/therm for gas, 5.5p/kWh (peak) and 1.7p/kWh (off-peak) for electricity 
and a boiler efficiency of 75%. 

6. Heat available for store (peak): The heat potentially available for storage 
which has been produced by the CHP unit during peak times calculated 
in kWh after the peak demand for heat has been supplied. 

7. Heat short fall per day (peak): The quantity of heat still required in kNN"h 

over and above that produced by the CHP unit. 

8. Max heat stored per day (peak): The maximum possible quantity of heat 
energy available for storage each day in kWh. This figure is governed by the 
available heat energy and the demand from each site. 
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9. Value of heat saved (peak): The value in P-sterling of the above heat energy 
at current unit prices - currently set at 25p/therm for gas. . 5.5p/kWh (peak) 
and 1.7p/kWh (off-peak) for electricity and a boiler (unspecified týrpe) effi- 
ciency of 75%. 

10- C02 Savings: The potential quantity of carbon dioxide in kg which will not be emitted as a direct result of the application of the integrated system. 
Heat-storage observations from Tables C. 1-C. 5 - see Appendix C: 
Each of the five case-studies was examined to determine the benefits and value 
of the integrated system. All of the cases shown have failed to produce greater 
savings from the heat stored together with the heat and electricity displaced at 
off-peak times, than the running costs for the CHP unit. When the CHP units are 
operated for the seven off-peak hours, the off-peak demand for heat and electi-Wity 
will be satisfied before energy is offered for storage. This will result, in a reduced 
net running cost for the CHP units during off-peak periods. Note that the unit 
price for electricity will be calculated at the off-peak rate of 1.7p/kWh. 
It appears from Tables CA - C. 5 that, if the heat demand from the case studies was 
more intermittent or peaky, then the case for TES might be dramatically improved. 
The costs of running the CHP units at off-peak times for seven hours per day (at 
current given energy prices) are ýC5,449, ý0817861 E1415271 13,727 and Y-18,614 
for hotel, hospital, leisure complex, flats and industrial building respecti\, ely. 

The hotel: 

There are two daily peaks for heat demand at the hotel, one at 6.00am and the 
other at 6.00pm - see Figure 5.10. For operational pattern 1, the maximum annual 
potential for heat-storage of 46.2 MWh was predicted, which is equivalent to an 
economic value of E526 at the given energy prices. This result was obtained when 
the site was supplied by a 220kW, 343 kWT CHP unit - see Table 5.3. Operational 
pattern 2 indicated heat savings of of up to 195.9 MWh, which is equivalent to 
ýC2,228 with a 70kW,, 114 kWT unit. 

YEARLY HEAT-STORAGE SAVINGS FOR CHP OPERATION AT: 
CHP PEAK PERIODS OFF-PEAK PERIODS 

UNIT SIZE Economic Heat C02 Economic Heat C02 

kW, L MWh tonnes L MWh tonnes 
32 1 0.12 0.31 1353 119 30.9 
48 95 8.3 2.2 2031 179 46.2 
70 157 13.8 3.6 2228 196 50.9 
110 410 36.1 9.4 2139 188 48.8 
150 485 42.6 11.1 1770 156 40.5 
220 526 46.2 12.0 

Table 5.3: Predicted annual maximum savings produced as a result of the instal- 
lation of the integrated system at the hotel for a selection of CHP unit sizes. 
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Figure 5.10: Hourly heat and electricity demand profile for the hotel. 

Off-peak heat-storage 

Figure 5.10 shows that the hotel has no off-peak demand for heat between the 
hours of midnight and 6.00am. If the CHP unit is operated at these times, the 
heat can be stored for use at peak times where economically practical. During the 
off-peak period, one hour of heat-output from the CHP unit is consumed at the 
time of production for each day of the year. The remaining six hours of off-peak 
heat production, which amounts to 684kWh/day, can be stored for use later in 
the day. Annually, this would amount to a total of 249.66 MWh of potential heat- 
storage. However, as a result of reduced thermal-demand in the summer period 
(i. e. June to September), the maximum useful off-peak storage potential for the 
hotel with a 70 kW, CHP unit installed is 195.9 MWh. If this heat is stored and 
consumed without losses, the emission of approximately 50.9 tonnes Of C02 could 
be eliminated. 

There is a demand for electricity throughout the off-peak period. However, as 
electricity can be imported for about 1.7p/kWh (maintenance costs for this sized 
unit would be 0.86 p/kWh, ), it would not be considered economically viable to 
operate the CHP unit at these times. Figure 5.11 illustrates how, for a 70 kW, 
unit, the unit gas price will need to be below 19p/therm in order for the system 
to be economically viable at off-peak times. The economic viability of operating 
the CHP unit at night and storing the heat produced will be totally dependent on 
the gas and electricity prices where the demand for energy exists. If heat losses 

are also considered, then the real unit gas price for break-even is likely to be in 
the region of 15p to 17p /therm. This gas price - while possible - is unlikek, to 
form a sound basis for the economics of the integrated system. Unless the price 
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of gas falls below 15p/therm there will be no contribution towards the capital and installation costs of the system. Collectively, these factors will mean that there is little/no potential for heat-storage using the heat produced at off-peak times. 
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Figure 5.11: Costs-Savings analysis for the off-peak operation of a MkW, 114 
kWT CHP unit for varying gas prices. 

Peak-time heat-storage potential. 

The potential benefits resulting from storing the heat produced at peak times was 
also examined. It was determined that significant quantities of heat were only 
available for storage during the months June to September at the hotel. The 

potential heat for storage and use amounted to 13.8 MWh annually, which would 
displace almost 3.6 tonnesOf C02 emissions annually (assuming no thermal-losses) 

providing that the electricity produced by the CHP unit can also be totally utilised. 
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The hospital: 

The hospital has the greatest demand for heat of any of the case studies with 
an average heat-to-power demand ratio of 6: 1 and a base heat-load of more than 
1800kW for each month of the year - see Figure 5.12. Consequently. only the 
1025kWel 1423 kWT CHP unit will produce any excess heat for storage. The total 
yearly heat available in this extreme case is still only approximately 11.8 MWh. 
which costs less than E135. 
The installation of an integrated CHP/TES system at the hospital may be viable for larger CHP units. However, these would fall outside the scope of this thesis. 
The electricity demand at the hospital can be satisfied by a small-scale CHP plant (as defined in this research). However, the base heat-demand exceeds 1,800 kNN', 
i. e. greater than the heat-output of the small-scale CHP units selected. 
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Figure 5.12: Hourly energy-demand profile for the hospital. 

The leisure complex: 
It was not possible to produce any surplus heat which could be utilised by the 
leisure complex on a day-to-day basis. This is because the daily heat-demand pro- 
files have been predicted from a combination of the monthly energy-bills and the 
estimated daily heat-use pattern. Consequently, the daily heat-demand profile is 
very flat and there is no potential for heat-storage at the site. The leisure complex 
operates an indoor swimming pool, which has a large heat demand and in effect 
the pool will act as a heat-store for the system by absorbing heat at times of spare 
capacity from the CHP unit. 
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Figure 5.13: Hourly energy-demand profile for the leisure complex. 

The block of flats: 

The high heat-to-power ratio of the flats displayed in Figure 5.14, dictates that 
there will be very little thermal power available for storage from the smaller CHP 
units, i. e. less than 70M. The demand for energy is relatively small with the 
electricity demand being easily satisfied by the smaller CHP units. 
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Figure 5.14: Hourly energy-demand profile for the residential block of flats. 
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The 48kW, CHP unit example shows an off-peak potential heat-storage capabilm, 
of 132.3 MWh for the year, i. e. equivalent to il. 501 worth of off-peak fuel savings. 
which could result in the elimination of up to 34.3 tonnes Of C02 emissions anilu- 
ally. Therefore, significant potential for heat storage at this site will only occur if 
the CHP unit is operated during the 7 off-peak hours each day. However. the same 
economic limitations - low off-peak electricity prices and relatively high gas prices 
- for off-peak heat-storage previously indicated will also negate any potential for 
economically-vi able savings in this case. 

YEARLY HEAT-STORAGE SAVINGS FOR CHP OPERATION 
CHP PEAK PERIODS OFF-PEAK PERIODS 

UNIT SIZE Economic Heat C02 Economic Heat Coll 
kW, f MWh tonnes f- MWh tonnes 

32 0 0 0 664 58 15.1 
48 156 13.8 3.6 1501 132 34.3 
70 329 28.9 7.5 1308 115 29.9 
110 181 16.0 4.2 1262 111 28.8 

Table 5.4: Predicted maximum annual savings produced as a result of the inst al- 
lation of the integrated system at the flats for a selection of CHP unit sizes 

The slaughter house: 
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Figure 5.15: Hourly energy-demand profile for the slaughterhouse. 

A combination of the shorter working hours in the building and a relatively loý%' 
heat-to-power ratio produce what appears to be a good potential applicatioii for 
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heat-storage. However, the heat-demand profiles have been simplified as a result 
of a lack of detailed data. The potential for heat-storage would result in the CHP 
unit operating for shorter periods which would then produce less electricitý- and a longer pay-back period for the investment. 

YEARLY HEAT-STORAGE SAVINGS FOR CHP OPERATION AT: 
CHP PEAK PERIODS OFF-PEAK PERIODS 

UNIT SIZE Economic Heat C02 Economic Heat Col) 
Me I MWh tonnes I MWh tonnes 
220 6540 575 149 5086 447 116 
255 7892 694 180 6139 540 140 
385 12219 1074 279 9504 836 217 
507 13813 1214 315 10794 949 247 

Table 5.5: Predicted annual maximum savings produced as a result of the instal- 
lation of the integrated system at the slaughter-house for a selection of CHP unit 
sizes 

General observations from the results predicted by the model: 
There are some features which are common in the case studies. For example, peak 
and off-peak heat-storage predicted financial savings will reach a maximum before 
decreasing as the size of the installed CHP unit is increased. However, this is not 
recorded in the results from the case of the slaught er- house. Increasing the size 
of the installed CHP units for each site will increase the levels of thermal-energy 
available for the heat-store. However, a larger unit will satisfy more of the demand 
for heat from each site and consequently lead to a reduction in the shortfall of heat 
supplied. This 'catch-22' can be overcome if the heat can be stored for longer time 
periods, when it would be able to satisfy the demand on a month-to-month basis. 

The results produced have given a unique first-stage appraisal of the benefits of 
employing TES in CHP systems at the 5 sites. The results are not promising and do 
not yet include the associated costs for the storage system. CHP sizing methodology 
together with the relatively low unit value of heat are the two significant factors 
which will limit the economic potential of small-scale integrated CHP and TES 
systems. One significant obstacle to the increased financial value of the energy- 
store is the availability of low unit priced off-peak electricity. If this option were 
not available at a site, then the savings produced by operating the CHP unit at 
night will be increased, leading to an improvement of the economic viability of 
the proposed system. However, in the cases discussed, the increased sa%rings ý611 
not be sufficient to produce an acceptable pay-back period. The displacement of 
C02 emissions indicated for each of the cases provides an environmental benefit 

over-and-above the use of CHP alone. This form of benefit is increasingly being 

publicised and should be considered in the full appraisal of energy investments. 
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5.4 A Detailed Case Study 
Section 5.3 examined the theoretical potential for the proposed systern at five 
test case-studies. The practical application of the system will now be appraised 
through the study of of a site where an installed integrated small-scale ('HP/Tl, '. S 
system exists. 

An industrial sweet-manufacturing site has been selected for this investigation. It 
operates an integrated small-scale CHP and TES system. Operational examples 
of this type of system are rare because, typically, most small-scale CHP units are 
sized to supply the base heat-load and, hence there would be very little excess 
heat available for storage and reuse. The electricity demand of the manufacturing 
site has been steadily increasing over the last decade as the production output 
increased. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the demand reached the maximum 
supply capacity. There were two options considered in order to increase the site's 
elect ri ci ty- supply capability. 

Pay for a larger supply to be installed by the local electricity company. 
2 Pay a lesser sum to provide some form of on-site electricity general ion. 

When all the relevant factors had been considered, a decision was made to adopt 
the latter option and so install a small-scale integrated CHP and TES system. 

Electricity and heat-demand - The manufacturing process requires the prod- 
uct to be dried for several days in specially dehumidified rooms held at -110C. 
The total electricity consumption for the site during the year from August Ist 
1994 to July 31st 1995 was 1,030 MWh. The daily elect ri ci ty-demand profiles are 
shown in Figure 5.16. The main electricity-consuming units are: chillers, heaters 
and manufacturing-plant equipment. Most of the plant operates between 8.00 am 
and 4.30 pm, Monday to Friday, with packing and maintenance carried out in the 
evenings and on Saturdays. 
The total annual-heat demand for the site between August Ist 1994 to July 31st 
1995 has been estimated to be approximately 8,400 MWh. The main consumers of 
heat are the steam and hot-water radiators for the drying rooms; hot-water for the 
tap system and the cleaning of equipment and space heating. The heat sources are 
the steam boiler; the 70kW, CHP unit, the space heating boiler and nine electric 
heaters. 

5.4.1 The Combined Heat-and-Power Unit. 
A 70kW, and 120kWT gas-fired spark-ignition CHP unit has been modified and 
installed at the site. The unit was installed on a fixed-term contract with no initial 
capital outlay. Electricity and maintenance are supplied at 3.24p/kWh by Hie CHP 
energy-supplier and the gas is purchased separately at 25p/therm. 
The CHP unit has been modified through the removal of the exhaust-gas lieat- 
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exchanger, so that the overall heat-output is now reduced to 63.1ký\_. TIIPý. to- 
gether with the installation of a dump-radiator were carried out to ensure that the 
unit will continue producing electricity through periods of little or no heat-demand. 
Without these modifications, the unit - which is modulated on the heat-demand 
of the site - would shut-down automatically during periods of low heat-demand. 
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Figure 5.16: Manufacturing-site's electricity demand and CHP output profiles for 
December 1994 and July 1995. 

Electricity and heat-output - The unit had been installed to operate for 17 
hours/day, 6 days/week and 52 weeks/year, which amounts to a potential 0,304 
operational hours per year. The unit produced 132,726 kWh of electricity in the 
period from August Ist 1994 to July 31st 1995 during 2,301 operational hours 
(i. e. an availability of 43%). 160 MWh of electricity would have been produced 
during the year if the CHP unit had not automatically shut down during Mard] 
and April 1995 as a result of mechanical failure. The heat-output from the CHP 
unit closely follows the electricity output with 120 MWh of heat being produced 
during the year. This figure would have been approximately 145 

-NMI if the 
breakdown had not occurred. The potential maximum yearIN' heat-output - for 
the stated operating times - from the CHP unit is currently 335' NIWh. This rises 
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to 636 MWh with the inclusion of an exhaust-gas heat-exchanger. 

The economics of the CHP unit. 

Table 5.6 shows the gas cost per unit of electricity produced by the cliP unit 
for total heat-outputs of 63.1 kW and 120 kW. Given the current gas prices and 
the suppliers charge of 25p/therm and 3.24 p/kWh respectively, the CHP unit will 
operate at a cost of 5.24 p/kWh, (i. e. 2.00'p + 3.24p) whilst the unit's heat-output 
is held at 63.1 M This is only an ideal cost, as in practice the gas consumption is 
likely to be slightly higher when the unit operates on part-load, is incorrect I, y tuned 
or as the unit wears through use, thus lowering the overall electricity output. The 
current average marginal cost (for one year) of imported electricity at the site is 
approximately 5.9 pence/kWh (London Electricity), giving a profit of 0.66 pence 
per kWh, provided all 63.1 kW of heat produced by the CHP unit is utillsed. 

70kW, CHP Unit with an Hourly Fuel Consumption of 242kWh 
CHP 

Heat-Output 
Cost to 
Operate 
(Y, /hour) 

Value of 
Heat-Output 

(. t/hour) 

Gas Cost for 
Electricity 
(Y-1 hour) 

Gas Cost 
p/kWh, 

Hourlý, C02 

emissions 
from CHP, kg 

63. IkWT 2.06 0.66 2.06-0.66=1.40 2.00 47.2 
120. OkWT 2.06 1.25 2.06-1.25=0.81 1.16 4T, 

Table 5.6: CHP gas costs per unit of elect ri cal-energy produced . 

Assumptions: 
Gas price = 25p/therm, electricity costs 5.9 p/kWh from utility company, CHP 

supplier charge including maintenance 3.24 p/kWh, steam boiler efficiency = 
82%, average UK generating efficiency 35% and the burning of one therm of 
natural gas (CH4)Will give rise to the emission of 5.711 kgC02 in the exhaust. 
If the units heat-output is increased to 120 kW, then the situation will change 
as indicated in Table 5.6. The cost of gas for CHP and that for the imported 

electricity produced is now 4.40 p/kWh, (i. e. 1.16p + 3.24p), which provides a 
potential operational margin for profit up to 1.5 pence per kWh, generated. 

5.4.2 Thermal Energy Use Analysis. 

The schematic in Figure 5.18 shows the arrangements of some of the main compo- 

nents of the installed integrated CHP/TES system. In addition to the TES unit, the 
heat provided by the CHP system is only supplied to (1) the four 22k""T fan-blown 

drying radiators; (2) the 15kWT dehumidifier radiator and (3) the dump-radiator. 

12.00p is the cost of the fuel to run the CHP unit 
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70kW, CHP Unit with an Hourly Fuel Consumption of 242kN%'h 
CHP Marginal cost of Marginal cost of 
C02 heat in terms of heat in terms of 

CHP emissions C02 emissions, C02 emissions. 
Heat-Output per hour, kg kg/hour kg/kNN'hT 
63*! kWT 47.2 8.16 0.12 
120. OkWT 47.2 8.16 0.07 

Table 5-7: CHP C02 emissions per kW, and per kWT- 

There are currently four drying-radiators connected in parallel, each with an out- 
put of 22kWT (corresponding a hot-water mass-flow rate of 1.85kg/sec) and a 
surface area of 600mm x 1400mm. The drying rooms are heated to a temperature 
of 41'C (for the intake air at 150C). Plans exist to install further radiators, which 
would increase the demand for hot-water. The total energy-demand from these 
radiators over a one year period is estimated to be 477 MWh for the drying radi- 
ators and 80 MWh for the dehumidifier radiator, giving a yearly total of 557 MWh. 

The dump radiator will radiate up to 5OkW of heat, and is required to ensure that 
the CHP unit does not overheat, and consequently shut down during periods of 
low heat-demand. A 15 kWT radiator is used to preheat the air being fed to the 
dehumidifier unit: this will remove the moisture from the heated air before it is 
returned to the drying rooms. There are currently a minimum of 30 wash-basins 
located in the factory. The current daily-use of hot water is approximately 8 cubic 
metres, amounting annually to 66 MWh and 73 MWh for the hot wat, er require- 
ments of the tap-system and equipment wash-down, respectively. This water will 
pass through the TES unit: if it is not at the appropriate temperature, then it 
must pass through the heat exchanger in the angelery, where heat will be taken up 
from the returning condensate (via a shell-and-tube heat exchanger) in the steam- 
distribution system - see Figure 5.18. The full contents of the TES unit (i. e. 3,800 
litres of hot water stored at about 60'C) is consumed in about one hour during 
the equipment cleaning process. Heat will continue to be supplied to the TES unit 
until the outlet temperature equals approximately the inlet temperature. In this 
case, water will be diverted to the dump radiator. 

5.4.3 Integrated Small-Scale CHP/TES System. 

The site's integrated CHP/TES system has the capacity to produce, store and con- 
sume in excess of 120 MWh of heat each year. The capital cost associated with 
the purchase and installation of the components of the TES system is relativelý- 
high compared with the cost of the CHP unit. In many cases, the CHP unit is not 
currently paid for by the customer directly, but rather through cont i'act -supplied 
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Figure 5.17: 
costs. 

Variation of the unit cost for CHP-produced electricity with unit-gas 

electricity. The parts required for the total system include the TES unit, dump 
radiators, extended pipe-systems and an assortment of valves. The capital and 
installation cost of the full system amounted to more than ýP, 22,000. Howe\, -ciý, 
part of this work would have always been required, so the total additional expen- 
diture for the installed TES system was over 112,000. In this case, this is likely to 
produce an unaccept ably- long simple pay-back period exceeding two years - the 
acceptable figure for investments undertaken at this site - although three years is 
more common in this market. The CHP unit is currently set up with a heat-output 
of 63. IkW which will give a yearly ideal maximum output of 335 MWh of thermal- 
energy (operating 17 hours/day, 6 days/week, 52 weeks/year). If the exhaust-gas 
heat-exchanger is added, then this yearly total will rise to 636 MWh. This output 
is only slightly greater than the yearly heat requirements of the fan-blown radia- 
tors and is less than the total demand for heat (696 MWh) if the daily wash-down 
of equipment and the hot-water requirements of the tap system are also included. 
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Figure 5.18: CHP hot-water distribution system and major components. 
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Observations and predictions. 
The operational data for the CHP unit for the period from August Ist 1994 to July 31st 1995 have been obtained from the CHP unit's supplier and installer and 
examined in detail. During March and April 1995, the CHP unit was out of oper- 
ation due to an alternator failure. Also the average electrical output of the unit 
was limited to between 63kW, and 66kW,. 

Four CHP/TES potential operat ing-configurat ions have been identified with the 
economic results shown in Table 5.8. These different operating conditions haNýe 
been selected to represent the savings produced by the system when (i) actual historical data is used, (ii) predictions are made according to site energy-demand 
and (ii) alterations are made to the CHP unit to allow increased heat output. The 
four operating configurations are: 

(1) The operational data for the period from August Ist 1994 to July 31st 1995. 

As in (1), however, the heat- and-electricity outputs for March and April 199.5 
have been estimated in line with the usual on-site demand. 

The current CHP unit operating at maximum output. 

Ideal output and fuel consumption, with the replacement of the exhaust gas 
heat-exchanger to the CHP unit. 

Case I is calculated with the site records, whilst the other three cases involvc a 
degree of estimation. The final column in Table 2 gives the degree of profit or 
(loss) for the system in monetary terms. 

ANNUAL SAVINGS COSTS SYSTEM 

CASE 
Electricity 

Output 
froM CHP 

H unit (kW, ) 
I 

Heat Stored 
froM CHP 

unit Output 
(kWT) 

Heat for 
drying 
(kWT) 

I 

Total Value 
Heat + 

Electricity 
IH 

Total 
C02 

Saved 
(tonnes) 

CHP 
Running 

osts I 

PROFIT/ 
(LOSS) 

I 

1 132,726 59)821 593821 9,076 15.5 9,447 (371) 
2 160,000 711821 71)821 11,054 17.6 11,388 (334) 
3 344)760 122,500 188,271 23)573 29.8 223979 594 
4 3711280 122,500 513)614 28,524 29.8 22,979 5,545 

Table 5.8: Performance of the integrated CHP/TES system for four different oper- 
ating conditions for a one year period. 

Operational case 1- On an annual basis over 59.8 MWh of heat can be use- 
fully utilised in the TES unit which will displace approximately 14.5 tonnes of CO, 

emissions. At the given energy prices this will correspond to savings of over -C620 
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(approximately 1.4% of the gas bill) in a one year period. The application of the 
TES unit saved energy and improved the economics of the CHP systeni through the 
increased utilisation of more of the waste-heat produced. The utilisation of the 
TES unit also allowed the CHP unit to produce electricity for longer periods. and at 
a higher level of output than otherwise would have been possible without installa- tion. It was not possible to determine this figure exactly as the operating 111storN, 
of the hot-water radiators and TES unit are not known individually. Therefore, the 
TES unit's use pattern was estimated according to the predicted operation times of the units as stated by the site's energy manager. This system results in an ovei-all loss of E371 per year. 

Operational case 2- When the shortfalls in heat and electricity production 
during March and April 1995 are accounted for, and gas consumption increased 
pro-rata, the systems costs increase and the result is a yearly loss of ý034 The 
energy value of the TES unit has now increased to 71.8 MWh (equivalent to 1807 
and 17.6 tonnesOf C02 emissions) in line with the increased heat-output from the 
CHP unit. 

Operational case 3- The theoretical yearly maximum heat-output at this site 
for the CHP unit operating with a rating of 63.1 kWh is 334,682 kWh, when func- 
tioning for 17 hours/day and 6 days/week all year round. The yearly energy saved 
as a result of the utilisation of the TES unit amounts to 122.5 MWh - displacing 
almost 30 tonnes Of C02 - with an economic value of ýCI, 274. Note that, the heat- 
output is not shared equally between the TES unit and the drying radiators. The 
system now operates with a yearly profit of E594. 

Operational case 4- If the heat-output from the CHP unit is increased via the 
addition of the exhaust-gas heat-exchanger, then the total heat-output would rise 
by 56.9kWT to 120 kWT. This would be equivalent to an additional 302 MWh 
of heat annually. If this heat displaces thermal-energy from the steam boiler (of 

efficiency 82%), then the annual saving would amount to 13,139 at current given 
energy rates. The system arrangement now shows a yearly operational profit of 
over E5,500. Even without the TES unit, the system would be expected to show a 
profit. As the heat output from the CHP unit increased, the energy and monetary 
savings achieved through the utilisation of TES unit peaked at 122.5MWh (displac- 
ing 29.8 tonnes Of C02 emissions) and E1,274 respectively, which corresponds to 
the maximum demand for indirect hot-water at the site. The value of the energy 
stored in the TES unit contributes significantly towards the overall profitability 
of the system. If this system is introduced, then an additional heat-sink of some 
type (i. e. radiator or TES) will be required to ensure that the maximum electricitv 
output is maintained. The additional costs of these units will be approximatel%r 
X500 for the radiator and f-5,000 for the additional TES unit. 
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5.4.4 Case Study Summary. 

The four different cases have been documented to show how changes to the exist- 
ing integrated CHP/TES system (i. e. in cases I --* 4) might improve Its viabllty. Two of the four cases show that the CHP/TES system is costing more to operate 
than if the heat and electricity were produced separately from the grid and steam- boiler for the current given unit energy-prices. However, in all cases, the value of 
the additional heat stored and utilised (without losses) via the TES unit leads to 
savings of between 59.8MWh (E620) and 122.5 MWh (EI, 274) annually - namely 
1.4% to 2.8% of the site's annual gas costs assuming negligible heat losses - which 
significantly improves the overall economics of this system. This will correspond 
to a reduction in C02 emissions of from 14.5 tonnes to 29.8 tonnes annually. It 
should be noted that this site is not a typical one for the installation of a CHP 
system. These savings could be a convincing factor for potential investors in CHP 
if it were not for the significant capital costs and ensuing long associated pay-back 
periods involved in the purchase and installation of the system. 

5.5 Integrated CHP & TES: 
Future Work & Potent 1* al-Prosp ect s 

The application of integrated small-scale CHP and TES systems is limited by the 
four factors already documented. An exception whereby small-scale integrated 
CHP/TES systems appear more valuable - on an energy, environmental and eco- 
nomic basis - is in their application to greenhouses. These systems can have the 
added advantage of the recovery and the use in greenhouses of theC02 in the 
exhaust gases; the C02 being used for enhanced growth rates in the crop. This 
is one area which provides interesting potential. TEs allows heat stored during 
the day to be used after dark to heat the greenhouses. CHP units have a lower 
heat output - for each unit Of C02 produced - than gas-fired boilers. This is an 
significant advantage because it is not always possible to utilise all of the heat 
from the boilers, especially during the summer. Initial savings produced by these 

systems appear promising, but a full documentation of a system as a case study 
will be necessary to verify the early promise. 

TES technology would probably be better directed towards - and utilised by - 
other more appropriate energy systems, such as solar power, where solar radiation, 
wind or tidal power, which provide apparently unlimited quantities of energy at 
intermittent times and for varying periods. 
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5.6 Summary 

A study of the energy, environmental and economic potential for an integrated 
small-scale CHP and TES systems has been undertaken. There were four main ob- 
stacles to the beneficial application of TES to small-scale CHP systems, namelV: (1) 
the current commonly employed CHP unit sizing methodology-, (ii) the high capital 
and installation costs of the TES systems; (iii) the relatively low economic-value of heat (at present utility rates) and (iv) the ready availability of low priced off-peak 
electricity at most sites. The documentation of how one example of an actual ap- 
plication of the system in industry displayed how the consumption of primarý'- fuels 
could be reduced, with a corresponding reduction in the production of the green- 
house gases - primarilyC02. For small-scale CHP systems to be energy-efficient 
and economically viable, it is necessary that the maximum amount of heat and 
power is utillsed directly. As a consequence of this, CHP systems will normally be 
sized to satisfy the base heat-load and will modulate on tbermal-demand, with the 
opportunity of importing or exporting any shortfall or surplus of electricity. In 
order to provide a cost-effective system, the properly sized small-scale CHP unit 
will rarely provide excess heat for storage. This fact has been firmly demonstrated 
in the first five cases documented in this study. Only in exceptional circumstances 
(e. g. when cost savings are not the main priority for the investor or when the 
demand for heat is extremely peaky or intermittent) will the economic potential 
for thermal-energy-storage arise. Even under these circumstances. it is likely that 
the capital costs for the purchase and installation of the TES unit will lead to an 
extremely long pay-back period or in many cases no cash pay-back at all. The 
industrial case-study examined, indicated that the pay-back period for Hie TES 
system of 9 years was achievable, assuming the maximum operating conditions 
presented in case I 

In conclusion, it would seem that TES is generally not the most appropriate tech- 
nology to apply to small-scale CHP systems. TEs hardware, capital and installation 
costs are generally high. This is because a new and site-specific system will usually 
have to be designed and installed with no financial savings achieved on account, 
of the scale of production. Additionally, the small-scale systems - by definition - 
produce relatively small quantities of power and it follows that spare heat-storage 

capacity will be limited. 

CHP manufacturers and industry observers, may comment that a more cost ef- 
fective investment would be to spend more time and effort in the correct sizing. 
operation and maintenance of new and existing small-scale CHP systems. In part 
this could be achieved through more detailed study of a potential site .s current 
(and likely future) energy demand profiles and equipment operation, before the 
CHP unit is selected. 
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Chapter 6 

CHP and Absorption Chillers 

Introduction 

In the United States, Canada, Japan and to some extent in central and south- 
ern Europe, where the climatic conditions are more extreme than in the Ul., ', air 
conditioning during summer is considered equally important to heating during the 
winter. Over the last two decades, the UK's demand for space cooling has increased 
in line with greater levels of insulation and the addition of computers. monitors, 
faxes and other heat emitting equipment. In recent years, vapour-compression sys- 
tems are increasingly being replaced by less environmentally damaging absorption 
systems. This is especially the case in Japan, where absorption- cooling capacity 
increased by over 100% in the four years to 1993. 

In the preceding chapters of this thesis, consideration has been given only to 
applications where the main use for the CHP heat is for space heating. However, 
applications where one of the main requirement is to reduce the environments 
temperature below the ambient by refrigeration are also common. This chapter 
examines the ways in which the waste heat from small-scale gas-fired CHP units 
can be usefully employed - in an economically viable way - for winter heating 
and summer cooling via the incorporation of an integrated CHP/absorption chiller 
system. Cooling technology is described together with the theory of absorption 
systems, before the operational complexities involved with the integration of the 
two technologies are examined in detail. Optimising the proposed integrated small- 
scale CHP and absorption system requires the matching of both systems. 
Two different cases are studied in order to highlight the salient points concerned 
with the integration of the two technologies. The first study examines the potential 
for the installation of the integrated system at a local hospital where small-scale 
CHP is already in use. A predictive model is developed so that the economic poten- 
tial can be quantified. The second case-study examines the carbon dioxide (C02) 
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emissions from a CHP and absorption chiller system versus a conventional vapour 
compression cooling-system installed and operational at a site in the South-East 
of England. The emissions are first determined for standard and ideal condition., -. before the effects of operational variations are assessed. 

6.1 Cooling Technology 
The Romans were among the first humans to employ a basic form of space cooling by exploiting a simple form of evaporative cooling. The effect is achieved by pass- 
ing air over a pool of water, which causes the water to evaporate. provided thal 
the air itself is not saturated with water vapour. On evaporation, the enthalpý- 
of vaporisation is supplied from the residual bulk of the water. thus causing its 
temperature to decrease. This cooled water can then be used to reduce the temper- 
ature where required. The principles of refrigeration were further demonstrated 1)ý, 
Faraday in 1824 via an experiment with a bent glass tube charged with ammonia 
and silver chloride. The year 1861 saw the patenting of Dominique Nicolle's ice- 
making machine, which brought the existence of the technology to a much wider 
audience [441. There are now, in the 1990s, numerous ways of reducing the allibi- 
ent temperature to satisfy demand requirements for space cooling: the two which 
are most widely used are the vapour- compression process and absorption- Cycle re- 
frigeration. Vapour-compression systems are by far the most commonly employed 
of all refrigeration systems and are most frequently used for air-conditioning and 
refrigeration. Absorption systems are used to a much lesser extent and become 
more viable when a cheap source of heat is available. 

6.2 Absorption chiller systems 
The application of absorption for the purpose of cooling has been a viable tech- 
nology for more than a century; the first absorption machine (using ammonia 
as the refrigerant and water as the absorbent) being developed by a Frenchman, 
Ferdinand Carre in the mid-nineteenth century [92]. The use of absorption sys- 
tems is increasingly rapidly throughout the world with a few significant countries 
leading the way. A good indication of the potential of these systems is demon- 
strated in Japan where almost '175% of Japan's large new buildings use absorption 
air-conditioning systems [93]. Absorption-cooling differs from vapour-compression 
systems in that the input energy will be in the form of heat as opposed to me- 
chanical work for the latter case. This means that absorption systems can offer 
greater flexibility to the user as the heat can be supplied in a variety of forms. 
Both systems have an evaporator, a condenser and expansion valves. Howev-er. 
the elect ri callY-p owered compressor is replaced by an absorber. solution pump 
and heat source. These parts in the absorption system perform the same func- 
tion, in so far that it receives a low-temperature, low-pressure refrigerant from the 
evaporator and conveys the refrigerant to the condenser at high pressure and high 
temperature. 
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The coefficient of performance (COP) of a refrigerator is a parameter used to indi- 
cate the effectiveness of the cooling system, and is defined by: 

COP = 
Cooling Delivered 

(6.1) Energy Input 
The COP for a vapour-compression system is typically five or six times that of an 
absorption system. While the cops for vapour compression systems are higher 
than those for absorption systems, vapour-compression systems Nvill usuallN, re- 
quire a higher grade of energy to power them (i. e. electricity versus natural gas, 
recovered heat or solar radiation as the input energy). Therefore, Nvhen comparing 
the cops of the two systems, it is important to account for the differences in the 
cost of energy required by each. It should be noted that the energy requirement 
to operate the cooling fans, circulating pumps and other auxiliary energy use is 
not included in the COP ratings. However, these energy costs must be included in 
a full economic analysis of any proposed system. Consider the following example 
which illustrates these points: - 

Example: cop of vapour-compression unit = 5.5 and the cop of an absorption 
chiller unit - 1.0 

Each unit must produce 100kWh of cooling. If the cost of electricity is more 
than 5.5 times the cost of heat then the absorption chiller will have an operat- 
ing cost advantage. However, if the cost of operating the auxiliary equipment is 
also included in the calculation, then the electricity will need to be more than 8.3 
times more than the cost of heat before the absorption chiller system is cheaper 
to operate than the vapour compression system [17]. Another significant benefit 
of absorption chiller systems is that they are CFC free. The Montreal Protocol 
had an immediate effect on the use of refrigerants CFC 11 and CFC 12 which are 
used in centrifugal chillers. These substances have Ozone Depletion Potentials 
(ODPs) and Global Warming Potentials (GWPs). CFCs are several thousand times 
more environmentally damaging than C02- Other refrigerants have been devel- 

oped to replace CFCs, which are less environmentally damaging. However, they 
are still several hundred times more damaging than C02. Additionally, with the 
new refrigerants, the efficiency of the compressor unit drops and this can lead to 
up to 25% less chilled water [941. The use of CFC free absorption systems will sta- 
bilise/reduce the cumulative and detrimental effects on the environment produced 
by centrifugal cooling. 

6.2.1 Types of absorption chillers 
There are two main types of absorbent-refrigerant mixtures which are currently 
in common use: lithium-bromide (LiBr)-water and aqueous ammonia systems 
(AARs). In a LiBr-water absorption system, the LiBr is the absorbent and wa- 
ter is the refrigerant. In an AAR system, the water is the absorbent and ammonia 
is the refrigerant. Other refrigerant- absorbent mixtures exist, but are not com- 
monly used in commerci ally- available absorption sýrstems. 
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LiBr systems are categorised by the number of times (i. e. effects) the solution is 
heated to produces refrigerant vapours. LiBr-water absorption systems are referred 
to as single- or double-effect machines. 
The COP for a single-effect system is typically two-thirds that of a double-effect 
system because a double-effect machine makes more use of the input energy. The 
COP of an absorption chiller will vary according to the type of system emploved, 
as well as the temperatures of the recovered heat and of the chilled fluid. COPs for 
single-effect absorption chillers lie in the range from 0.6 to 0.7, whereas, the COP 
for a double-effect system will fall between 0.9 and 1.2 [95]. 

Single-effect absorption systems - There are two main configurations for 

single-effect absorption machines: where (i) the entire process is housed within 
one shell, or (ii) there exists a separate shell for the condenser and generator sec- 
tions of the absorption machine. Simplicity of design, including only a few moving 
parts, helps give this type of unit reliability. 

Double-effect absorption systems -A double-effect absorption machine has 
two stages of generation to separate the refrigerant from the absorbent. The tem- 

perature of the heat source required to drive the high stage generator must be 
higher than that used for a single-effect machine [17]. 
The heat input requirements and the cooling-output temperatures attainable vary 
between and within each system type. 
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Figure 6.1: Absorption chiller input/output. 
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A LiBr-water system is typically the best match for cooling applications down 
to between 40C and WC while an aqueous ammonia system is more appropriate 
for refrigeration applications down to -51'C. In spite of double-effect absorption 
systems being more expensive than single-effect machines, they will usually be 
selected in preference to single-effect units whenever there is a heat source with 
a temperature sufficient to power a double-effect machine. Both systems have 
different and unique requirements and outputs - see Figure 6.1. 

6.2.2 Absorption Refrigeration System and Components - 
single-effect 

The absorption refrigeration system has four major components: 

1. The LiBr-water cycle. 

2. Cooling tower and cooling-water system. 

3. The chilled-water system. 

4. The electrical components including the solution and refrigerant pumps. 

COOLING TOWER 

HEATSOURCE 

HEAT SINK 

ABSORPTION 
CHILLER 
UNIT 

CHILLED WATER 
ELECTRICAL INPUTS 

Solution pump 
Refrigerant pump 
Other parasitic loads 

Figure 6.2: Absorption chiller components. 
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The Single-effect LiBr-Water Absorption Cycle 

Water is used as the refrigerant in a water/Li Br absorption chiller - see Figure 
6.3. The water is sprayed and evaporated at about 3 to VC in an evacuated 
vessel (the evaporator being maintained at approximately 0.01 Bar) onto a tube 
bundle through which the buildings chilled-water is circulating, thereby taking 
heat from it. The water vapour is drawn into the absorber section by low pressure 
resulting from the absorption of the refrigerant into the absorbent (i. e. the lithium 
bromide salt-solution). In order to expose a large amount of LiBr solution surface 
to the water vapour, the solution is sprayed over the absorption tube bundle. 
The degree of affinity of the absorbent for the refrigerant is a function of the 
solution concentration and temperature. The lithium-bromide salt-solution is then 
pumped to the generator (at a pressure of 0.1 Bar) where it is heated - the source 
temperature can be as low as 800C if there is enough time - in the generator to 
reduce the humidity. The water vapour is finally condensed (in the condenser) 
using cooling water from a cooling tower. The re-liquefied water drains back into 
the first vessel, evaporates again, and the process is repeated. 
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Figure 6.3: Absorption cycle. 
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An additional component to the system is the solution-heat-exchanger. It pre- 
heats the solution on its way to the generator using the hot solution coming back 
from the generator. This increases the efficiency of the overall absorption cycle. 
One additional phenomenon is the 'heat of reaction' in the absorber. When the 
LiBr sa-It solution absorbs the water vapour, the heat picked up in the evaporator 
is given off, but but it must be disposed of. This heat is removed by the cooling 
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water as it comes back from the cooling tower. 

Another important part of the absorption chiller is its purge. The effectl%'eiless of the machine depends on the un-obstructed flow of water vapour from the eý-apo- 
rator to the absorber. If air or other gas resulting from the absorption process is 
present, this makes it more difficult for the water vapour to be absorbed by the 
LiBr solution. A 'purge' system must be an integral part of the operation. It must 
continuously remove any air which may enter the machine or any gas which may be produced. Because air in an absorption machine would result in corrosion of 
the inner steel surfaces, the purge is also designed to avert that. 

Ideal absorption- cycle 

An understanding of the principles of operation of the ideal absorption cycle will 
aid the understanding of the operation of real cycles. Figure 6.4 illustrates the 
operation of the ideal cycle with the cycle represented as a single closed linc, 
which is the only way it can be shown on aT-S diagram. 
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Figure 6.4: Single-stage, idealised absorption cycle on the tempera t ure-ell t ropy 
linear-scale plot. 
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1-2-3-4-1 represents the driving cycle (i. e the Carnot cycle) 
5-6-7-8-5 represents the cooling cycle (i. e. the reverse Carnot cycle) 

The work of the two sub-cycles Fd, and F,, are equal and therefore the four process 
temperatures cannot be arbitrarily chosen but are related by: 

TeTq -TaTc 
The ideal cop (for the reversible cycle) is: 

(6.2) 

COP = hf, l(hfg +, Ah, ) = TIT,, = TlTg (6-3) 
If the temperature ratios are considered I it is clear that the limiting valtie of unity 
is the maximum cop that can theoretically be achieved for a single-stage unit. 
Additionally, in order to maximise the cop, both the evaporator and absorber 
temperatures will have to be nearly equal. This is similar to that for vapour- 
compression cycle, where the COP of the Carnot ideal cycle improves as the hot 
and cold source-temperatures converge. 

A high generator-temperature will not have any effect on the ideal cycle other 
than elevating the condenser temperature. In a real system, the coP will decrease 
although a smaller chiller could sometimes be selected due to the increased tem- 
perature difference in the generator and condenser. 

The single-stage absorption process: 

8- 1: Isentropic heating of the refrigerant in the solution. 
1- 2: Heat introduced into the generator 

Heat of evaporation 
hf. q - (Si - 

S2) Tg 

and heat of solution 
S2*T A hs (SI 

g 

2- 3: Isentropic cooling (i. e. at constant p) down to the saturation temperature T2 

of the generator's super-heated vapour. 
3- 4: Condensation 
4- 5: Isentropic cooling of the refrigerant (under constant pressure) 
5- 6: Evaporation 
6- 7: Isentropic heating of the saturated vapour (at constant pressure) 
7- 8: Absorption by the solution of the super-heated vapour (of state 70. Both the 

heat of solution and the heat of evaporation hfq are liberated. 
hs = (S7 

- 
S7*) Ta 

,A hf_q (S7* 
- 

S8Ta 
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Real absorption cycles 

Because a LiBr absorption chiller uses a refrigerant absorbent solution instead 
of mechanical compression to transform the low-pressure refrigerant vapour to a high-pressure refrigerant vapour, a pressure-enthalpy (P-H) diagram cannot be 
used to show graphically the absorption cycle. Instead a PTX equilibrium chart - see figure 6.5 - which includes solution concentration has been developed. 
One hazard for LiBr-water systems is crystallisation, which occurs when the so- lution freezes and is a frequent cause of unscheduled down time and maintenance 
calls. This blocks passageways and stops the refrigeration process. NNhich in turn 
stops the cooling effect. From figure 6.5, it can be seen that crystallisation oc- 
curs for a range of solution temperatures and solution concentrations.. Clearly the 
higher the concentration and the lower the temperature, then the likelihood of 
crystallisation occurring increased. The main reasons for the occurrence of crys- 
tallisation are: malfunction in the air-conditioning system, failure of a pressure- 
reducing valve or electrical failure. When Direct Digital Controls (DDC) systems 
are installed, then the problems associated with crystallisation are substantially 
reduced. 

Factors which influence the outputs from LiBr-Water absorption chillers 

(1) Solution temperature 

(2) Solution concentration 

(3) Refrigerant's temperature 

(4) Refrigerant's vapour-pressure 

Variations in chiller performance 

Figure 6.6 illustrates how changes to the inlet water temperature to the absorption 
chiller significantly influence the cooling capacity of the chiller. It indicates that 
low source-water temperatures will require the use of larger and more expensive 
absorption chillers in order to achieve the same cooling-effect. Further variations 
to the cooling output of the absorption chiller can be observed in Figure 6.7., which 
shows the effect of changes to the cooling water temperature on the units cooling- 
capacity. Both of these factors will have a direct effect on the COP of the chiller 
unit. Another significant factor for cop and the unit's cooling- cap aci ty ý%, ill be 
the required temperature of the chilled water. It is clear that each of the above 
factors will be significant when determining the environmental benefits - in terms 
Of C02 emissions - produced through the application of absorption chillers for 

space cooling. 
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Relationships between absorber sections and external factors - It is pos- 
sible to determine how the operation and performance of the absorber Nvill change 
for varying conditions. The equations below give a simplified indication of some 
of the important relationships. 

Generator Section 

Q9 Heat added to the generator (6. -1) 
Q9 7ýICHP waterCp Water(TCHP water in -TCHP water out) (6-5) 

Q9 Heat of evaporatZon + Heat of solution (6.6) 

Q9 AsTa (6.7) 

Condenser Section 

QC Heat extracted by the coolers (6.8) 

T, (6.9) QC 7iICooling waterCp Water(TCooling water out Chilled water in) 

QC ASTC (6.10) 

Evaporator Section 

Qe Coohng ef f ect (6.11) 
Qe MChi'lled waterCp Water(TChilled water in -TChilled water out) (6-12) 
Qe AsT, (6-13) 

Absorber Section 

Qa 'Heat of wetting (6.1-1) 

Qa -r+I- As Ta (6.15) 
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Operation of the absorption cycle for varying conditions - (a) - Variation of the CHP unit's flow water temperature. 
For single-stage absorption chillers, the relationship between source-water temper- 
ature and the temperature drop AT across the chiller can be approximated I)Y the 
equation: 

AT = 
(TCHP 

IN14) - 15 (6-16) 

Qq increasing will lead to an increase in the rate of evaporation of the re- 
frigerant from the surface of the solution. This will also result in tile rate 
of LiBr returned to the absorber increasing. Additionally. more heat ý%, ill be 
passed from the LiBr being absorbent leaving the generator and given up to 
the solution entering the generator. 

2. More vapour will be supplied to the condenser at a higher superheated tem- 
perature. The rate of sensible and latent heat given up to the cooling water 
will increase. This will lead to an increasing temperature of the cooling water 
coming from the cooling tower/air-blast coolers, or the rate of cooling from 
the tower can be increased thus maintaining the temperature of the cooling 
water returning to the condenser. 

3. The rate of flow of the refrigerant passed to the evaporator will have in- 
creased, which in turn will accelerate the rate of evaporation of the refriger- 
ant if the chilled water returns at a high enough temperature in order to boil 
off the refrigerant. If not, then the chilled water temperature will decrease, 
as will the efficiency of the chiller. If the required load does exist. then more 
refrigerant will be evaporated and passed on to the absorber when more wa- 
ter vapour will be absorbed by the increased concentration of solution as a 
result of more LiBr returning from the generator. 

4. The overall effect will be to increase the cooling output from the chiller. 
However, the cop will not change significantly. 

Heat-Rejection systems 

There are two commonly-used methods for removing excess heat from absorption 
systems: wet cooling-tower systems and air-blast coolers. The latter are more 
expensive to buy than wet cooling-tower systems and will consume more electrical 
power for the fans during their operation. However, their main benefit is that 
they offer an alternative to the increased maintenance costs, which are required 
in wet systems in order to prevent the development of legionella forming in the 
evaporating water. 
The cooling towers exist to remove heat from the refrigeration process. The cooling 
water is passed from the absorber and condenser to the cooling-tower by circulat- 
ing pumps, where fans are used to remove the heat before the cooling-NN'ater is 
returned to the absorption system. Approximately 70% of the heat removed froill 
the absorber is from the condenser. The temperature of the cooling N%-ater NNill 
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have a direct effect on the performance of the chiller. When a vapour-compression 
system is to be replaced with an absorption chiller, the cooling tower capacity will 
need to be increased. This is because absorption chillers require approximately 1.5 to 2 times more heat rejection from the system than similarly sized vapour- 
compression systems. The additional heat is generated as a direct result of the 
absorption process. As a result of increased heat rejection, the pumps and fans in the system will also need to be increased in power. For Vc the pumping powei- 
required for the chilled water and cooling water systems will be approximatelý- 
equal for simple pipe distribution systems. Longer pipe runs with more numerous bends will increase the pressure drop and result in the need for larger pumps. 
absorption chiller systems will, on average, require approximately twice as much 
pumping power to circulate the cooling water as the VC system [96]. 
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In typical absorption systems, the chiller is selected on the basis of the cooling- 
water temperature available at full load. This is the specified cooling-water inlet 
temperature. An alternative form of heat rejection is to pre-heat the boiler feed- 

water, which can help reduce the cost of heat rejection. 

The chilled-water circuit 

These pipe systems carry the chilled water, which is produced in the evaporator. 
to the point where space cooling is required. As with the cooling water system. 
the size of the pump will be dependent on the complexity and length of the pipe 
distribution system and the pressure drop across it. 
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Auxiliary components 

The cooling water and refrigerant are circulated by electrical pumps. The size of the refrigerant pump required for an absorption system will be smaller and, there- 
fore, cheaper to operate than the pump required for a similarly-sized compressor 
unit. 

6.2.3 Maintenance of absorption systems 
It is estimated that absorption systems cost approximately 0.6 to 1.2.5 times sini- 
ilarly maintained vap our- compress ion systems. The differential between the two 
types of systems has narrowed over recent years due to the introduction of di- 
rect digital controls (DDC) for absorption machines and the increased mainte- 
nance costs for vapour-compression systems resulting from the CFc-recovery re- 
quirements. Due to several factors, such as the corrosiveness of the solution and 
vacuum pressures, LiBr absorption machines have shorter life expectancies than 
vapour-compression machines. If properly maintained, a LiBr unit will last 70-85% 
as long as a comparable centrifugal machine [17]. Carrier single-effect absorption 
chillers in the 16JB range will require a major service once every six years [14]. 

Testing of the LiBr solution should be carried out at least once a, %-car for 
single-effect systems and twice a year for double-effect systems. Testing should 
highlight any emerging problems which can then be rectified before significant loss 
of performance occurs. 

Chemical additives - these are used in LiBr absorption chillers to reduce the 
potential for corrosion. They can also increase the mass/heat transfer achievable 
by the units. 

Cryatalisation - is one ofthe most frequent causes of unscheduled downtime ans 
maintenance calls. Malfunctions in the air conditioning system controls, failure of 
a pressure reducing valve or electrical failure are the common causes. A positive 
concentration limit can avoid this problem by measuring the flow of the solution 
through the heat exchanger. When a restriction, which indicates impending crys- 
talisation, is detected the chiller is switched off. 

Primary corrosion- inhibitors used are lithium chloride (LiCrO4), lithium moly- 
bade (LiM, 04) and lithium nitrate (LiN03)- 

Mass/heat transfers enhancement. The mass-flow of the refrigerant can be 
increased by up to 30% by the addition of C8H8 to the solution (1% of the LiBr 
solution by volume). This equates to a rise in machine output of approximatelý, 
10 to 20% [17] 

- 
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6.2.4 The Cost of Cooling / Economies of Absorption Sys- 
tems 

The cost of cooling per kWh is greater than the cost of heating per kýVh. Figure 
6.9 illustrates how the cost of cooling for vapour- compression systems varies with 
the temperature required. As the required evaporator temperature decreases, the 
cost of cooling per kWh increases. The required cooling temperature is not the 
only factor to be concerned with when attempting to determine the cost of cooling. 
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Figure 6.9: The cost of coolth [15]. 

Capital Costs 

The capital costs of absorption chillers are greater than the cost of similarly sized 
compressor units. This is because of the relatively low numbers of absorption units 
which are currently manufactured compared with compressor systems, the unit- 
costs are high and are often more than twice as much as similarly-sized compressor 
systems. The CoP of an absorption system will increase if a double-stage unit can 
be used. However, the additional performance obtained from a double-stage chiller 
comes at a price, as they can cost up to twice as much as single-stage chillers [43] 

and four times greater than VC systems. The 16JB range of absorption chillers 
produced by Carrier cost from E50,000 for the 16JBOIO to about 1126,000 for 
the 16JB068. These prices do not include the cost of the cooling tower or the 
installation of the system [971. The capital cost of the chiller is a significant fac- 
tor for the overall economics of the integrated CHP/absorption system. Current 

research, which is aimed at reducing the capital cost of the chillers has focused on 
the use of polymeric and metallic materials. These new materials have been par- 
tially tested and the results look promising for the further reduction of costs [98]. 
The installation of absorption systems can attract grants from various supporting 
agencies. The availability of such a grant would improve the perceived econornics 
of a proposed system significantly. 
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6.2.5 Applications for Absorption Systems 
In this study the main focus will be on the process of space cooling with the heat 
supplied from the CHP engine. Figure 6.10 summarises the other numerous ap- 
plications for absorption chillers, and also gives a breakdown of some the various 
potential heat-sources. Air-conditioning (cooling) requires that the ambient air 
be cooled to between 12'C and WC in order to provide a comfortable working 
and living environment. This is conventionally achieved by circulating water at 
between YC and 7'C to the coils of a fan-blown air-handling unit and returning 
the water at around 120C to the chiller. 
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HEATSOURCE No COOLING LOAD 

SYSTEM 
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Exhaust Gas Gas Turbine Inlet Air 
from Cooling 
Drying Process HIFAT COOLTH 
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Exhaust Heat Storage Coolth Storage of Fibers 

Low-Pressure 
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Figure 6.10: Absorption chiller applications. 

Summary of the benefits of absorption systems. 

e No CFCs employed, and so environmentally more friendly than conventional 
vapour-compression systems. 

9 One stage design for simple and reliable operation. 

e Operates using low-pressure steam or hot water. 

e Quiet and vibration free operation. 

9 Few moving parts and hence high reliability. 
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6.3 Integrating CHP and absorption chillers. 
Chapter 3 of this thesis has already introduced the reader to CHP and presenle(I 
some of the fundamental concepts which influences the viability of the integrated 
system now proposed. The scope for small-scale CHP will remain as defined earlier (i. e. 15kW, to IMW, ). 

The previous section of this chapter introduced some of the background to cooling 
technology and in particular to absorption cooling. 
This section will now address the specific technical and operational tasks whicli 
must be considered and evaluated in order to test the hypothesis 3: 

Can absorption chillers provide significant environmental benefits. 

When evaluating the benefits of integrating CHP and absorption chillers, many fac- 
tors must be investigated if the appropriate conclusion is to be reached. In terms of 
selection criteria, integrating an absorption chiller with a CHP unit requires a com- 
promise between the preferred operating conditions of the chiller and the engine, 
because relatively small changes in water temperature significantly affect the size 
and cost of the chiller for a specified duty - see Figure 6.6. Maximising the value of 
recoverable waste-heat from power generation provides the real economic impettis 
for most CHP projects [99]. Before the focus is concentrated on the indiN, idtial, 
and then integrated systems, it is vital that an appropriate site energy-audit is 
undertaken to ensure than all possible short-term and cost-effective measures of 
energy-thrift, such as increased thermal insulation and the adoption of the most 
advantageous price tariffs, are implemented. This is necessary to avoid the po- 
sition where an energy-audit is undertaken after the CHP unit's electrical output 
has been selected in installed. This would most probably lead to the proposed 
integrated CHP/absorption system being oversized and, therefore, uneconomical. 
For this study, it is assumed that the site energy demand profiles will have already 
been adjusted following a full energy audit. 

In order that this investigation is carried out as fully as possible, it is important 
to: - 

1) undertake a full energy audit of the proposed site (assumed to have been 

undertaken). 
ii) obtain the electricity demand profiles for the site. 
111) determine the heat demand from the building for hot water and space heat- 

ing. 

IV) describe which type and size of CHP unit to be installed. 
V) the recoverable heat from the CHP unit, both before and after the other 

heating demands at the site have been satisfied. 
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vi) the cooling or refrigeration requirements and design conditions at the site. 
vii) document the existing cooling system I if any. 
viii) choose the type of absorption chiller to be installed at the site. ix) determine the size of absorption chiller to be installed at the site. 
X) predict the cooling output attainable from the absorption chiller. 
xi) calculate the heat rejection requirements of the absorption chiller. 
xii) determine the electric power requirements of the system. 
xiii) assess the part-load performance of the CHP unit and the absorption chiller. 
xiv) decide any specific heat-transfer requirements. 
xv) settle upon the most effective operating configuration for the integrated 

system. 
Some of these points will be site specific and, therefore, their determination will 
be undertake together with the site study. 

Site energy audit. Assumed to have already been undertaken. 

(ii) The elect ri city-deman d profiles: These will be presented in kW, and kWT for 
each hour of the day. A set of hourly demands will be obtained for one day in 
every month of the year. These demand profiles are site specific. 

(iii) The heat-demand profiles for hot water and space heating: As (ii) and I he 
profiles will be site specific. 

(iv) The type and size of CHP unit to be used: Only small-scale reciprocating cn- 
gines (between 15kW, and IMW, ) will be considered for this study. 

(v) The recoverable heat from the CHP unit. 
This will be determined for the cases with and with a heat demand for water and 
space heating from the site. 

_(vi) 
The cooling requirements and design conditions at the site: This will be a func- 

tion of the size and location of the buildings and rooms, the geographical location 

of the building, the number of people resident within the building, the amount 
of heat-emitting equipment in the rooms, the quality of insulation/ construct ion 
of the building and the required temperature settings. These will be site specific. 
The design conditions will include: 

leaving-chilled-fluid temperature (OC); 

chilled-fluid temperature rise, difference at process (OC): this determines the 
chilled-water temperature entering the absorption machine; 

s entry- cooling-water temperature (OC); 

* cooling water temperature rise in the absorption unit (OC); 

o ambient wet-bulb temperature (OC); 
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(vii) Document the existing cooling system: The economics of the proposed ilew 
system may be enhanced if, for example, the existing air-conditioning units had 
become obsolete or too expensive to maintain and operate. Therefore. it n1av 
need to be replaced in any case. Consequently, part of the capital cost of the new 
absorption chiller could be offset by not replacing the existing air-conditioning 
system with like-for-like equipment. It is also important to discover if any of the 
existing AC equipment can be reused or modified in any way so as to reduce the 
capital costs of the new system. Consider also the case where some form of top-up 
or back-up cooling ability is maintained (i. e. the cost of operation and reliability). 

(viii) The type of absorption chiller: This will be dependent on the type of CHP 
unit employed and the cooling temperatures required at the site. Small-scale recip- 
rocating CHP units will usually produce hot-water in the temperature range 90 to 
1050C. The considered requirement for chilling is for space cooling. Conseqlielltly, 
a single-stage LiBr absorption chiller will be the most appropriate unit because 
it can operate with a relatively low source stream temperature and it produces 
chilled water at VC to 7'C. 

(Ix) The size of the absorption chiller: This is partially site specific and partially 
dependent on the quantity of heat available from the CHP unit. 

(x) The cooling output attainable from the absorption chiller. This will require a 
detailed study of the absorption chillers likely operating conditions. 

(xi) Heat-rejection requirements: A decision is requires as to whether to select cool- 
ing towers, air-blast coolers or some sort of boiler feed pre-heating. 

(xii) Electric power requirements of the system: The absorption chiller system will 
require additional pumping power to remove the extra heat generated in the ab- 
sorber. 

(xiii) The part-load performance of the CHP unit and the absorption chiller: This 
information is provided by the manufacturer's specifications. 

(xiv) Any specific heat transfer requirements: Does the system need to be pro- 
tected from fouling or are there any specific heat-transfer characteristics? 

(xv) Most effective operating configuration for the integrated system: This will usu- 
ally require that the absorption chiller operates as the lead chiller and the CHP 
as the lead boiler. However, on occasions cooling requirements may be a priorit%-. 
consequently the heating requirements can be satisfied by the back-up boiler or 
vice versa. 
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6.3.1 Matching Heat Sources, Cooling Loads and Heat Sinks. 
The following points of the proposed system should be examined in detail: 

1. The heat source 

2. The cooling load 

3. The heat-exchange mechanism 

4. The heat sink 
Heat Source 
The appraisal must begin by considering the mass-flow rate. the temperature and 
intermittency of the heat stream produced by the CHP unit. 

Temperature - The source heat stream temperature will determine the type of 
absorption chiller to be used in the integrated system (see Table in 1 in chaptel, 
3). The temperature of the heat stream produced by a CHP unit will be dependent 
on the type (i. e. reciprocating engine, gas turbine, steam turbine etc. ) and the 
size of the unit employed (i. e. 15kW, up to IMW, for this investigation). The 
small-scale reciprocating engines will produce hot water at between 80 and II O'C. 
The temperature of the heat utilised by the absorption chiller will be a function of 
the heat-source-s t ream temperature and the heat-exchange mechanism used. Heat 
exchangers will usually be required to avoid the contamination or corrosion of the 
absorption system by the heat-source. 

Fluid flow-rate - When a CHP unit is operating at constant electrical load - 
which it will usually have been sized to do - it will also be producing a constant, 
heat output. Therefore, it would, under these conditions, be suitable to operate in 
conjunction with an indirect ly-fired absorption chiller, which require a steady flow 

of recovered heat at constant temperature in order to produce a constant cooling 
output. However, CHP units have usually been sized so as to satisfy as much of 
the winter heat demand as possible, together with all of the summer demand for 
heat according to site energy-demand profiles. Consequently, CHP heat output will 
not be available for the absorption chiller in winter and will probably only be so 
intermittently during the summer. As a result, supplemental boilers may be re- 
quired to maintain the cooling output, or the system may prove impractical. The 
determination of the correct sizing of the CHP unit and absorption chiller will only 
be achieved through a detailed analysis of the site's energy-demand profiles and 
the operating conditions of all of the individual systems. For this, it is necessary 
to develop a predictive model which can undertake easily a sensitivity analysis of 
the proposed system. 

The cooling load. The cooling-demand profile will be one of the main fact, ors which 
will dictate the system's operating configuration. 

The heat sink. The absorption system will require a heat sink. This is usualký 
achieved via a cooling tower or air-blast coolers. However, other options, such as 
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boiler feed-water pre-heating can be used. 

Figure 6.11 illustrates the various inputs and outputs to, and from. an absorption 
chiller. Variations in fluid flow rates (m) and temperatures (T) will result in different levels of output from the absorption chiller. 

Driving Hc 

Source 

Cooling 
Water 
in 

Cooling Water Out 

Chilled Water Suppl, 

Chilled Water Retum 

Figure 6.11: Absorption chiller input/output. 

If the heat input (specified by rh3J5 to T6) is decreased, then the cooling 
output flow (Ml, T, to T2) decreases. 

If the quantity of heat is known, then the amount of heat can be estimated using 
the following equation: 

qcooling ::::::::: COPABS qrecovered 
C, 

where 
qcoohng cooling output, kWT 
COPABS coefficient of performance of the absorption machine. 
qrecovered heat recovered from jacket/exhaust gas, kWT 
C, constant, I kWT, 

Hea, t/kWT, CooIth 

(6.17) 
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Single-Effect 
LiBr Machine 

Double-Effect Low-Temperature 
LiBr Machine Ammonia Machine 

Steam input, (kPa) 135-205 110-120 100 -1480 Steam input, OC 110-120 175-185 100 -195 Hot Water input, 'C 115-130 155-205 100 -195 Cooling Output, T 4-16 4-16 -51- 4 
COP 0.6-0.7 0.9-1.14 0.1- 0.8 

Table 6.1: Absorption chiller data. 

6.3.2 Technological Problems. 
Waste heat from CHP units can be used to drive an absorption chiller. This type of 
cooling is termed indirect chilling because the fuel source is being used primarily 
to produce available energy in the form of electricity. If the fuel source was used 
primarily to produce heat and this heat is used to drive the absorption chiller, 
then this is termed as 'direct chilling'. 

Coolino 

Electricity 

WaLer 

Hot Absorption 
Water Refrigeration 

System 

Cold Air 

Figure 6.12: Integrated CHP/absorption cooling system [16]. 

Small-scale CHP units will produce hot-water at about 90'C which is the lowest 
temperature at which hot-water fired absorption chillers can operate efficiently. 
Therefore, an objective of this research is to determine if, and how, both the CHP 

units and the absorption chillers can be modified in order to improve the viabilltv 
of the proposed combined systems. 
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6.3.3 CHP hot-water for absorption chillers. 
Figure 6.12 indicate how CHP units and absorption chillers can be connected for 
operation. The main drawbacks for absorption systems are their relatlvelý- low 
COPs (i. e. 0.6 to 0.7) and their relatively high capital and installation cost, "'. These can be partially offset by the benefits produced through the demand for 
low-grade heat from the chillers. 
Most small-scale CHP units produce a maximum hot-water temperature of be- 
tween 90 and 95'C (5kP to 70kP steam pressure). Increasing temperatures above 
this point will give rise to operation and combustion difficulties. There is- also 
a practical operational range for the temperature of the lubricating oil circuit 
namely 90 to 100'C) with 120'C being the absolute maximum. 
Hot-Water fired absorption chillers - These are the most suitable types of 
absorption systems for small-scale CHP as the heat input is in the form of hot- 
water at between 85 and 90'C. Table 6.2 gives some operational characteristics of 
a small-scale absorption chiller. 

Hot-water absorption chiller characteristics 
Supply hot water temperature 900C 
Hot water flow rate 0.883m 3 /h. RT 
Chilled-water outlet temperature 8'C 
Cooling-water inlet temperature 29.4C 
Cooling capacity range 30RT - 525RT 

Table 6.2: Absorption chiller specifications. 

Options 

Increase flow temperatures from the CHP units. 

Use Glycol mixes of 70/30 in the water system (possibly giving engine jacket 
temperatures of up to 135'C). 

2. Reduce the hot-water mass-flow rate through the engine (so collecting less 
thermal-energy in total, but at a higher temperature). 

3. Pressurlse the hot-water system and run the engine at higher temperatures. 

Extract heat separately from the exhaust gases. 
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Disadvantages of increased temperatures. 

1. Damage to the seals and gaskets. 

2. Machine tolerances. 

I Cooling-passage fouling from impurities in the top-up water added. 

4. The ability of the lubricants to continue to work satisfactorily for an eco- 
nomical length of time. 

Attempts have been made to increase the heat-output efficiency from the CHP 
units through the maximised thermal insulation of the pipes etc., and by adopting 
more effective heat-exchangers, all of which lead to an additional 5'7( heat-out put 
efficiency. However, such additions can lead to a more than 100% increase in t1te 
total capital and installation costs for the unit. 

6.3.4 Application of absorption chillers to small-scale CHP 
systems 

When locating a potential heat-source, it is necessary to evaluate several cha, r- 
acteristics. The following variables are used to determine if the heat source is 
adequate: 

* temperature of the heat-stream source. 

e flow rate of the recovered heat-stream. 

9 chemical composition of the source heat-stream. 

intermittency of the recovered heat-stream temperature and flow-rate. 

Part-load performance of the absorption chiller 

Throughout the year, the demand for cooling will vary considerably. This will 
require that the operation of the integrated system is managed correctly. If the 
system has a mismatched load, then the base cooling-load should first be supplied 
by the absorption chiller, and further cooling requirements met by the vC sys- 
tems. As the demand for cooling decreases below the capacity of the absorption 
chiller, the amount of heat supplied to the generator decreases and reduces the 
solution temperature. By decreasing the solution temperature, while maintaining 
the chilled-fluid outlet temperature, the solution becomes more dilute (i. e. more 
refrigerant stays in the solution and less refrigerant flows through the sý'stem). 
Therefore, part-load performance means that the absorption process shrinks to 
the left on the PTX chart. 
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Figure 6.13: Part-load capacity chart for a single-effect LiBr absorption chiller 
[17]. 

6.4 Development and application of the predic- 
tive model 

If a CHP unit is to be installed together with an absorption chiller, then the po- 
tential heat available from the CHP unit after it has satisfied the sites other heat 
demands must be determined and synchronised with the demand from the chiller. 
For MKGH a computer program has been developed to determine when and how 
much heat will be available for each month of the year so that the economic via- 
bility of the proposed system can be determined. 

As with the two previous systems proposed in this thesis, because of the complex- 
ity and multitude of calculations required, it is necessary to develop a predictive 
model to test the hypothesis. The computer model is required to produce test 
simulations of how CHP units and absorption chillers would operate with respect 
to the matching up of the; demand for electricity and heat from the site, the ý%'aste 
heat from the CHP unit, the demand for heat from the chiller and the demand for 

cooling from the site. Initially the simplest form of the model was developed and 
tested before being extended to account for an increasing number of variables. so 
as to represent a more realistic system. The computer program is has been writ ten 
in Fortran 77. 
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6.4.1 Application of the model to a case study 
Two CHP units have already been installed successfully at the Milton Keynes hos- 
pital in phases 1 and 2, and so a lack of awareness or distrust of this technology, 
or an absence of exemplars, are not barriers to further CHP investments. 

Running the absorption chiller should boost the hospital's overall heat-demand 
during the summer and so reduce the 'summer dip' in the heat-demand profile 
(see Figure 6.14). The least rate of heat-demand is usually the greatest con- 
straint on the size of the CHP unit to be installed. Additionally, the absorption 
chiller will displace the electricity consumed by the air-conditioning units, con- 
sequently, reducing the hospital's overall demand for electricity. The hospital's 
existing cooling-demand can thus be transformed into the chillers heat-demand, 
which will contribute to the hospital's overall heat-demand during the cooling 
(summer) months. 

A small-scale packaged CHP unit would appear to be suitable for phase 3 of the 
hospital. An appropriate chiller would have input requirements that can be satis- 
fied by such a CHP unit. Sayno are the only manufacturers providing a unit in the 
UK of adequate size for this purpose. The CHP unit's output is well-matched with 
the chillers demand-input and a site survey revealed that there was sufficient room 
within the existing plant room to accommodate both machines. Also integrating 
the two should be mechanically straightforward. 
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Figure 6.14: Variation of the daily heat-demand through the year for phase 3 of 
the hospital. 
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6.4.2 The feasibility study 
Besides assessing the feasibility and desirability of installing the systeni in engineer- ing (and especially energy) terms, the primary aim is to determine its commercial feasibility. As such, a financial approach is taken. so that the client can decide as 
a result of the study whether to invest more resources to install a CHP unit Ný'itll, 
or without, an absorption chiller. 

Care is taken to employ only actual data for all the commercially-available (, lip 
units to be used on site. As a result, comprehensive information was obtained 
from the manufacturers, viz. full technical specification s. 1 part-load perforillance 
and capital costs. Such detailed data are needed as input to the hourly-simulation 
program used to predict the optimal system for the required dut3,. 

Most major manufacturers have simulation programs for system sizing. Their 
widespread use enables improved assessments to be obtained at the feasibilih- 
study stage. The program (see later) used in this investigation is crucial to unde r- 
taking the sensitivity analyses for different CHP unit sizes to determine the optimal 
system. 

For this macroscopic feasibility study, a detailed design of the proposed sys, t em Ps 
not undertaken, e. g. for the chilled-water pipe runs, the link between the chillel- 
and the CHP unit, and for the connection of the CHP to the existing hot-watel- 
system. Instead budgeted cost-figures are obtained from manufacturers and cxjwrt 
consultants for the economic analysis. 

The hourly- simulat i on program 
Simulation programs are popular and reliable tools nowadays for predicting the 
performance of many systems. The hourly-simulation program follows the proce- 
dure shown in Figure 6.15 [100] and requires the following inputs: 

e hourly heating 
, cooling and electrical demands 

part-load performances of the CHP units and the chiller 

e costs of electricity and gas unit rates 

The optimal size of a CHP unit depends more on the demand profiles for heat and 
electricity over a day, and a year, than on average demands. This is because the 
system's viability depends on maximising the running hours. The demand profiles 
for heating, cooling and electricity must be superimposed in order to determine 

whether the demand patterns coincide, and which will dictate to the optimal sim 
of CHP unit for a specific purpose. 
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The Building's Energy- Management System (BEMS) at the hospital is useful for providing these data in addition to its key role for integrating the energy- 
management procedures for the whole site. Daily natural-gas consumptions are 
obtained and used to give the profiles shown in Figure 6.17. Profiles for electricity demand and for heat demand, incorporating the absorption chiller load, are shown in Figures 6.16 and 6.18 respectively. 

A Hawk meter, an instrument that monitors all the parameters of 3-phase power, 
generated the profiles presented in figure 6.16. The meter monitored the electrical 
consumption for phase 3 throughout 28 days (referred to as 'multi-day'monitoring) 
from which it produced average consumption-profiles for each day of the week. The 
profiles from the meter show the electrical consumption for each electrical phase 
('circuit'), and also stacks them to give the total rate of consumption. The meter 
also records the power factor (PF). 

PROGRAM READS HOURLY 
HEAT -AND- ELECT*PJCrN DEMANDS FROM 
DATA ARRAYO, WHICHWEREGENEPATED 

FROM CONSUMPTION OBSERVATIONS 
GATHERED AT THE SITS 

SELECT A CHP UNIT FROM THE DATABASE 

OF COMMERCIALLY-AVAILABLE SIZES. 

PROGRAM READS THE PERFORMANCE DATA< OBTAINED 
FROM MANUFACTURERS, i. e. THE ELECMUCAL AND HEAST 
OUT? UTS (kW), MAINTENANCE COSTS (p&Wb), CAPITAL 

COST'S (POUNDS) AND PART-LOAD PERFORMANCE. 

PROGRAM COMPARES THE ELECTRICAL AND HEAT- 
DEMANDS W1714 THE PART-LOAD CHP PERFORMANCES ON 

AN HOURLY BASIS TO GIVE. EXCESS HEAT REQUIRED/ 
PRODUCED; AND RUN TIME IN HOURS AT DIFFERENT7 LEVELS 

OF MODULATION. THE UNIT IS THERMALLY LED. 
F 

CALCULATE THE SIMPLE PAY-BACK PERIOD WIT'H AND 
WITHOUT CHP UNrr MODULATION ACCORDING TO TIRE 

PROCEDURE DESCRIBED IN GUIDE 60. 
PRINTOUTPUT 

Figure 6.15: Flowchart for computer program. 
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Figure 6.18: Generated hourly heat-demand profiles, for phase 3, including those 
for absorption cooling[181. 
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CHP without absorption chiller 

Size of CHP unit, kW, 70 110 150 200 220 Operational hours/year (i. e. modulated) 6,112 5,889 5.77 7 -5,190 Savings - modulated operation _ 
Electricity saved MWh/year 421.6 630.0 811.8 7 71 .5 775.0 
Heat saved MWh/year 686.5 979.3 1,223.1 1.50-5.0 1,5 -3 9-0 
Costs 
Running cost, L/year 71411 11,857 15)118 19,831 23,71-1 
Running cost with modulation, L/year 77214 11,016 13,365 15,190 17,562 
Maintenance cost, L/year 3,679 5,191 7,366 7,266 9,421 
Capital cost, L 42,000 61,250 74,500 100,000 98,500 
Simple pay-back period, years 3.3 3.4 3.3 5.4 7.4 
Simple pay-back period with modulation, years 3.2 3.1 2.9 3.7 4.0 

CHP with absorption chiller 

Size of CHP unit, kW, 70 110 150 200 220 
Operational hours/year (i. e. modulated) 6,205 6,175 6,054 5,717 5,533 
Heat supplied to chiller, kWh/year 10)889 30,813 46,887 56,948 57,830 
Savings - modulated operation 
Electricity saved MWh/year 432.6 667 862 845 850 
Heat saved, MWh/year 693.8 1)007 1,252 1.15 73 1,601 
Value of 'electrical' cooling saved, L/year 70 197 302 367 373 
Costs 
Running cost, X/year 7)410 11)857 15,118 19,831 23,71-1 
Running cost with modulation, L/year 7,388 11,636 14,165 16,500 18,993 
Maintenance cost, L/year 3,735 5)434 7)719 8,004 10,347 
Capital cost (CHP+Chiller), 1 823000 101,250 114,500 140,000 138,500 
Simple pay-back period, years 6.2 5.1 4.6 6.4 8.4 
Simple pay-back period with modulation, years 6.2 5.0 4.3 5.0 5.5 

Table 6.3: Summary of simulation results[181. 

CHP unit size chosen, kW, 70 110 150 200 220 
Heat-demand from chiller, kWhT/year 59,303 59,303 59,303 59,303 59,303 
Potential heat-supply from CHP unit, kWhT/year 15,529 53,252 115,459 255,114 285,324 
Heat-unused by the chiller, kWhT/year 41640 22,438 68,572 198,166 227,494 
Heat-shortfall to the chiller, kWhT/year 48,414 28)490 12)415 21355 1,473 
Heat-supplied to the chiller, kWhT/year 10,889 30,813 46,887 56,948 57,830 
Cost of equivalent electrical cooling, X_/year 70 197 302 367 373 

Table 6.4: Heat exchanges between the CHP unit and the chiller [18]. 

The results of the simulations run for different CHP unit sizes are summarised in 
Table 6.3. Table 6.4 shows the extent to which the CHP unit satisfies the chillers 
heat-demand and so provides an indication of the effectiveness of integrating these 
two technologies. From Table 6.3 it can be seen that the optimal choice of sý'steni 
based on pay-back period is a 150 M'. CHP unit. The results are based on the fol- 
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lowing utility rates at the site as of August 1996; gas' 14.0p/therm and electricity 4,92p/kWh.. 

i d 

b. 
I 
0 

220 kW* CHP 

200 W. CHP 

15OkW. CHP 

IlOkW. CHP 

70kW. CHP 

220 kft CHP 

200 W. CHP 

ISOkW. CHP 

llokw. cmp 

7OkW. CHP 

Figure 6.19: Behaviour of the chosen CHP unit with, and without an absorption 
chiller[181. 

Figure 6.19 show the profiles of average monthly elect rical- power outputs over 
the year for the different CHP-unit sizes. The sizes are quoted in rated maximum 
electrical outputs of the CHP-units in the figures, i. e. from a 70kW, to a 220kW, 
CHP unit. These show the extent of modulation necessary over the year. Compar- 
ing the figures shows the chillers effect on the degree of CHP modulation needed. 
The integration of the absorption chiller with the 150kW, CHP unit will result in 
a higher electrical output from April to November - see Figure 6.20. 

ED 

Figure 6.20: CHP electricity output with, and without, an absorption chiller in- 
troduced into the system [18]. 

Combining CHP with absorption cooling has very little effect on the economic 
savings and adds significantly to the capital cost of the installation. Also, at the 

'Gross calorific value = 105.5 MJ/therm. 
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optimal CHP unit size, there is an annual short-fall of heat to the chiller of 21ý'( 
per annum (see Table 6.4). This means that the existing vapour-compres,,, Ion units 
must be retained and maintained to supplement the cooling, i. e. a costly scenario. 

6.4.3 Carbon-dioxide emissions 
This study has concluded that the addition of an absorption chiller to the CHP s, ys- tern at the hospital cannot produce sufficient monetary savings to make the iiist al- lation viable on economic grounds, as presently assessed, alone. However, there is 
an environmental case for the installation of the integrated CHP/absorption chiller 
system. The environmental benefits would arise on two counts: - (i) the reduction inC02 emissions as a result of the additional heat and electricity produced by 
the CHP system (see Table 6.5), and (ii) the provision of cooling produced from 
the waste heat of the CHP unit instead of the electricity required for the vapour- 
compression units. This will also displace some of the potential for CFCs belilg 
released into the atmosphere. 

C02 (kg) emission as a result of the production of 
150 kWh of electricity and 226kWh of Iwat. 

Electricity at Total 
Separate Heat and Electricity 148.5 2 58.7 3 207.2 
production 
Combined Heat-and-Power 99.1 4 

Table 6.5: Typical C02 emissions from the two different energy-release I)mccsscs. 

2 Assuming 0.99kg CO, emitted for each kWh of electricity. 
' Assuming a boiler efficiency of 75% and the emission of 5.711 kg C02 for each therm of gas 
burnt. 
' Assumed rate of fuel input = 510kW; CHP overall efficiency approximately 80% 

From the present assumptions and predictions, the 15001', CHP unit installed at 
the hospital burns natural gas and as a result emits 545,156 kgOf C02 each year. 
However, theC02 'displaced' by the heat and electricity being generated by the 
CHP unit - as opposed to a boiler and of a separate central electricity generator 
respectively - amounts to 1,121,463 kg per year, so leading to a net benefit of 
576,307 kgOf C02which will not be emitted into the atmosphere each year. 

The total amount of heat which can be supplied to the chiller from the 1.50k I V, 
CHP unit, before the chiller is added to the system, amounts to 46,887 kWh each 
year. However, once the chillers demand for heat, in order to supply chilled ý%'atcr 
to the wards and other rooms I is added to the hospital's summer heat-demand 
for hot-water, then the total yearly heat produced by the CHP unit increases I)\- 
75,787kWh. This is significantly more than the 46,887 kNVh of potential heat 

supply to the chiller. Additionally, the electricity output from the CHP uilit also 
increases by 50,050 kWh per year. The combined system produces more tiseftil 
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energy than the sum of the outputs from the two indi%,, idual systems. This is I)e- 
cause the additional heat-demand in summer from the chiller increases the denland 
for heat from the CHP unit to above 50% of its maximum rated heat-outI)IIt oil 
several occasions. Consequently, the CHP unit will not switch-off automatically for as many hourly periods as would have been the case without the absorpt ioli 
chiller being in place. The additional operational hours and output le\-els also 
allow more electricity to be produced and consumed in the hospital's ring-inain 
circuit. There is always a greater demand for electricity across the hospital than 
the total potential supply of electricity from the three CHP units combined. 

Annual C02 savings as a result of employing the integrated system. 

Annual C02 Emissions arising from Separate Electricity and Heat Production 
versus 

Annual C02 Emissions arising from CHP and CHP+absorption chiller Systenis 

150 kW, CHP unit only 
Electricity, (kg C02) Heat, (kg C02) Total, (kg CO-)) 

CHP 
Separate heat and power 
Net benefit of employing CHP 

803,662 317,801 
545,1-56 

1,121,463 
576,307 

150 kW, CHP Unit plus absorption chiller 
Electricity, (kg C02) Heat, (kg C02) Total, (kg CO,, ) 

CHP 
Separate heat and power 
Net benefit of employing CHP 

853,212 + 5)473* 325,609 
577,790 

1,18 3,8 97 
605,501 

Annual net benefit of the absorption chiller 
Electricity, (kg C02) 1 Heat, (kg CO tal, (kg C02) 

Net benefit 29,197 

Table 6.6: Annual C02 Emissions for alternative energy-supply strategies for the 
hospital. 

Note that this value f6rC02 emissions is equivalent to the 6,138 kW, required 
to provide the same cooling effect as that provided by the heat-driven absorption 
chiller. 

The additional heat-output from the CHP unit displaced 28,521 kNVh of heating 

at the hospital, thus saving 5,851 kgOf C02 from being produced and 6,138 k\Vh 

of elect ri cally-pro du ced cooling thereby saving another 5,473 kgOf C02 annuall\-. 
Annually, the additional 50,050 kWh of CHP-produced electricity displaced -19,550 
kgOf C02. The total C02 displaced amounts to 60,873 kg per year. \Vhen the 
additional C02 emitted from the CHP unit is subtracted from the 60.873 kg, a 
net saving annually of 29,197 kg Of C02 is saved through using the integrated 
system. This amounts to a further 5% reduction0f C02 emitted annuallý' to the 

atmosphere over-and-above that achieved by using the CHP unit alone. 'I'his C02 
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saving is proportional to the higher useful energy output from the CHP unit, and 
arises as a result of the more effective use of fuel. 

6.4.4 Comments on the Study and Findings 
The air-conditioning (AC) requirement for phase 3 of the hospital is very small: this 
renders the CH P-unit /absorption chiller combination uneconomic from the out set for this application at this present time. The life-time savings as a result of using 
absorption chilling are minute compared with the cost of the chiller and with the 
savings from the use of the CHP alone. The presence of the chiller does not enhance 
the economic case for installing CHP in this instance. The simple paý--back period 
for the optimal unit-size CHP unit in combination with an absorption chiller then 
exceeds four years. Also, in the present simplified analysis, the cost of the following 
items were ignored: chilled-water piping to the zones of t lie building that need 
cooling, fan-coil units in those areas, as well as the costs of the installation of the 
chiller, cooling tower and distribution system. Altogether, these expendil ures n]a , \, exceed the chillers cost. The chillers installation cost is especially high because the 
unit cannot be assembled on site as this would compromise the machine's vacuuni. 
Also, the existing distribution trenches from the boiler-room cannot accommodat c 
the chilled-water piping: separate trenches would be needed and constructing these 
would be costly, especially considering the disruption to the hospital's operatioll 
during installation. The possibility of capital cost reductions for absorption chillers 
is under investigation. The opportunity for cost reduction through the use of low- 
cost materials has been assessed and considered as viable [98]. Any reduction in 
the capital cost of the absorption systems will lead to improved economic prospects 
for the integrated CHP and absorption chiller system. 

Conclusions for MKGH 

The optimal energy-supply system for phase 3 of the hospital is found to be a 
MOW, CHP unit. The optimal simple pay-back period is 2.9 years with an annual 
saving of 127,000 for 5,777 running-hours per annum. The cooling load, at present, 
is inadequate to render cost-effective the introduction of an absorption chiller in 

combination with the CHP unit. 
The hospital was built in three phases, with each phase being largely independent 
with respect to services, i. e. electricity, heating and cooling. A conceivable future 

scenario would be to integrate the building services for the whole site. The BE\11' 
already covers most of the site. Integration would then allow the installation of a 
much larger CHP unit, possibly driven by a gas turbine (The maximum electrical 
demand of the whole site for AD 1995 exceeded NOW-). Absorption cooling ývlll 
definitely be more feasible in this scenario, both because of the now substantial 
cooling load and the higher quality of the recovered heat from the gas-turbine. 
A double-effect chiller could be used to condition the intake to the turbine, to 
improve its performance and for space cooling. 
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0 6.5 Documented Case Study of an existing inte- 
grated small-scale CHP and absorption chiller 
system 

The next case study documents the operation of an integrated small-scale (, fip 
and absorption chiller system. The objective is to determine whether the illstalled 
operational-system can produce the required cooling-effect. with significantly less 
C02 emissions per kWcoolth than with elect rically-dri ven chillers. 

The system under investigation was installed at a site in the South-East of Eng- 
land in 1994 and the configuration is illustrated in Figure 6.21. The site comprised 
an office block on five floors with an energy requirement for heating and cooling. 
A 95kWe- 

, 
165kWTPerkins (de-rated IlOkW, ) 'hot-engine' CHP unit was used to- 

gether with a 200kWcoolth Carrier absorption chiller with a cop of approximately 
0.70 - see Figures 6.22,6.23 and Figures F. 1 & F. 2 in the Appendix. -I'he 'hot- 
engine' CHP unit will operate with flow temperatures of up to 10,50(l, although t he 
engine will run more frequently with a flow temperature of about 100'(' (consid- 
erably higher than standard small-scale reciprocating CHP engines that commonly 
operate with a flow temperature of 900C). The CHP engine will ha%, e a lower (, Iectri- 
cal output as a consequence of the increased hot-water temperatures in the engine. 

The total installation cost of the system was about ýC200,000, with a grant of ap- 
proximately f, 30,000. The installed operating configuration allowed Ole hot-water 
from the CHP unit to be heated to 1050C by the on-site boilers if the flow temper- 
atures were insufficient to allow the desired operating output from the absorption 
chiller. The temperature drop across the absorption chiller is approximately 50C. 
Therefore, it is necessary to remove heat from the return-water to the clip unit 
so that it can operate with maximum effect. This is achieved I)y taking heat from 
the water returning from the absorption chiller and using it to pre-heat the boiler 
feed-water. The absorption chiller is installed in series with two 210 kWT vapour- 
compression units, and is operated as the lead-chiller, with the Vc units switched 
on and off as required. The system is fitted with an air-blast cooler, which costs 
118,000 more than a standard 'wet- cooling- tower', and will also demand more 
electricity to operate the fan motors than would be consumed in the 'wet-system'. 
The 'air-blast' cooling system is used as an alternative to the 'wet-system' in order 
to reduce maintenance costs and prevent the risk of Legionella bacteria forming in 
the evaporating water. 

The effectiveness of this integrated small-scale CHP and absorption system 11as- 
been assessed in terms of the carbon-dioxide emissions produced for each k\VII of 
coolth delivered. Several assumptions concerning the system and the operation 
of its components have been made for simplicity and to ensure that equivalent 
comparisons are made where possible. 
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Figure 6.21: Schematic of the installed integrated CHP and absorption svstem. 
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Figure 6.22: Photograph of the absorption chiller as installed at the site. 

Figure 6.23: Photograph of cooling fans, as installed at the site. 
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System : Design Conditions & Assumptions 

A schematic showing the arrangements of all of the major components of the int(, - grated small-scale CHP and absorption chiller system can be found in Fig -). 21. ý11i-e (' 
Carbon-dioxide emissions will be considered, in terms of kg/kW I Coolth- for the iii- 
tegrated CHP and absorption system. 

Absorption chiller. 

Chiller type: 
Cooling capacity: 
Chilled water temp: 
Heat input: 
Evaporator: 

Combined Heat-and-Power unit. 

Unit type: 
Electrical output: 
Heat output: 
Flow water temperature: 
Return water temp: 
Fuel input: 
Noise level: 

Carrier 16JB012 
200kW 
WC Flow IIOC Return 
294kW 
2 pass LiBr 

6pHg high temperatiii-c unit 
95kW, de-rated engine 
165kW 
90 to 100 OC 
85 to 900C 
32lkW [101] 
80 dBA at I meter 

Adiabatic (Evaporative) Cooler. 

Unit type: 

Cooling water temperature 

Pumping and fan power 

Richard Van Spall Adiamatic 
Dry cooling with limited spray usage 
30'C 

Type of pump 

Maximum Electrical 
Rating, kW 

Internal solution and refrigerant pumps 3.8 
Cooling-water pump 5.5 
Chilled-water pump 2.2 
Generator pumps 11.0 
Fan pumps 14.8 

Table 6.7: Installed pump and fan maximum power ratings for the installed ('11P 

and absorption chiller system. 
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Assumptions 

American Refrigeration Standard conditions. 
ARI 560 - Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute. 

Chilled water: 
Cooling water: 
Fouling factor: 
Marginal C02 

emissions of UK 
electricity generation: 
Average C02 

emissions of UK 
electricity generation: 
Return cooling-water tempera- 
ture: 

12.2 to 6.7'C ( 0.043 Litres/s per kWcoolth) 

29.4'C (0.081 Litres/s per kWcoolth) 

0.000044 m3 /h - '-'C/NN' 
0.990kgC02/kWh 

0.684kgCO2/kNN'h 

28'C 

Additionally No import or export of electricity. 
No coolth storage. 
Temperature drop across the absorption chiller is 41o WC 
On and off CHP water-temperatures are 950 C and 91' C. 

Note: The electrical efficiencies of the motors used to drive the pumps and fans, 
for each of the three systems are assumed to be equal- as electrical demands of I h(, 
motors used in the three systems are similar and, therefore, the effects of %', aiwing 
elect ri cal-efficiencies due to different motor sizes are insignificant in this st udy. 

Methodology forC02 Analysis 

Some preliminary calculations concerning the comparison0f C02 emissions from 

CHP or boiler-fired absorption systems and electri cally- driven vapour-compression 
units (at design conditions) have been undertaken for the five systems below: 

1.95 kWC7 165 kWTcombined heat-and-power + 196 kWcoolthabsorption chiller 
+ 129 kW Boiler 

2.294 kW Boiler + 200 kWcoolth absorption chiller 

3.164 kW, CHP' + 294 kWcoolth absorption chiller 

Electrically-driven vapour-compression unit - refrigerant R22. 

5. Elect ri cally- driven vapour- compression unit - refrigerant 134a. 

'Not actual manufactured unit - specifications have been drawn pro-rata from a similarly 

sized 145 kWe cHP unit. 
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Power demands of 22.4kW and 8.2 kW have been assumed for the parasitic loads of 
the absorption and vap our- compressions systems respectively - see following pages 
for a more detailed explanation of these figures. It is also assumed that the CHP 

it and absorption chiller are operat' i ions. uni II ing at constant-load conditi 

Following the initial estimates for theC02 emissions per kWhcoolth at design coll- 
ditions for the five systems, the analysis will be extended to include variations of 
the source and cooling water temperatures. 

System I presents the integrated CHP and absorption units as they are installed at 
the site - see Figure 6.21 for a detailed schematic of the system layout and Figure 
6.24 for an overview of the system. System 3 represents the site with a larger, 164 
kWe) 294 kWT CHP unit installed, so that it can supply all of the heat required 
by the absorption chiller. The heat required for the absorption chiller in System 
2 is provided by a gas-fired boiler only, with the electricity for the parasitic loads 
taken from the grid. Systems 4 and 5 use similarly sized elect ri cally-dri ven vapour 
compression units, with refrigerants R22 and R134a respectively, to supply the 
desired cooling. The power required for the parasitic load in these cases N%'Ill also 
be provided by the grid. 

300C 

Or oulel M- .- 

Figure 6.24: Schematic of integrated CHP and absorption system. 
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6.5.1 Variation of pumping power 

The specified electricity consumptions of each of the parasitic loads (i. e. 1 he polver 
to drive the fans and pumps) in the system has not been measured accurately as 
part of a monitoring programme (for their individual ratings refer to Table 6.7). 
Therefore, it is not possible to determine the exact power- consumption of the 
system. Table 6.8 gives an indication of the likely power consumptions for the 
specified load and equipment conditions., when considering the mass-flow i-ates 
of the fluids and the pressure-drop across different sections of the systeni. The 
predicted figure of 11.4kW falls well short of the combined power-ratings of each 
of the individual pumps in the system (at maximum load). However, it is unlikely 
that the system will operate at full-load conditions for more than a, few hours eacii 
week. 

Flow rate, 
(litres/s) 

Pressure drop 
. Ap (kPa) 

Purnpmg 
power, (kW) 

Generator 
Generator circuit 

18 
18 

50 
200 

0.9 
3-6 

Generator total, kW 4., ") 
Condenser 
Cooling water circuit 

25.5 
25.5 

168 
70.5 

4.3 
1.8 

Condenser total, kW 6.1 
Evaporator 
Chilled water circuit 

10 
10 

40 
40 

0.4 
0.4 

Evaporator total, kW 0.8 
Total pumping power 11.4 

Table 6.8: Pumping power for the generator, condenser and chilled-water syslems. 

The power required for pumping is calculated from: 

P= Ap 1ý = Ap rh/p,, (6.1k) 

where P is: power; Ap is change in pressure across the designated section of the 

system; 1ý is volume-flow rate through the section, rii is mass-flow rate through 
the system and p.,, is density of water. 
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To analyse the full range of operating conditions. a parametric analysis has beeii 
undertaken with the power consumption of the parasitic loads varvina a, ý een in Table 6.9. The cooling and chilled water pumps in the air-conditioning Sý-Stem are 
set up for single-speed and constant-flow. The cooling ý%, ater pump power (CIVPP) 
is 5.5kW and the chilled water pump power (ChI, VPP) is 2.2kIV. The two internal 
refrigerant and solution pumps incorporated within the absorption chiller also work 
at constant power- the solution and refrigerant pump power (SRPP) is 3. ýýkll'. Only the fan unit power (FP) and generator pump power (GPP) operale wltli 
varying power demands given as: 

6.4 kW < FP < 14.8 kli- 
4.5 kW < GPP < 11.0 kW 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

The parasitic loads for the vap our- compress ion and absorption chiller systems will 
be determined according to the following: 

vc Parasdic load = 0.5(FP + CWPP) + ChH'PP (6.21) 

AC Parasitic load = FP + CWPP + ChWPP + GPP +SRPP (6.2 2) 

Pmin P2 P3 P-1 Pmax 

Fan Power, kW 6.4 8.5 10.6 12.7 14.8 
Cooling-water pump, kW 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 . 5.. 5 
Chilled-water pump, kW 2.2 2.2) 22.2) 2.2 2.2 
Generator pump, kW 4.5 6.1 7.8 9.4 11.0 
Solution /refrigerant pump, kW 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 
Absorption chiller total, kW 22.4 26.1 29.9 33.6 37.3 
Vapour-compression chiller total, kW 8.2 9.2 10.3 11.3 12.4 

Table 6.9: Range of parasitic power requirements for the absorption and vaj)our- 
compression chiller systems. 

Table 6.9 presents the range of power consumptions from P,,.,, to P,,,, for the 

integrated CHP/absorption chiller and vapour-compressor chiller systems. It is as- 
sumed that increasing the electrical power consumption of one of the components 
in the system will mean that additional power is required for the other puilll)s - 
reasonable as each of the individual processes in the integrated sý-stem are Iiiiked. 
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The parasitic power consumption for the absorption s-vstems and resultant hourly 
C02 emissions will be assumed to lie in the ranges respectivel ý, 6. 

22.4 kW < P< 3 7.3 kll' (('I 
- 2: 3) 

22.2 kg/hour 5 C02 

-< 
36.9 kg1hour (6.2-1) 

For the VC systems, it can be assumed that parasitic power consumption and 
resultantC02 emissions will lie in the ranges: 

8.2 kW< P< 12.4 k IT' (6.2,5) 
8.1 kg1hour < C02 <- 12.3 kg1hour (6.26) 

The COP for the absorption chiller is predicted without the inclusion of the energy 
demanded by the parasitic loads (composed of fans (14.80,1'), generator pump 
(II. OkW), cooling-water pump (5.5kW), chilled-water pump (2.2kll'), and inter- 
nal refrigerant and solution pumps (3.8kW). 

6.5.2 Carbon-Dioxide Emission Analysis. 

In the following work, the minimum power P,,, - which is considered as a i-eal- 
istic estimate for the various pumps by the site's operators - will be I aken as the 
parasitic-load for both the absorption chiller and the vapour-compression systeins. 

The study will now continue by analysingC02 emissions for systems 1 to 5 under 
several different operating conditions. Initially the level of carbon-dioxide emis- 
sions per kWhcoolth will be examined for the five separate systems with parasitic- 
loads for the absorption chiller and vapour-compression systems assumed at 22.4 
kW and 8.2 kW respectively. The procedure used in the evaluation will be pre- 
sented in detail. A brief analysis of the effect of increasing the parasitic power 
consumption will then be undertaken. Finally the levelOf C02 emissions for vary- 
ing source and cooling water temperatures will be determined for minimum and 
maximum parasitic power loads. 

'Assuming 9909 C02 emissions per kWh, from central electricity generation [9]. 
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Methodology for calculations 

The level Of C02 
emissions per kWhcoolth for each of the five systems ýN-111 be 

determined from the sum of one or more of the following. 

9 TheC02 emissions for the fuel furn associated with that proportion of elec- 
tricity and heat - which is provided simultaneously by the CHP unit to Ole 
absorption chiller - to satisfy both the electricity demand required by the 
parasitic load and some of the heat demand. The electrical and thermal 
efficiencies of the CHP units considered are 29.67( and . 51.1% respect Ively. 
The C02 emissions associated with the production of the remaining heat 
only, used to drive the absorption chiller, from the CHP unit. 'I-he remain- 
ing unused electricity from the CHP unit will be set against the electricitY 
produced in a steam turbine with a generating effic1eiicY of WX [102]. The 
difference between the two systerns, in terms of electricity generated, will be 
allocated as the cost (representing theC02 emissions associated with fuel 
burn) of the remaining heat supplied by the CHP unit. 

9 TheC02 emissions associated with the supply of the remaining heal required 
to drive the absorption chiller from a gas-fired boiler (efficiency SO'fl. 

TheC02 emissions associated with the central generation of electricity used 
to drive the parasitic loads and/or the vapour- compression chillers. 

Note: TheC02 emissions for each kWh of electricity generated will be taken at 
the marginal rate (i. e. 0.990kg per kWh) and the average rate (i. e. 0.684kg per 
kWh) [9]. Two examples of the system with a CHP unit and an absorption chiller 
are considered. In the first case, which represents the site as it is Clirrently set up, 
only part of the heat demand from the chiller will be supplied by the CHP unit. 
Whereas, the CHP unit in the System 3 will supply all of the heat required. 

System 1: 

Combined Heat-and-Power + Absorption Chiller + 129 kNN' 
Boller 

This system will operate with a 95kW,, 165kWT de-rated gas-fired CHP engine and 

will require an additional heat input of 129kW from the boiler in order to maintain 
the desired cooling effect of approximately 200 kWcoolth (196kWcoolth) from the 

absorption chiller. External auxiliary equipment (i. e. parasitic loads), such as the 

chilled and cooling water pumps and fans will require further electrical poNN'er as 
follows: Refrigerant pump (2.2kW), cooling water pump (5.5kW), generator pump', 
(total I IkW). In addition to pumping power, energy will be required for the cooling 
fans, which have a maximum rating of MAW The solution and refrigerant pumps 

operating within the absorption chiller unit will require a further 3.8k\N'. Nvhich 
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will result in a total maximum parasitic load of approximately 371.3kW. Howevel-, 
the fans are rarely operated at maximum and their electrical consumption iýs on 
average assumed to be 6.4kW. The electrical consumption of the generator-pump 
is directly proportional to the amount of cooling output demanded by the site. The 
average parasitic load for the system will be assumed to be 22.4kW, as detailed in 
Table 6.9 . 

72.6 kW Electricity 

CHP 95kNy 165kW 
Heat 165 kWr 
Fuel bum 345 ký ABSORPTION 

CHILLER 
COOLING 

196 OV 
DELIVERED 

BOILER 
129kW 

COP= 196 = 0.67 
294 

AUXILIARY 22.4 kW 
22. ELECTRICITY 

Figure 6.25: SYSTEM 1: Schematic for the CHP-fired absorption chiller wit h boiler 
supplement. 

The different components that produceC02 emission are: 

Fuel burn for the operation of the CHP unit to produce the electricity for 
the parasitic load (i. e. 22.4kW) and the associated heat output (I. e. 38.9 
kWT) will give rise to the emission of 14.75 kgC02/hour when operating al 
full-load conditions. 

C02 emissions associated with the fuel burn in the CHP unit, required to 

generate the remaining 126 kWT for supply to the absorption chiller = 13.1 
kg C02- 

Fuel burn to generate the additional heat output in the boiler (efficiency 
80%) gives rise to the emission of 129/(29.3056*0.80) x 5.71 17= 31.42 kg 
C02/hour 8. 

Total C02 
produced per hour for 196kWcoolth 

- 14.75 + 13.1 + 31.42 = 59.3 kg 
C02/hour. 

This equates to 59.3/196 = 0.302 kgC02/kWhcoolth 
- 

7 5.711 kg C02 will be produced for every therm of natural-gas burnt In the boiler. 
8 IkWh of electricity generated gives rise to the production of 990g CO-, (marginal rate) in 

the UK [9]. 
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System 2: 

294 kWTBoiler + absorption chiller 
This system will operate with one large gas-fired boiler to drive the absorption 
chiller instead of the 95kW, CHP unit. Internal and external auxiliary components 
will also remain as stated for System I with identical electricity consumptions. 

BOILER 294kW I 
ABSORPTION COOLING 
CHILLER 

DELIVERED 
196 kW 

COP= 196 = 0.67 
294 

AUXILIARY 1 22.4 kW 
ELECTRICITY I 

Figure 6.26: SYSTEM 2: Schematic for the boiler-fired Absorption system. 

Sources of emissions include: 

Fuel burn to generate the heat output from the boiler (efficiency 80%) will 
give rise to the emission of 294/(29-3056*0.8) x 5.711 = 71-61 kgC02/hour. 

9 Electricity for auxiliary components (22.4 kW maximum operating condi- 
tions) produces 22.4 x 0.990 = 22.2 kgC02/hour. 

TotaIC02produced per hour for 196kWcoolth = 71.61 + 22.2 = 93.8 kgC02/hour. 

This equates to 0.48 kgC02/kWh,,, lth - 
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System 3: 

164 kWej 294kWT CHP+ Absorption Chiller 
This system will operate with a 164 kW,., 294kWT CHP unit to replace the 9.7) 
kWej 165kWT CHP unit. The same absorption chiller will remain. Internal alld 
external auxiliary components will also remain as stated in system I with the same 
electrical consumption. 

141.5 kW Electricity 

CHP 164k)A6 294 kW 
Heat 294 kWt 
Fuel bum 554 UM ABSORPTION 

CHILLER 

COP= 196 = 0.67 
294 

COOLING 

DELIVERED 
196kW 

L AUXILIARY 22.4 k 
W ELECTRICITY 22.4 k Vý 

Figure 6.27: SYSTEM 3: Schematic of the CHP-fired absorpt, ion systeni. 

Emissions include: 

9 Fuel burn for the operation of the CHP unit to produce the electricitY for 
the parasitic load (i. e. 22.4kW) and the associated heat output (i. e. 40.1 
kWT) will give rise to the emission of 14.75 kgC02/hour when operating at 
full-load conditions. 

'0 C02 emissions associated with the fuel burn in the CHP unit, required to 
generate the remaining 253.6 kWT for supply to the absorption chiller 

9 25.6 kgC02 . 

TotaIC02produced per hour for 196kWcoolth= 14.75 + 25.6 = 40.3.5 kg('02/hour. 

This equates to 0.206 kgC02/kWhcoolth 
- 

9Methodology as in System 1. 
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System 4: 

Electrically- Driven Vap our- Compression Unit. 
In this system, the cooling effect will be achieved through the use of an electricallý-- 
driven chiller. A CARRIER 91 water-cooled chiller with R22 refrigerant NN'ill be 
considered [28]. The total average external electrical consumption has been del (, i-- 
mined to fall in the range 8.2 kW to 12.4kW (chilled- water pump = 2.2 kW and 
cooling-water pump circuit = 10.2 kW) to operate the chilled-Ný'ater and cooling- 
water pumps. As this system is to be compared directly with systems 1,2 and : 3. 
the total parasitic load used for the calculations will be 8.2 kW. The condenser and 
chilled-water temperatures are 300C and 60C respectively, the cooler and condenser 
water temperature drop will be 5K. 

VAPOUR 

ELECTRICITY 65 kW 
COMPRESSION 

INPUT CHILLER COOLING 
WATER-COOLED 

DELIVERED 

COP = 223 
= 3.43 

65 

AUXILI-ARY--] 8.2 kW 
ELECTRICITY I 

223kW 

Figure 6.28: SYSTEM 4: Schematic for the electrically driven vapour-compression 
system. 

Sources of emission are: 

C02 produced by the electricity used to drive the chiller - 65.0 x 0.990 
64.4 kgC02/hour. 

Electricity for auxiliary components (8.2 kW) produces 8.2 x 0.990 - 8.1 kg 
C02/hour. 

Total C02 produced per hour for 223kWcoolth -- 64.4 + 8.1 -- 72.5 kg ('02/hour. 

This equates to 0.33 kgC02/kWhcoolth 
- 
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System 5-, 

Electrically- Driven Vap our- Compression Unit. 
In this system the cooling effect will be achieved through the use of an electrically- 
driven chiller. A TRANE RTAB 110 water-cooled chiller with R1: 34a refrigerant 
will be considered [103]. The total average external electrical consumption has 
been determined as 8.2 kW to operate the chilled-water and cooling-Nvater pumps. 
The condenser and chilled-water temperatures are 30'(' and 60C respectivel. y. 

VAPOUR 

ELECTRICITY 46.8 kW 
COMPRESSION 

INPUT CHILLER COOLING 
WATER-COOLED 

DELIVERED 

COP= 186 
= 4.0 

46.8 

AUXILI-ARY7-] 8.2 kW 
ELECTRICITY I 

186 kW 

Figure 6.29: SYSTEM 5: Schematic for the electrically driven \, apour-compression 
system. 

Sources of emission are: 

C02 produced by the electricity used to drive the chiller = 46.8 x 0.990 -- 
46.3 kgC02/hour. 

9 Electricity for auxiliary components (8.2 kW) produces 8.2 x 0.990 = 8.1 kg 
C02/hour. 

Total C02 produced per hour for 186kWcoolth = 46.3 + 8.1 = 54.4 kgC02/hour. 

This equates to 0.29 kgC02/kWhcoolth - 
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The calculations have been repeated for each of the five systenis ývith the average UK generating efficiencies assumed instead of the marginal efficiencies (i. e. only 0.684kgCO2will now be emitted for each kWh of electricity generated instead of 0.990kg when the marginal rate is assumed). 

System 1: 
14.75 + 31.42 + 9.06 = 55.23 kg C02 / hour 0.28 kg C02 / k\Vli 

... ith . System 2: 
71.61 + 15.32 = 86.9 kg C02 / hour = 0.44 kg CO9 / kWh ... Ith. System 3: 
14.75 + 17.64 = 32.39 kg C02 / hour Oli kg CO, 
System 4: 
(65 + 8.2) * 0.684 =: 50.1 kg C02 / hour = 0.22 kg CO, p/kWh ... Ith. 
System 5: 
(46.6 + 8.2) * 0.684 = 37.48 kg C02 / hour 0.20 kg C02 / kW1i�ýlth. 

Table 6.10: C02 emissions for the CHP and absorption chiller system with average 
fan & pumping power requirements - Average UK generating efficlency is assumed). 

C02 Output (kg) per kWcoolth produced 
Case A Case B 

System 1 0.30 0.28 
System 2 0.48 0.44 
System 3 0.21 0.17 
System 4 0.33 0.22 

_System 
5 0.29 0.20 

Table 6.11: C02 emissions per kWhcoolth for each of the five systems. 
Notes: 
(A) assumes that coal-fired electricity production will be displaced, thus removing 0.990kg of 
C02 emissions for each kWh of electricity generated [9]. 

(B) assumes that electricity generated at average UK efficiencies will be displaced, thus removing 
0.684kg Of C02 emissions for each kWh of electricity generated [9]. 

Observations 
The current operation of the installed integrated CHP and absorption chiller is rep- 
resented by system 1. The analysis has predicted that theC02emissions/kNN'hC"ojth 
from System I are greater than those from the vc System 5 (i. e. at +3.4%) and less 
than those for System 4 (at -9%). Table 6.11 shows that for electricitý- displaced 

at the marginal and average rates, System 3, which represents aa sN-stem ý%'ith all 
of the heat supplied by a large CHP unit, produces the least C02 emissions at 0.21 

and 0.17 kg/kWhcoolth respectively. For each case the highest C02 emissioils are 
produced by System 2- the boiler-fired absorption chiller system. 
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C02 Emissions for varying parasitic loads 

Having determined the level Of C02 emissions from the five systeiiis for a fixe(I 
parasitic load at design operating conditions, the effect on the C 02 emissiolls of increasing the power demanded by the pumps from P,,., to P,,,, will now I)e 
analysed - see Table 6.12 and Figure 6.30. 

Pmzn P2 P3 P4 Pmax 

System C02 emissions/unit cooling 
System 1: 
Absorption system, C02/kWh 0.302 0.311 0.321 0.330 0.339 
System 4: 
Vapour compression system, C02/kWh 0.325 0.329 0.335 0.34 0.344 

Table 6.12: C02 emissions for a range of parasitic power-requirements for the 
absorption and vap our- compression chiller systems. 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

E 
a) 
a) 

0.3 

0 
ýo 
M 
0 

0.2 

Parasitic load 

2 

1 

3 

Figure 6.30: Emissions Of C02/kWhcoolth for varying parasitic loads. 

The parasitic load is increased linearly, which produces a similarly linear increase 

in the levelOf C02 emissions for each of the five systems. When the parasitic load 

is increased from Pmin to Pmax the advantage - in terms of lower C02 emissioill-ý 

- of System 3 over the two vapour- compressions remains approximatek- the same. 
System I's advantage over System 4 decreases slightly as the parasitic load is 
increased, reaching parity at the upper end of the range. 

system 1 System 2 
System 3 
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6.5.3 Extending theC02Emission Analysis to Include Vari- 
ations of the Generator and Evaporator Tempera- 
tures 

The levelsOf C02 emissions from the integrated CHP and absorption system have 
been determined for the specified operating conditions. The rates of CO-, emls- 
sions will now be considered for varying CHP and absorption chiller's operatiiig 
conditions. Once the cooling output of the absorption chiller has been determined 
for a set heat-input, the effect - on the CHP unit and absorption chiller - of changes 
in the temperature and mass-flow rate of the heat-source will be predicted. 
The COP and/or cooling-output (capacity) of the integrated CHP aild absorptioll 
system will vary with: The temperature of the CHP unit's hot-water; the mass-flow 
rate of the CHP unit's hot water; selected evaporator and chilled-water tempera- 
ture; the cooling-water temperature; Li-Br-water solution concentration levels: 
ambient temperature and the temperature drop across the generator. 

Variations in Hot-Water Temperature: 
Effects on the Absorption system. 

As the source water temperature is increased from 90 to 11.5 'C, the capacit ,v of 
the absorption chiller increases approximately linearly - see Figure 6.31 and Ta- 
bles 6.13 & Table E. I. The graph in Figure 6.31 indicates that the variation of 
the source-water temperature from the CHP unit will control the capacity of the 
absorption chiller. Tables 6.13 and E. 1 show that the COP of the absorption chiller 
does not change significantly under these circumstances. 

CL 

cm 

0 

A 

0 

Figure 6.31: Variation of the absorption chiller's cooling capacity with generatoi, 
temperature. 

Over the range 90 to 1150 C, the temperature of the water supplied to the generator 
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increased by 28% so producing a 120% rise in capacity. This rise in capacity occurs because the increased heat supply to the generator causes more of the refrigerant 
to be boiled off from the solution. The result is an increase in the concentration 
of LiBr in the solution returning to the absorber, which in turn will cause more 
of the refrigerant to be absorbed by the solution in the absorber. Consequently 
the rate of evaporation of the refrigerant in the evaporator increases which will 
improve the cooling-effect (capacity) of the system. 

Generator Temperature 
Entry temperature, 'C 
Exit temperature, 'C 

90.0 
85.8 

91.0 
86.6 

93.0 
88.3 

95.0 
90.0 

97.0 
91.7 

100.0 
94.2 

11-5.0 
106.3 

Heat Energy input, kW 

_Cooling 
capacity, kWcoolth 

244 
161.6 

255.6 
168.5 

273.0 
182.5 

290 
196.8 

307.9 
211.4 

337 
233.8 

'5 0,5 - -7) 
3,7), 1-I 

COP 0.662 0.659 0.668 0.678 0.687 0.69 0.70 

Table 6.13: Variation of cooling- capacity with source-ývater temperature to the 
generator. 

Cooling-Water Temperature Variations 

Another critical factor, which will affect the value of the cop of the absorption 
system, is the temperature of the cooling-water returning from either the cooling 
tower or cooling fans - see Figure 6.32 and Table 6.14 & Table E. 2 in Appendix 
E. Figure 6.32 shows that as the temperature of the water entering the condenser 
decreases, the cop of the absorption chiller increases. The absorption chiller's 
capacity also increases as indicated in Table 6.14. The effect onC02 emissions 
due to variations in this factor have been predicted and are also found in the table. 

The graph in Figure 6.32 shows the COP ranging from 0.65 to 0.73 against varia- 
tions in cooling water temperature ranging from 26'C to 320C. Over this temper- 

ature range (i. e. +23%), theC02 emissions will vary from approximately 0.22kg 
to 0.37kg per kWhcoolth, an increase of 68%. 

System 1 

Capacity, kWcoolth 
C02 emissions, kg per 22.4kWh, & 38.9kWhT, kg 
C02 emissions for remaining cHP heat input, kg 
C02 emissions for boiler heat input, kg 

Total C02, kg 
C02/Unit, kg/kWhcoolth 

Cooling-water temperature, OC 
26 28 30 32 
265 229 196 163 
14.75 14-75 14.75 14.1-5 
13.1 13.1 13.1 13.1 
31.42 31.42 31.42 31.42 
59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 
0.22 0.26 0.30 0.3 7 

Table 6.14: Rates Of C02 emissions for varying cooling-water temperatures for 
CHP+absorption chiller+boiler system (minimum parasitic load). 

Figure 6.33 presents theC02 emissions per kWhcoolth for each of the other four 

systems. 
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Figure 6.32: VariationOf C02 
emissions and cop with cooling-water's inlet tem- 

perature for the integrated CHP and absorption chiller system (System 1). 
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Figure 6.33: VariationOf C02 emissions with inlet cooling-water's temperature for 
the specified systems (minimum parasitic load). 
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General Observations 

Figures 6.33 and 6.34 compare the rate Of C02 emissions per kWli, 
_, -,., jth achlevc(i 

for each system for the minimum and maximum parasitic power loa&s 1-esjwc- 
tively. When considering the mimimum parasitic load the integrated CHP and 
absorption chiller system (System 1) produces less C02 per k\Vhcoolth than the 
vap our- compression systems (Systems 4 and 5) for cooling-NNýater temperal ures be- 
low 280C. Between 28'C and 310C Systems 5 has lower ('02 emissions per unit of 
cooling. As the cooling water temperature rises above 310C both of the "'apotir- 
compression systems produce less C02 than System 1. For all cooling-NNater tem- 
peratures of 320C and below, System 3 produces the most favourable results of 
all the systems. This displays how integrating CHP and absorption chillers can 
produce lower levels Of C02 emissions than similarly sized vapour-compression 
systems. At the design temperatures for the site of 300C. the integrated CHP and 
absorption chiller system installed at the site will emit more (702 per k\\'Ii, -, ),, Ith 
than the vapour-compression System 5 but less than System 4. However, if a, 
larger CHP unit is utilised which will provide all of the required heat - a,,,, in S' ys- 
tem 3, the integrated system will have lower C02 emissions. The combination 
of relatively high parasitic load, above 22.4kW, and inadequate heal outplit. of 
the CHP unit presently installed at the site, that fulfils only 56% of the absorpt loll 
chillers requirements, provide the the main explanation for the high ('02 emissions 
compared to the vapour-compression systems. 

0.71 7 System 2 
Spl- 3 
Spt- 4 

0.5- 

M System 1 
co 0.4- c 

Systemý. ý 2 
E System 5 
W 0.3- 

System 3 

0.1 
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

Cooling water inlet temperature, . C. 

Figure 6.34: VariationOf C02 emissions with inlet cooling-water's temperature for 
the specified systems - maximum parasitic load. 

When the parasitic load is increased to the maximum of its potential operating 
range (i. e. 37.3 kW for the CHP and absorption system and 12.4 kW for the vapoui'- 
compressions systems), the large CHP unit and absorption chiller will maintain its 
advantage over the two VC systems for all temperatures in the range - see Figure 
6.34. However, the advantage of the installed system at te site (i. e. Systein 1). 

will only exist for cooling water temperatures of below 300C. 
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Other possible variations in the system which will have an effect but which Nvill 
not be pursued in detail here are presented below. 

Solution Concentration Levels 

The concentration of the solution changes throughout the absorption cycle. Vary- 
ing the heat input to the generator will result in the evaporation of eitlier more 
or less of the refrigerant from solution. Consequently, the solution returning to 
the absorber will have changed in concentration. The amount of refrigerant in 
relation to the absorbent indicates the concentration level of the solut-ion. As the 
solution becomes more concentrated, the potential for absorption of the refrigerant 
increases resulting in an increased refrigeration effect. Conversely, as the solution 
weakens the refrigeration effect will decrease. 

Temperature Drop Across the Absorption chiller Unit. 

The temperature drop across the generator is approximately 50C. The capacity 
of the absorption chiller is controlled by means of the hot water mass-flow rate 
m) and the water temperature. Increasing the temperature of the source-water 
will result in a greater temperature drop across the chiller (for constailt value of 
rh). The increased generator-temperature will raise the capacity of the absorption 
chiller. 

The CHP unit was sized to operate under a set electrical power and heat output. 
If the temperature of the hot-water 'off' the engine ( ie. after collecting heal 
from the oil and cooling water circuits and exhaust gases) is reduced, then the 
efficiency of operation of the unit will decrease. This is because the additional 
heat required to raise the water to the set operating-temperature is not utilised. 
Another inefficiency arises if the temperature of the returning water to the c1iP 
unit is too high. This can occur as a result of the relatively small temperature 
drop across the absorption chiller leading to only part of the heat from the oil or 
engine circuits in the CHP unit transferring to the water. It is possible to avoid 
this eventuality by passing the returning water - from the absorption chiller to the 
CHP unit - through a heat-exchanger, which in turn can be used either to pre-heat 
feed-water to the boilers or to heat the water used in the tap systems. _1'his will 
produce a reduced return-water temperature to the CHP unit providing an increase 
in the efficiency of the unit. 

Future Work 

The resources available for this study did not allow a comprehensive site survey, 
including long-term on-site monitoring of the CHP unit and absorption chiller sN-s- 
tem. The results presented indicate the displacement Of C02 emissions, possible 
through the application of the integrated system. Future research should include a 
full on-site study, taking account of the daily heat, electricity and cooling deli\'Cred 
by the integrated CHP and absorption chiller system together N6th flow-rates and 
temperatures. 
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6.5.4 Conclusions 

It has been found that for a chilled-water temperature of and cooling NN-a- 
ter temperature of 30'C required at the site, the installed CHP and absorption 
chiller (System 1) produce 0.30kg/kWhOf C02 emissions ý%'hilst a si milarl v-sized 
vapour-compression chiller produced 0.29kg/kWh (System 5) or 0.32 (Sý-stern 4) 
kg/kWh). Increasing the parasitic loads to each of the systems or reducing the as- 
sumed levelOf C02 emissions from centrally generated electricitý'- will decrease aný- 
advantage achieved by the CHP and absorption chiller systems over the VC sN'stems. 

The performance of the integrated CHP and absorption chiller systems installed at 
the site was tested for varying source and cooling-water temperatures. The c0P 
will vary significantly when the temperature of the cooling-water to the absorber 
and condenser varies. The system was tested for a range of different cooling- wa t ci, 
inlet temperatures between 26 to 320C. Over this range the c0P decreased from 
0.73 to 0.64 representing a fall over 12%, producing decreasing C02 emissions 
from 0.37kWhcoolth to 0.22 kg/kWhc0, jth for the installed system. If the tempera- 
ture of the cooling water into the condenser is reduced to 260C, then the integrated 
system produces 0.22 kg versus 0.25 kg and 0.27 kgC02/kWh from the vapour- 
compression systems. This indicates that the integrated CHP and absorption chiller 
system can displaceC02 emissions when compared to those for a similarly sized 
vapour-compression system. 

If the size of the CHP unit installed at the site is increased so that it can supply 
all of the 294 kW of heat required by the absorption chiller as in Sys I em 3,111 cII 
the integrated system will produce less C02 for all cooling-ý%'ater temperatures 
of 32"C and below. At the design conditions, a 294 kWT CHP unit will produce 
0.21 compared with 0.27 and 0.32kg C02/kWhcoolth in the cases of the vapour- 
compression systems. This represents an improvement of 22% and 34% less C02 

emissions respectively. 

The parametric analysis has shown that the results are sensitive to several factors; 
the source and cooling-water temperatures together with the power consumption 
of the parasitic loads and the assumedC02 displacement rates for centrally gener- 
ated electricity. It is not possible to make sweeping conclusions from these results 
because each system will have significantly different distribution arrangements. 

Integrated CHP and absorption systems offer one solution to the combined prob- 
lems of summer waste-heat utilisation and the need to displace the use of (-'FCS. 
HCFCs and HFCs, which are used in the operation of conventional electrically- 
driven vapour-compression chiller systems. However, the intermittent and peaky 
demands for cooling might call for the introduction of hybrid systems ý%'hich in- 
corporate cooling systems, which utilise both absorption and electric chillers in a 
central plant. These can offer flexibility by base loading the absorption chiller and 
using the electric chiller for peak demands. 
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6.6 Chapter Summary 

The potential for integrating small-scale CHP and absorption chiller systenis has 
been presented in three sections: (i) the introduction to absorption chilling and i Is 
application to small-scale CHP, (ii) a preliminary feasibility study for the installa- 
tion of an integrated CHP and absorption chiller system at a local hospital and (111) 
a comparative analysis of the carbon-dioxide emissions produced by electrically- 
driven chillers versus those produced by heat-driven absorption chillers. 

The integrated small-scale CHP and single-stage absorption chiller system can 
be technically and economically viable if applied when there is sufficient energy 
demands for the energy produced by the CHP unit and when the cooling demand 
can be matched to the supply of heat from the CHP unit. The integration of the 
two technologies can significantly increase the environmental benefits, which arise 
on account of the application of CHP on its own. In addition to C02 - with it, s 
associated 'global warming potential' - displacement, the utilisation of absorption 
chillers displaces CFCs and to a lesser extent HCFCs, which have been associated 
with ozone depletion. Increased energy-efficiency and a switch from electrically- 
driven chillers to heat-driven absorption chillers are two of the main benefits offered 
by the integration of the two separate systems. 

The cooling-load at the hospital was found to be inadequate, at present, to render 
cost-effective the introduction of a single-stage absorption chiller in combination 
with a small-scale CHP unit. This situation could change if capital grants become 

available for this type of system at the site or significant reductions in the capital 
cost of absorption chillers is achieved. 

TheC02 emissions, arising as a result of the production of air-conditioning by 
both types of systems have been assessed for a variety of operating conditions. 
C02 emissions per kWhcoolthwere similar to those for the elect ri cally- driven chiller 
at the site studied. If a larger CHP unit were to be installed - as opposed to the 
165kWT unit that supplies only 56% of the absorption chiller's heat requirement 

- which could satisfy all of the demand for heat from the absorption chiller, then 
the integrated system would displace 0.06 kg C02 at design conditions and up 
to 0.10 kg C02 per kWhcoolth produced representing a reduction of 22% and 405/0 

respectively, when compared to the vapour-compression system. The results vary 
significantly depending on the assumptions made and the size and complexity of 
the pipe-distribution system determining the elect ri cally-powered parasitic-load 
required. The change in C02 emissions per kWhcoolth was also studied for varying 
source-water and cooling-water temperatures. Increasing the temperature of the 

source-water supplied by the CHP unit from 900C to 1150C leads to an increase in 
the chiller's capacity of 120% but has little effect on the cop. The effect of changing 
cooling-water temperatures can impact directly on capacity and COP. which can 
result in greater C02 displacements for reducing cooling-water temperatures. If 

the temperature of the cooling-water is reduced to 30,28 or 260C for system 1. 

then up to 12% more C02 could be displaced relative to the emissions from the 
best vapour-compression system. With a larger CHP unit installed, satlsýying all 
of the heat requirements of the absorption chiller, then this advantage could be 

increased to up to 34%. 
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Chapter 7 

Summary, General Conclusions 
and Proposals for Future Work 

The technical, economic, environmental and strategic market potential for small- 
scale CHP and the application of three different CHP systems has been presented 
in this thesis. Chapter 2 gave an overview of the UK electricity industry %%'ith 
the emphasis placed on the determination of the factors, which are crucial for t 11c 
continuing expansion of the UK's CHP industry and market. The future for ('11P 
is inextricably tied to the future of the electricity industry as a %%'hole. Three 
predictions (i. e. scenarios) for the development of the electricity industrY over 
the next two decades, which would have direct effects on the CHP sector, were 
identified. New empirical data were presented to predict potential (levelopmerits, 
of the industry in a management-orientated analysis. It seems likely that several 
elements from each of the three scenarios presented will evolve. The three scenarios 
are: (i) New and reducedC02 limits set by the Climate Control Conference + 
stricter environmental legislation, (ii) Changes to the Pool mechanism for pricing 
electricity, and (iii) Business as usual. The overall future for CHP if scenarios I and 
3 result is positive with a strong emphasis on energy-efficiency, reform of the role of 
the regulator, the increase of the Government-set target for installed CHP capacity 
(10 GW by 2010 and 13GW by 2017), the implementation of a carbon-based tax 

and the removal of restrictive (anti-CHP) legislation. The realisation of scenario 
2 will put strong downward pressure on electricity prices, which in isolation %vIII 
adversely effect the economics of CHP systems. Respondants to the questionnaire 
put the following factors as most significant for the continuing growth of the CHP 
market: 

1. Higher unit elect ri ci ty-pri ces. 

2. A reduction in the capital costs of CHP units. 

3. A more open market for the import or export of electricity. 

4. Government backing and incentives for the CHP industry. 
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5. Considered equal fifth - Cheaper gas prices and the removal of any remain- 
ing 'unfair' regulatory, licensing or legislative barriers for CHP within the 
electricity industry. 

Another benefit will occur if the correct apportioning of emissions for each 
method of energy production is applied., levelling the -playing field' for eilergy 
producers. Significantly, the future for CHP requires a supportive Go\-emmeilt. 
If this technology is left only to the peculiarities of market forces, generally the 
lowest cost and quickest-return options will be selected without anN, concern for 
the long-term and wider environmental effects. 

The technical and market breakdown of CHP in the t'K was presented in Chap- 
ter 3, as background reading for the the subsequent chapters. Chapters 4.5 and 
6 documented research into the technical, economic and environmental potential 
for the application of three separate types of CHP systems. A case-study specific 
approach was undertaken. This allowed the viability of the systems to be tested 
on new applications. In each of the systems presented, an attempt ý%'as made to 
utilise more of the heat and power - produced by the small-scale CHP units -I hus 
increasing the economic and environmental benefits occurring through the adop- 
tion of CHP units. By offering a small-scale system that utilises more of the 11(, ýA 
and electricity produced by the CHP units, it is possible to increase the number 
of potential applications for CHP. The remaining part of this chapter will seek 
to summarise these predicted benefits, achieved as a result of the implementation 
each system. 

The investigation of the potential for adopting two smaller sized CH P units (the 
two-unit system), in place of a single larger unit (the single-unit system). in or- 
der to gain operational and economic benefits was described in Chapter 4. The 
installation and operation of two CHP units together is not unique. This study 
investigated the potential for the application of the system to five different case- 
studies. A new predictive model was developed to simulate the behaviour of the 
two-unit system when installed at the five separate case-studies and compared I he 

results with those for the single-unit system. For one of the case studies considered. 
it is possible to achieve shorter pay-back periods when using the double-unil rat 11el, 
than the single-unit system. The 507+255 kW, CHP installation at the hospil al 
leads to a one-month shorter pay-back period being achieved than that for the 

single-unit system for an availability of 95%. In the other two cases (where ('HP 
is considered as a viable economic option), longer pay-back periods ensue by the 
installation of the two-unit rather than the single-unit system. However. a shorter 
pay-back period is only achieved because an availability of 95% is considered for 
the two-unit system against 90% for the single-unit system. The operation of 
the two-unit system at the leisure complex illustrated how energý-utilisation can 
be increased to above that of the single CHP unit. However. the sý, ýstenl is still 
not economically viable in this case. Pay-back periods are reduced further when 
allowances are made for maintenance cost reductions. the export of surplus elec- 
tricity and the extended life-expectancy of the secondary CHP unit. although the 
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single unit remains the most economically attractive in all cases except that of tile 
hospital. 

The possibility of achieving a significantly shorter pay-back period would be a 
great incentive for any potential investor in CHP. However. the predictions made 
indicate that this is not possible for the majority of the cases considered. It is 
possible that many of the other benefits of the two-unit system suggested could 
also influence favourably the investor. For example, the availability of the second 
unit for back-up in the case of breakdown or servicing of the other unit could 
be a major consideration, if security of supply is essential. In these cases, the 
value of the secondary CHP unit could be significant to a company because of 
the high cost of a complete shut-down or shortfall of electricity and heat at a si Ie. 
The two-unit system can offer increased protection from this expensive event uality. 

Several emerging issues, which appear to limit the number of useful applications 
of CHP have been identified and studied in this thesis. The daily mismatch be- 
tween the demand for electricity and the thermal load supplied is one of the main 
issues. For large-scale CHP, it has been widely documented that applying thermal- 
energy storage to CHP systems can decouple the generation of electricity from t he 
production of thermal energy. The second of the technical systems examines the 
potential for the integration of a thermal-energy storage unit and small-scale CHP. 
The potential for the system is predicted for the five case-studies used in Chapter 
4 with the aid of a newly developed simulation model. Following an extellsive 
search, an operational example of the proposed system was located. This allowed 
an original study of a working integrated system and provides information con- 
cerning the economic and environmental savings achieved through its' installation 

and operation. This study of small-scale CHP found that the potential for the 
utilisation of t hermal-energy- storage does not exist at the stated sites. 'Yhe st 11(1Y 
of the viability of integrating TEs and CHP systems to five different test-cases, 
highlighted several important restrictions. The first and most significant of these 

concerned the sizing methodology employed for the selection of small-scale CHP 
units. It is usual to size the unit on the average base thermal-load to ensure near 
constant operation (i. e. giving maximum operating efficiency) and the shortest 
pay-back period. The second hurdle is the high level of capital and installation 

costs required for the TES system. The relatively-low economic value attached to 
heat provides a further obstacle for the quick return of capital for an investment in 
the integrated system. Finally, the availability of low priced off-peak electricity at 
the majority of potential sites, limits the daily operation - on economic grounds - 
of the CHP unit to 17 hours. This limitation excludes the possibility of generating 
and storing heat during these off-peak hours for use at peak times. 

The scale of the quantity of heat available for storage and the quality (teiiiper- 

ature) of this heat, illustrates the significant difference betweeii small-scale and 
large-scale systems. For a typical small-scale unit in the range used for this s-t ti(lý-' 
the heat output will lie between 100 kW and I MW. W'ith the pre-mentioned 
sizing-methodology employed, it is likely that at times of IoNv heat demand (I. C. 
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mid-afternoon in the summer), the demand for heat may be at a minimum. rep- 
resenting only approximately 50% of the CHP unit"s potential heat output. The 
heat-storage potential would then lie between 50 and 500 k%Vh. which is- equivalent 
in value to 50 pence and 15 per hour (assuming no losses). Assuming that this 
demand and supply pattern repeated itself for 8 hours per day and 3 months of 
the year the savings might be worth between 1370 and ý0,700 per annum. It is 
apparent that the larger units can provide greater potential for heat storage than 
the smaller units, and clearly have more significant savings. and consequentlý-. 
quicker returns on their investments. Unfortunately, for the application of TFS to 
small-scale CHP units, especially at the lower end of the specified CHP size range, 
the capital, installation and running costs are disproportionally high and lead to 
longer pay-back periods. Additionally, heat losses are proportionally higher fol- 
the smaller systems. 

A new & original study of an integrated small-scale CHP and absorption chiller 
system - documented in Chapter 6- publicised several crucial criteria for the 
successful and beneficial application of these types of systems. The case-studY 
investigated represents only one operational example of these types of syst ems in 
the UK and is presented as the first documented case of its environmental perfor- 
mance, in terms of its C02 displacement potential. 

The potential for integrating small-scale CHP and absorption-chiller systems has 
been presented in three broad sections: (i) the introduction to absorption chillilig 
and its application to small-scale Combined Heat-and-Power, (ii) a preliminary 
appraisal of the feasibility of installing a CHP unit combined with an absorpl ion- 
chiller at a local hospital and (iii) a comparative analysis of the carbon-dioxide 
emissions produced by elect ri cally-dri ven chillers versus those produced by heat- 
driven absorption-chillers. 

It has been demonstrated that the integrated small-scale CHP and single-stýlgc 
absorption-chiller system can be technically and economically viable if applied 
when there is sufficient energy demands for the heat (of suitable temperature) and 
electricity produced by the CHP unit and when the cooling demand can be matched 
to the supply of heat from the CHP unit. The integration of the two technologies 

can significantly increase the environmental benefits, which arise on account of the 

application of CHP on its own. In addition to C02 - with its associated -global 
warming potential' - displacement, the utilisation of absorption-chillers displaces 

CFCs and to a lesser extent HCFCs, which are used in vapour-compression systems 
and have been associated with ozone depletion. Increased energy-efficiency and a 
switch from elect ri cally- driven chillers to heat-driven absorp t ion- chillers are two of 
the main benefits offered by the integration of the two separate systems. 

The cooling-load at the hospital studied, was found to be inadequate at present 
and therefore, the introduction of a single-stage absorption-chiller in combination 
with a small-scale CHP unit would not be cost-effective. This situation could 
change if capital grants become available for this type of system at i1iis "'. ite or 
significant reductions in the capital cost of absorption-chillers is achieved. 
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TheC02 emissions, which arise as a result of the production of air-conditioning 
by both types of systems have been assessed for a variety of operating conditions. 
It was found that for the site studied in Section 6.3 (with specific design require- 
ments), that the levelOf C02 emissions per kWhcoolthwere similar to those for thc 
elect ri cally- driven chiller. If a larger CHP unit were to be installed satlsýyiiig all 
of the demand for heat from the absorption-chiller. the integrated system would 
displace 0.06 kgC02 per kWhcoolth at design conditions and up to 0.10 kgC02 
per kWhcoolth produced, representing a reduction of 227( and 40'/'( respectively. 
when compared to the vapour-compression system. The results %-ary significantýN- 
depending on the assumptions made and the size and complexity of the pipe- 
distribution system determining the electrically-powered parasitic-load required 
for each case. The change inC02 emissions/kWhcoolthwas also studied for varying 
source-water and cooling-water temperatures. With only a small increase in COP 
for increasing generator temperature, it was also found that the reduction inCO2 
emissions was slight at approximately 0.02 kg for the rise in temperature from 90 
to 1150C. The effect of changing cooling-water temperatures can impact direct ly 
on capacity and cop, which can result in greaterC02 displacements for reducing 
cooling-water temperatures. If the temperature of the cooling-water is reduced to 
30,28 or 260 C for system 1, then up to 12% moreC02 could be displaced relative 
to the emissions from the best vapour-compression system. 

7.1 General Conclusions& Implications 

CHP is a proven & highly energy-efficient means of energy production. The tech- 
nical research presented in this thesis has examined systems seeking to extend the 
range of potential applications for the technology - on an energy-utilisation and 
C02 displacement basis. The selection, sizing, maintenance and installation of 
CHP systems must be undertaken with a great deal of care and attention to detail. 
Therefore, it is vital to determine the patterns of current and future energy use for 

a potential application as well as relying on historical data. This methodology will 
also apply to the integration of TES and absorption chillers with CHP systems, as it 
is important to examine each new application for the technologies separately. Oth- 

erwise, the additional efficiencies achieved through the application of CHP might 
be wasted, leading to negative publicity for the technology in general. The addi- 
tional benefits offered by the use of absorption chillers, namely, the displacement 

Of C02 emissions and the elimination CFCs, are important promotional assets in 
today's environmentally conscious world. However, whilst these systems can in- 

crease energy-utilisation, reduceC02 emissions and the use of CFCs, they are not 
usually economically viable (in the current market conditions) without financial 

subsidy. This point introduces the essential part played by governmental bodics 
for the future prosperity of both CHP on its own and in tandem ý\, ith other tech- 

nologies. In order to achieve the wider benefits, which can potentially be attained 
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through the adoption of these systems. a helping hand is require(I to overcome 
current free-market obstacles and pressures. 

One significant obstacle is the volatility of energy prices in the UK. The market 
unit prices for gas and electricity over the last five years have varied significantly. 
The economic viability of CHP requires that a positive and consistent differential 
is maintained between these two commodities. One of the main points from the 
survey undertaken in Chapter 2 indicated that high electricity prices %vere esSell- 
tial for CHP prosperity. The constant variation of utility prices has resulted ill 
continually changing pay-back periods for CHP projects. making predictions un- 
certain and leading to a lack of confidence in the systems economic viability as 
a whole. Government backing is essential to overcome obstacles and ensure the 
future prosperity of CHP in the UK. The form of support given in the past and 
throughout Europe has usually been to offset the capital cost with a grant or 
tax-break. In parts of Europe, the installation of CHP is strongly supported 1) 

'y individual governments and is promoted with capital grants of up to . 50%,. 'Fhe 
previous government of the UK recently offered El million for the promotion of 
CHP by way of capital grants of up to 25% of total capital cost. This ývas welcomed 
but rapidly consumed. A significant disadvantage of the capital grant system is 
that it supports only the purchase of the CHP unit and does not guarantee the 
continued use of the systems - which may lie under-utilised or even unused if the 
market conditions encourage it. A more appropriate approach would be to en- 
courage the purchase and use of CHP systems by giving the grant in t he form of 
rebates for the use of CHP produced energy. The new problem will then be lit terms 
of verification only. However, with CHP plant installed on-site, it will be easy to 
determine exact electrical use and a theoretical maximum for heat consumption. 
With this mechanism in place, it would then be straight-forward to apply varying 
levels of support to this energy-efficient and environment ally-fri endly techiiology. 
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7.2 Proposals for Future Work 
The structure of the new research in this thesis has been divided into four broa(I 
sections: (i) the non-technical research. namely - the studý- of the potential for 
CHP within the electricity industry - and three technical sections (ii to iN'). It ill 
appropriate that this section on future work is divided up in the same manner. 

(i) The study undertaken in Chapter 2 examined the electricity and CHP sectors 
in detail. A new management approach has been adopted ý%-herever possible. util- 
ising tools such as S. T. E. E. P. analysis, the five forces model and scenario planning. 
In order to extend the research one step further and to introduce an increased mea- 
sure of objectivity the views of industry experts were solicited -'., ýIa a survey. J-he 
results of this survey were useful to this study. providing a degree of objecti%'ity. 
The limitation of the work concerned the sample size, which was limited to 14 with 
a response rate of approximately 60%. Future work should seek to increase the 
size of the sample and widened the sample of experts to include more CHP users. 
Additionally it would be beneficial to incorporate new questions w1iicli examine 
the scope for CHP from the end-users point of view. 

(ii) The study undertaken in Chapter 4 of the potential benefits, which call bc 
achieved through the use of two smaller CHP units in place of one single larger 
unit indicated that there was little prospect for economic benefil. Howe\'er, the 
findings highlighted a number of potential secondary benefits of the application 
of the system. Future research should seek to determine the actual significance of 
these benefits to future and existing users. 

(iii) The application of integrated small-scale CHP and TES systems is limited 
by the factors already documented. An exception whereby small-scale integrated 
CHP/TES systems appear more valuable - on an energy and economic basis - is 
in their application to greenhouses. These systems can have the added advantage 
of the recovery and the use in greenhouses of theC02 in the exhaust gases; the 
C02 being used for enhanced growth rates in the crop. This is one area which 
provides interesting potential. TEs allows heat stored during the day to be used 
after dark to heat the greenhouses. Initial savings appear promising, but a full 
documentation of a system as a case study will be necessary to verify the expected 
benefits. 

(iv) The resources available for the study undertaken in Chapter 6 did not allow 
a comprehensive survey - including long-term on-site monitoring - of the CHP and 
absorpt lon- chiller system. The results presented indicate - given the declared as- 
sumptions - the likely displacementOf C02 emissions, which are possible through 
the application of the system. Future research should include the full on-site 
study, taking account of the daily heat, electricity and cooling delivered 1)ý- the 
integrated CHP and absorption-chiller system together with flo\%, -rates and tem- 

peratures. Such a comprehensive study will require the allocation of substantial 
resources. At the time of writing, it is understood that ETSu are about to under- 
take a full appraisal of the system. It will be interesting to compare the re, "-Illtý' 
from this chapter with the results from the full ETSU study upon completion. 
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Appendix A 

S. T. E. E. P. Analysis 

S. T. E. E. P. Analysis 

Social 

9 Trend towards self generation - back to basics. 

*A move away from electricity as the main energy for domestic appliances. 

e More information and education concerning energy-efficiency leading to a 
more discerning consumer when it comes to purchasing energy-efficient ap- 
pliances. 

Growing concerns about energy production/ consumption and the associated 
effects on the environment, especially concern about the links between pol- 
lution and health. 

o NIMBY 

e Population dernography. 

9 Lifestyle changes. 

9 Pressure from consumer and lobby groups 

Technological 

o Fuel cells 

* More solar or renewable power sources. 

e Nuclear fusion. 

9 More efficient transmission of electricity across long distances. 
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9 Development of a viable micro-scale CHP system for the domestic market. 

9 Seven Barrier constructed. 

Economic 

The relative pricing of electricity versus other fuel sources will have a signif- 
icant effect on the demand patterns for electricity. 

o Higher gas prices. 

* Volatility of electricity prices 

* Higher coal or oil prices 

e Acceptance of longer pay-back periods for capital projects. 

e Variation of interest rates 

Environmental 

9 Climate changes as a result of global warming leading to less electricity use. 

9 Concern continues to grow over the high levels of polluting gases being emit - 
ted as a direct consequence of electrical power production. 

9 Pressure to phase out nuclear power. 

Political 

* Government stability 

e Foreign trade regulations. 

9 The introduction of a carbon tax. 

New power stations will only be considered if the comply with certain thermal 

characteristics (i. e. CHP). 

* Geographical restrictions on power sa ions. 

Phasing out of Nuclear power stations 

e Global conflict that restricts the supply of fuels 

* Change of government from Conservative to Labour in 199 7. 
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" Increased enforcement of environmental legislation 

" Dwindling gas supplies leading ti increased imports of gas from Holland aii(I 
Norway. 

e Energy import restrictions. 

* Change to the franchise market in April 1998. 

* Taxation policy (e. g. a carbon based tax) 

EU CHP policy gaining strength as a result of an agreement by Et' eiierav 
Ministers in 1996 to open up electricity markets to competitioii [104]. 
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Appendix B 

Questionnaire and Results. 

Energy Industry & CHP 
Questionnaire 

For this study you are asked to answer 24 questions concerning the Iý 1ý electric] ty 

supply and CHP industries? In each case, your opinions are sought as to how much 
you either agree or disagree with the relevant statement. This is an anonyinous 
study and you can remain assured that all information will be t reated in the 

strictest confidence. Thank you for your assistance. 
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St rong Iý Disagree Neither A Kree Strong. ý 
Disagree Ag ree 

1 

More examples of the sucessful application of CHP are E] E-1 EJ F-I 
required to help encourage the growth of the market 
further. 

2 Changes to the franchise market in AD 1998 will lead 1: 1 ED ED E] 
to a reduction of electricity unit-prices for domestic 
customers. 

3 The Government of the UK could provide a signifi- E] El ED 
cant stimulus to the CHP industry via grants or tax 
incentives. 

4 Stricter environmental legislation emerging ( in the 0- E: l ED 
form of lower limits for the pollutants emitted from 
power generating stations) from the EU will benefit 
CHP. 

5 The introduction of carbon, toxic or noxious emis- EJ E] E:: ] 1: 1 El 
sions taxes will not lead to a larger market for CHP. 

6 For the cHP market to be increased above 5MW,, 
technological developments, which enable the utili- 
sation of more of the waste heat from the CHP units 
need to occur. 

7 15% of the UK's electricity can realistically be pro- El E: 1 F-I E:: ] ED 
duced by CHP by AD 2010. 

8A change to a Labour Government will not favour E] El F-I F-I 
CHP. 

Further Tax or grant incentives are necessary to en- 1: 1 El E: 1 F-I El 

courage CHP uptake. 

10 Cost savings to the customer for heat and/or elec- E: 1 E_: l E_: 1 E:: ] E] 
tricity determine the rate of cHP uptake. 
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Strongly Disagree Neit her Agree St rongly 
Di: 3agree Agree 

2345 
The environmental benefits locally Of CHP are not E-: 1 E: l E: 1 E] 
a significant enough incentive for the potential CHP 
investor. 

12 It would be more effective to concentrate resources E:: ] E] E_: l EJ E] 
on achieving the introduction of a few large-scale CHP 
installations rather than many small-scale ones. 

13 CHP reliability is no longer a major concern for the ED E-: 1 E:: ] ED F-I 
CHP investor or energy consumer. 

14 If a cleaner and more efficient means for producing EJ E:: ] F-1 F7 E: 1 
electricity from large coal-fired stations is developed, 
CHP investments will suffer. 

15 The fragmentation CHP industry in the UK does not E:: ] F-1 F-1 E:: ] E: 1 
help customer confidence in the technology. 

16 The reduced level of overall emissions produced by ED El ED E: 1 E: 1 
CHP will be its biggest selling point in future. 

17 A shortfall in the total supply of electricity within the E] E-: 1 
UK in the future will lead to an increased demand 
for CHP installations. 

18 The acceptance of long pay-back periods for large- ED E:: ] E_: 1 
scale electricity generation plant will become less ac- 
ceptable. 

19 The development of CHP plus ancillary equipment, EJ El E: 1 E: 1 E: l 
eg. thermal energy storage, absorption chillers etc., 
will widen the market for CHP. 

20 Carbon dioxide reduction policies will be beneficial ED E: l F-I EJ E] 
for the CHP industry. 
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21 Please study the factors 1-10 below and indicate by giving a grade of 1-5 (1 indicates greatest importance and 
5 least important) for every statement which you consider are important for the the continued development 
of CHP in the UK: 

1 2 3 4 5 

Higher electricity prices. El 0 E: 1 F-1 F-1 
Cheaper unit gas prices. 1: 1 E-1 El 0 F-1 
A reduction in the capital costs of CHP units. ED E-: 1 EJ F-1 F-1 
Government backing and incentives for the CHP industry. 0 EJ ED E-1 F-1 
Increased penalties for pollution. E: 1 E-: 1 E: 1 F-1 F-1 

Investment in the research and development of CHP technology. E: 1 EJ D 1: 1 F-1 

Greater advertising of the benefits arising from the installation of CHP. El EJ El F-1 F-1 

Acceptance of the 5 year pay-back period as the upper limit for financial El El D F-1 E-1 
investments. 

A more open market for the import/export of electricity. ED E: j E-: 1 D F-1 

The removal of any remaining 'unfair' regulatory, licensing or legislative bar- 1: 3 E-1 F-1 
riers for CHP within the electricity industry. 

The continuation of the Non Fossil-Fuel Levy, with CHP receiving a share El EJ ED E-1 E-1 
the proceeds in relation to its contribution towards the reduction of carbon- 
dioxide emissions from energy production. 

22 Consider the seven scenarios (a) to (g) listed below. Please indicate for each scenario if you 
think i) It is likely and by how much and ii) the effect on the CHP industry if this scellario 
was to come about. Please score 0 to 5, where 0 indicates no effect or likelihood etc. and 5 
indicates maximum effect or likelihood. 

Likelihood I", f 5, (. t 

(a) Change to a Labour Government in the UK ......... ......... 

(b) Changes to the pool which will enable large consumers of ......... ......... 
power to negotiate directly with the generators 

(c) Stricter environmental legislation from Europe ......... ......... 

(d) The changes to the electricity franchise market in 1998 ......... ......... 

(e) New and increased C02 limits are set following the next ......... ......... 
climate control conference 

The development of a clean and abundant alternative fuel ......... ......... 
source 

Unlimited international trade in electricity ......... ......... 
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ý- ES N0 
23 Are there any questions which you think should have been r-I F-1 

asked, but were not included in this survey? 

If yes please state the question below. 

24 What, in your opinion, are the three key factors which will influence the future for 
CHP and why? 

..................................................... 

..................................................... 

..................................................... 

..................................................... 

............. .............. ........................ 

..................................................... 

..................................................... 

............................ .............. ......... 

............................ ........................ 

..................................................... 

..................................................... 

..................................................... 

GO ..................................................... 
..................................................... 
..................................................... 

..................................................... 

..................................................... 

..................................................... 

Any other comments on CHP, the electricity industry or this questionnaire. 
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Energy Industry & CHP 
Questionnaire Results 

The complete questionnaire given out to industry experts is included (in its orig- 
inal form) in appendix 2B of this thesis. The Sixteen questionnaires \vere sent out 
between December 1996 and March 1997. Eight replies were received between 
December 1996 and May 1997. Consequently some of the replies arrived after the 
general election. Twenty-two questions were selected and answered. The results 
were as follows. 

Question 1 

More examples of the sucessful applica- 
tion of CHP are required to help encour- 
age the growth of the market further. 

Strongly Disagree Neither Agree St rongly 
Disagree Agree 

3 

r7 

75% of the respondents agreed with Q1. 

Question 2 

2 Changes to the franchise market in AD 
1998 will lead to a reduction of electric- 
ity unit-prices for domestic customers. 

234 
125% 1 

No respondent had a strong opinion in answer to the statement in Q2. However, 50% indicated 
that they agreed with the statement. 
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Question 3 

3 The Government of the UK could pro- 
vide a significant stimulus to the CHP 
industry via grants or tax incentives. 

It was strongly felt that the government could assist CHP. 

Question 4 
1 

4 Stricter environmental legislation F-1 
emerging ( in the form of lower limits 
for the pollutants emitted from power 
generating stations) from the EC will 
benefit CHP. 

Responses on this statement proved to be inconclusive. 

Question 5 

5 The introduction of carbon, toxic or 
noxious emissions taxes will not lead to 

a larger market for CHP. 

Result inconclusive. 

Question 6 

6 For the CHP market to be increased 

above 5MW,, technological develop- 

ments, which enable the utilisation of 
more of the waste heat from the CHP 

units need to occur 

Result inconclusive. 

234 .5 
LI 

____ ___ 

234 
1 12.5/( ] 

234 

137.5% 1 F7 

1 

F-1 

12 
112.5%1 

34 F) 

25% 125%t 112.. 5% I 
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Question 7 

7 15% of the UK's electricity can realisti- 
cally be produced by CHP by AD 2010. 

The majority of respondents agreed with Q7. 

Question 8 

8A change to a Labour Government will 
not favour CHP. 

Result - No effect? 

Question 9 

9 Further Tax or grant incentives are nec- 
essary to encourage CHP uptake. 

75% of respondents agree with the statement in Q9. 

2 

F-1 

231 

3"5l 62.5Y¬ LII 

I 

F-I 

235 
2ý . 5' 

I 

F-I 

Question 10 
123 

10 Cost savings to the customer for heat D E-] ED 
and/or electricity determine the rate of 
CHP uptake. 

Result - cost savings are considered vital for the increased uptake of CHP. 

4) 
j62. J 
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Question 11 

The environmental benefits locally of 
CHP are not a significant 

123 

ED 
112.5 

r--j 

4 
[2. 

Result inconclusive. 

Question 12 

12 It would be more effective to concen- 
trate resources on achieving the intro- 
duction of a few large-scale CHP instal- 
lations rather than many small-scale 
ones. 

3 

2 5% 12 . 
5% 

Result - 50% disagreed with this statement. 

Question 13 
1234 

13 CHP reliability is no longer a major con- E_: 1 
cern for the CHP investor or energy con- 
sumer. 

Result - 62.5% disagreed with this statement, meaning reliability is still an important issue. 

Question 14 

14 If a cleaner and more efficient means for 

producing electricity from large coal- 
fired stations is developed, CHP invest- 

ments will suffer. 

Result - 62.5% disagreed with this statement. 

1 

E: 1 

5 

5 
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Question 15 

15 The fragmentation CHP industry in the 
UK does not help customer confidence 
in the technology. 

Result inconclusive. 

Question 16 

16 The reduced level of overall emissions 
produced by CHP will be its biggest sell- 
ing point in future. 

Result inconclusive. 

Question 17 

17 A shortfall in the total supply of elec- 
tricity within the UK in the future will 
lead to an increased demand for CHP 
installations. 

Result inconclusive. 

123 

112.5% 1ý37., 5'7( Fl 

123 
112.5% 1 

123 
125% 1 

E: 1 

ED 

5 

Fl 
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Question 18 
23 

18 The acceptance of long pay-back peri- D_ F-1 
ods for large-scale electricity generation 
plant will become less acceptable. 

Result 50% felt that long pay-back periods would become less acceptable. 

Question 19 

4 
I507 

1234 
19 The development of cHP plus ancillary E-] F-I 

equipment, eg. thermal energy storage, 
absorption chillers etc., will widen the 

market for CHP. 

Result - 87.5% agreed with this statement, le. the addition of ancillary equipment will widen 
the market for CHP. 

Question 20 

F-1 

5 

1234 

20 Carbon dioxide reduction policies will ED 
be beneficial for the CHP industry. 

Result - 75% agreed with this statement, that C02 reduction policies will benefit CHP. 
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Question 21. 

21 Please study the factors 1-10 below and indicate by giving a grade of 1-5 (1 indicai(, ý- 
greatest importance and 5 least important) for every statement which you consider are 
important for the the continued development of CHP in the t-K: 

Higher electricity prices. 

Cheaper unit gas prices. 

A reduction in the capital costs 
of CHP units. 

Government backing and in- 

centives for the CHP industry. 

Increased penalties for pollu- 
tion. 

Investment in the research and 
development of CHP technol- 
ogy. 

Greater advertising of the ben- 

efits arising from the installa- 
tion of CHP. 

Acceptance of the 5 year pay- 
back period as the upper limit 
for financial investments. 

A more open market for the 
import/export of electricity. 

The removal of any remain- 
ing 'unfair' regulatory, licens- 
ing or legislative barriers for 
CHP within the electricity in- 
dustry. 

The continuation of the Non 
Fossil-Fuel Levy, with CHP re- 

ceiving a share the proceeds in 
relation to its contribution to- 

wards the reduction of carbon- 
dioxide emissions from energy 

production. 

1 Average 

2.62 73 

71 2.25 

ED 2.5 

F-I 2.875 

ED El 3.625 

ID 3.375 

F71 3.50 

2.3 7.5 

El 2.625 

1: 1 F-1 2.75 
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Analysis of the replies to question 21 

Each of the questions has been given a weighted average. which is a function of 
the graded replies given to each statement by the respondent. The six statements 
which were considered the most important and of greatest significant to the 
development and expansion of the CHP industry were: 

1. Higher electricity prices. 

2. A reduction in the capital costs of cHP units. 

3. A more open market for the import/export of electricity. 

4. Government backing and incentives for the CHP industry. 

5. JOINTLY - Cheaper gas prices and the removal of any remaining 'tinfair' 
regulatory, licensing or legislative barriers for CHP within the electricity 
industry. 

The three statements which were considered the least important and less 

significant to the development and expansion of the CHP industry were: 

1. Investment in the research and development of CHP technology. 

Acceptance of the 5 year pay-back period as the upper limit for financial 
investments. 

I Greater advertising of the benefits arising from the installation of CHP 
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Question 22 

22 Consider the seven scenarios (a) to (g) listed below. Please indicate for each 
scenario if you think i) It is likely and by how much and ii) the effect oil the 
CHP industry if this scenario was to come about. Please score 0 to 7), Ný'here 
0 indicates no effect or likelihood etc. and .5 indicates maximum effect or 
likelihood. 

Response Response 
Average Average 
Likelihood Effect 

(a) Change to a Labour Government in the UK F3.5ý F1.61 

(b) Changes to the pool which will enable large con- F3_. __O1 

sumers of power to negotiate directly with the gen- 
erators 

(c) Stricter environmental legislation from Europe F3-. 8] F4.01 

F. 1-11-1 (d) The changes to the electricity franchise market in 
1998 

(e) New and increasedCO2 limits are set following the -. 3.7 ý51 

next climate control conference 

The development of a clean and abundant alterna- 
tive fuel source 

Unlimited international trade in electricity 
F-1.61 FTOI 
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Question 24 

Respondent 1. 
Liberalisation of electricity markets in UK/Europe. 
Will lead to lower electricity prices and lower returns on CHP plants. 
1998' and the opening up of the franchise market. 

Will facilitate the sale of electricity from CHP. 
Introduction of stringent environmental legislation 
Will kill" small CHP technology /market. 

Respondent 2. 
Energy prices. 
CHP depends on savings to repay capital costs. 
Government support. 
A beneficiary of CHP is the government which, at present does not pay for it. 
Technological development. 
Including a trim economic small (less than 50kW) CHP package to pick up the 
space heating market. 

Respondent 3. 
Legislation. 
Power vs. gas prices. 
Technology improvements - reliability. 

Respondent 4. 
Unit gas price. 
Unit electricity prices. 
Environmental issues. 

Respondent 5. 
Capital cost pay-back time. 
The unit is only purchased to provide savings over a long period. 
Performance guarantees. 
Provides insurance for end user to collect savings over time. 

Respondent 6. 
Electricity prices. 
Sensitivity of savings to electricity/gas price. 
General environment, legislation / government incentives. 
Importance of a greener future. 
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Respondent 7. 
Electricity costs. 
Gas costs. 
Pay-back. 

Respondent 8. 
Favourable energy prices. 
Pay-back is very sensitive to energy prices. 
Stable energy prices ( it will never happen! ). 
Consumers are reluctant to invest when energy prices fluctuate wildly. 
Economic incentives. 
In the Netherlands where the government supports CHP there is huge capac, tN,. 
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Appendix C 

Heat-storage data for the five 
case studies. 

------- --------- 
OF 

------------ 
F PEAK 

-------------------- 
STORAGE I 

--------- 
PE 

----------- 
AK STO 

---------- 

--------- 
RAGE 

--------- 

-------- 

-------- ------- --------- 
HEAT 

------------ 
HEAT 

--------- 
HEAT 

----------- 
VALUE 

--------- 
HEAT 

- 
HEAT MAX VALUE 

FROM DEM AVAIL OF AVAIL SHORT HEAT OF 
CHP BY FOR HEAT FOR FALL STORE HEAT 

MONTH UNIT SITE STORE SAVED STORE DAY DAY SAVED 

MONTH (kWh) (kWh) (kWh) pounds (kWh) 

-- 

(kWh) 

----------- 

(kWh) 

--------- 
pounds 

-------- ------ 
JAE 

---------- 
798.0 

------------ 
523.0 

--------- 
684.0 

----------- 
241.2 

------- 
0.0 3480.0 0.0 0.01 

FEB 798.0 488.0 684.0 217.8 0.0 3187.0 0.0 0.01 

MAR 798.0 466.0 684.0 241.2 0.0 3055.0 0.0 0.01 

APR 798.0 328.0 684.0 233.4 0.0 1620.0 0.0 0.01 

MAY 798.0 267.0 684.0 241.2 0.0 1111.0 0.0 0.01 

JUN 798.0 221.0 684.0 233.4 94.0 491.0 94.0 32.11 

JUL 798.0 156.0 684.0 241.2 292.0 140.0 140.0 49.41 

AUG 798.0 131.0 684.0 241.2 528.0 51.0 51.0 18.01 

SEP 798.0 195.0 684.0 233.4 163.0 302.0 163.0 55.61 

OCT 798.0 268.0 684.0 241.2 5.0 979.0 5.0 1.81 

mov 1 798.0 303.0 684.0 233.4 1 0.0 1168.0 0.0 0.01 

DEC 1 798.0 385.0 684.0 

---------- 

241.2 1 

---------- 

0.0 

---------- 

1952.0 

----------- 

0.0 

--------- 

0.01 

-------- ------ ---------- 
SITE I 

----------- 
Electrical output of CHP unit 

- 

70. H 

---------- 
eat output 
----------- 

114. 

--------- -------- ------ ---------- 
Value of 

--------------------- 
offpeak stored heat 

--------- 
(pounds) 2229. cost of fuel 5449.01 

------ 

Value of 
---------- 

peak stored 
----------- 

heat (po 

---------- 
unds) 
---------- 

157. 

---------- ----------- --------- 

1 

-------- 

Table CA: Heat storage data for the hotel. 
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------- 

------- 

---------- 
OF 

--------- 

----------- 
F PEAK 

------------ 

------------------- 
STORAGE I 

----------- 

---------- 
PE 

----------- 
AKST0 

--------- 
RAGE 

-------- 

HEAT HEAT HEAT 
-------- 
VALUE 

---------- 
HEAT 

----------- 
HEAT 

--------- 
MAX 

-------- 
VALUE 

FROM DEM AVAIL OF AVAIL SHORT HEAT OF 
CHP BY FOR HEAT FOR FALL STORE HEAT 

MONTH UNIT SITE STORE SAVED STORE DAY DAY SAVED 
MONTH 

------- 

(kWh) 

--------- 

(kWh) 

------------ 

(kWh) 

--------- 
pounds 

---------- 

(kWh) 

---------- 

(kWh) 

----------- 

(kWh) 

--------- 
pounds 

-------- 
JAB 5096.0 24280.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 91352.0 0.0 0.01 
FEB 5096.0 21330.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 77388.0 0.0 0.01 
MAR 5096.0 19169.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 68876.0 0.0 0.01 
APR 5096.0 16713.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 57271.0 0.0 0.01 
MAY 5096.0 16052.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 51435.0 0.0 0.01 
JUN 5096.0 14418.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 48714.0 0.0 0.01 
JUL 1 5096.0 15590.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 53641.0 0.0 0.01 
AUG 1 5096.0 18498.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 65785.0 0.0 0.01 
SEP 1 5096.0 19968.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 71861.0 0.0 0.01 
OCT 1 5096.0 22094.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 82055.0 0.0 0.01 
NOV 5096.0 29309.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 111110.0 0.0 0.01 
DEC 5096.0 

- 

22875.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

-- 

83959.0 

----------- 

0.0 

--------- 

0.01 

-------- ------ 

------ 

-- ------- 
SITE 2 

---------- 

----------- 
Electrical 

----------- 

---------- 
output of 

---------- 

---------- 
CHP unit 

---------- 

-------- 
507. Heat output 

--------------------- 

728. 

--------- -------- 
Value of offpeak stored heat (pounds) 0. cost of fuel 38840.81 

------ 

Value of 
---------- 

peak stored 
----------- 

heat (po 

---------- 
unds) 
---------- 

0. 

---------- ----------- --------- 

1 

-------- 

Table C. 2: Heat storage data for the hospital. 

------- --------- 
OF 

------------ 
F PEAK 

------------------- 
STORAGE 

--------- 

---------- 
I PE 

---------- 

----------- 
AK STO 

----------- 

--------- 
RAGE 

--------- 

-------- 

-------- ------- --------- 
HEAT 

------------ 
HEAT 

--------- 
HEAT 

- 
VALUE HEAT HEAT MAX VALUE 

FROM DEN AVAIL OF AVAIL SHORT HEAT OF 

CHP BY FOR HEAT FOR FALL STORE HEAT 

MONTH UNIT SITE STORE SAVED STORE DAY DAY SAVED 

MONTH (kWh) (kWh) (kWh) pounds 
-- 

(kWh) 

---------- 

(kWh) 

----------- 

(kWh) 

--------- 
pounds 

-------- ------ 
JAN 

---------- 
2268.0 

------------ 
3780.0 

--------- 
0.0 

-------- 
0.0 0.0 3672.0 0.0 0.01 

FEB 2268.0 6188.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9520.0 0.0 0.01 

MAR 2268.0 5026.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6698.0 0.0 0.01 

APR 2268.0 3514.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3026.0 0.0 0.01 

MAY 2268.0 3934.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4046.0 0.0 0.01 

JUN 2268.0 2485.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 527.0 0.0 0.01 

JUL 2268.0 1197.0 1071.0 377.6 2601.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 

AUG 2268.0 1302.0 966.0 340.6 2346.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 

SEP 2268.0 1645.0 623.0 212.6 1513.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 

OCT 2268.0 2660.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 952.0 0.0 0.01 

Nov 2268.0 3640.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3332.0 0.0 0.01 

DEC 2268.0 3619.0 0.0 

--- 

0.0 

---------- 

0.0 

---------- 

3281.0 

----------- 

0.0 

--------- 

0.01 
1 -------- 

------ ---------- 
SITE 3 

----------- 
Electrical 

------- 
output of CHP unit 

- 

200. Heat output 

--------------------- 

324. 

--------- 

11 

-------- 
------ ---------- 

Value of 
--------------------- 
offpeak stored heat 

--------- 
(pounds) 0. cost o f fuel 14581.61 

------ 

Value of 
---------- 

peak stored 
----------- 

heat (po 

---------- 
unds) 
---------- 

0. 

---------- ----------- -------- 

11 

- 

Table C. 3: Heat storage data for the leisure complex. 
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------- 

------- 

--------- 
OF 

--------- 

------------ 
F PEAK 

------------ 

-------- 
STOR 

-------- 

------------ 
AGE I 

---- 

--------- 
PE 

------------ 
AK STO 

-------- 
RAGE 

-------- 

HEAT HEAT HEAT 
------- 
VALUE 

---------- 
HEAT 

------------ 
HEAT 

-------- 
MAX 

-------- 
VALUE 

FROM DEM AVAIL OF AVAIL SHORT HEAT OF 
CHP BY FOR HEAT FOR FALL STORE HEAT 

MONTH UNIT SITE STORE SAVED STORE DAY DAY SAVED 
MONTH 

------- 

(kWh) 

--------- 

(kWh) 

------------ 

(kWh) 

-------- 
pounds 

--------- 

(kWh) (kWh) (kWh) pounds 

JAB 630.0 864.0 336.0 
-- 

118.5 
---------- 

0.0 
------------ 

3983.0 
-------- 

0.0 
-------- 

0.01 
FEB 630.0 882.0 336.0 107.0 0.0 4114.0 0.0 0.01 
MAR 630.0 720.0 348.0 122.7 0.0 2906.0 0.0 0.01 
APR 630.0 472.0 372.0 126.9 8.0 1098.0 8.0 2.71 
MAY 630.0 341.0 396.0 139.6 76.0 377.0 76.0 26.81 
Jul 630.0 340.0 396.0 135.1 70.0 372.0 70.0 23.91 
JUL 630.0 332.0 396.0 139.6 64.0 374.0 64.0 22.61 
AUG 630.0 336.0 396.0 139.6 67.0 370.0 67.0 23.61 
SEP 630.0 340.0 396.0 135.1 75.0 375.0 75.0 25.61 
OCT 630.0 345.0 396.0 139.6 79.0 375.0 79.0 27.91 
NOV 630.0 481.0 372.0 126.9 11.0 1053.0 11.0 3.81 
DEC 

------ 

630.0 

---------- 

776.0 

----------- 

342.0 

----- 

120.6 0.0 3211.0 0.0 0.01 

------ 

SITE 4 

---------- 

--------------- 
Electrical output of CHP unit 

------------------------------- 

---------------------- 
48. Heat output 

---------------------- 

-------- 
90. 

-------- 

-------- 

-------- 
Value of offpeak stored heat (pounds) 1505. cost of fuel 3727.11 

------ 

Value of 
---------- 

peak stored 
----------- 

heat (pounds) 

-------------------- 

157. 

---------- ------------ -------- 

1 

-------- 

Table CA: Heat storage data for the flats. 

------ ---------- 
OF 

----------- 
F PEAK 

-- - 

---------- 
STOR 

---------- 

---------- 
AGE 

---------- 

---------- 
I PE 

---------- 

----------- 
AK STO 

----------- 

--------- 
RAGE 

--------- 

-------- 

-------- ------ ---------- 
HEAT 

----- --- 
HEAT HEAT VALUE HEAT HEAT MAX VALUE 

FROM DEM AVAIL OF AVAIL SHORT HEAT OF 

CHP BY FOR HEAT FOR FALL STORE HEAT 

MONTH UNIT SITE STORE SAVED STORE DAY DAY SAVED 

MONTH (kWh) (kWh) (kWh) pounds 
-- ------- 

(kWh) 

---------- 

(kWh) 

----------- 

(kWh) 

--------- 
pounds 

-------- ------ 
JAN 

---------- 
2898.0 

----------- 
0.0 

---------- 
2898.0 

- 
1021.9 3726.0 12168.0 3726.0 1313.81 

FEB 2898.0 0.0 2898.0 923.0 3726.0 12048.0 3726.0 1186.71 

MAR 2898.0 0.0 2898.0 1021.9 3726.0 12168.0 3726.0 1313.81 

APR 2898.0 0.0 2898.0 988.9 3726.0 11024.0 3726.0 1271.41 

MAY 2898.0 0.0 2898.0 1021.9 3726.0 8944.0 3726.0 1313.81 

JUN 2898.0 0.0 2898.0 988.9 3726.0 9352.0 3726.0 1271.41 

JUL 1 2898.0 0.0 2898.0 1021.9 3726.0 8944.0 3726.0 1313.81 

AUG 1 2898.0 0.0 2898.0 1021.9 3726.0 8944.0 3726.0 1313.81 

SEP 1 2898.0 0.0 2898.0 988.9 3726.0 11024.0 3726.0 1271.41 

OCT 1 2898.0 0.0 2898.0 1021.9 3726.0 12168.0 3726.0 1313.81 

NOV 1 2898.0 0.0 2898.0 988.9 1 3726.0 12688.0 3726.0 1271.41 

DEC 1 2898.0 0.0 2898.0 

- 

1021.9 

---------- 

1 3726.0 

---------- 

10560.0 

----------- 

3726.0 

--------- 

1313.81 

-------- ------ ---------- 
SITE 5 

----------- 
Electrical 

--------- 
output of CHP unit 255. Heat output 

---------------- 

414. 

--------- -------- ------ ------------------------------- 
Value of off'peak stored heat 

---------- 
(pounds) 

----- 
12031. cost of fuel 18613.91 

------ 

Value of peak stored 

--------------------- 

heat (pounds) 

-------------------- 

15469. 

---------- ----------- --------- 

1 

-------- I 

Table CA Heat storage data for the industrial building. 
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Appendix D 

Additional data for the 
operational small-scale integrated 
CHP/TES system. 
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Figure D. 1: Manufacturing site's electicity demand: 1992 to 1994. 
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Figure D. 2: CHP daily electricity output at the manufacturing site: 1994/95. 
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Figure D-3: Heat demand and CHP output at the maunfacturing site. 
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Figure DA: Monthly electricity output from the CHP unit at the manufacturing 
site. 
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Appendix E 

Absorption chiller specifications. 
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Unit size 16JB012 
Evaporator pass 2 2 2 2 2 
Generator pass 2 2 2 2 2 
Volts ( 50 Hz)Hertz 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 

Cooling, kW 161.6 168.5 182.5 19 6., S 211.4 233 3--) 1A 
Evaporator Fluid FW FW FW FW FW FW 
Entering Temp, C 11 11 11 11 11 11 
Leaving temp, C 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Flow, litres/s 7.7 8.0 8.7 9.4 10.1 11.2 16.9 
Evaporator tube velocity, m/s 0.93 0.97 1.05 1.13 1.22 1.3-1 2.04 
Pressure drop, kPa 10.1 10-88 12.5.1 14.3,1 16-30 19. . 7) 2 -11 -1 .5 

Condenser Fluid FW FW FW FW FW F, W FW 
ARI 560 FF 0.0440 0.0440 0.0440 0.0440 0.04-10 0-0-140 0.0-1,10 
Entering temp, C 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 'i (). () 
Leaving temp, C 33.3 33.4 33.6 33.9 34.2 3 1.6 : 3(.. () 
Flow, I/s 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 
Condenser tube 
velocity, m/s 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2- 2. .50 
Pressure drop, kPa 70.43 70.42 70-39 70.3 7 70.31 70.29 -10.07 

Generator 
ARI 560 FF 0.04403 
Entering temp, C 90.0 91.0 93.0 95.0 97.0 100.0 1]"). 0 

Leaving temp, C 85.8 86.6 88.3 90.0 91.7 94.2 106-: 3 

Flow, I/s 13.9 13.9 13.9 13.9 13.9 13.9 13.9 

Generator tube 
velocity, M/s 2.42 2.42 2.42 2.42 2.42 2.42 2.42 

Pressure drop, kPa 42.61 42.55 42.45 42.42 42.25 42-11 

Total electric power, kW 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 1. s), 

Heat Energy input, kW 244 255.6 273.0 290 307.9 337 0 

COP 0 0.687 0.69 0-710 

Table E. I: Absorption chiller's performance for varying hot-water inlet tempera- 

tures at the site 
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Unit size 16JB012 16JB012 16JB012 16JB012 
Evaporator pass 2 2 1) 9 
Generator pass 2 2 2 
Volts (50 Hertz) 400 400 400 400 

Cooling, kW 266.9 231.1 196.8 164.0 
Evaporator Fluid FW FW FNN' FNN' 
Entering Temp, C 11 11 11 11 
Leaving temp, C 6 6 6 6 
Flow, litres/s 12.7 11.0 9.4 7.8 
Evaporator tube velocity, m/s 1.53 1.33 1.13 0.94 
Pressure drop, kPa 24.75 19.12 14-34 10.37 

Condenser Fluid FW FW FW FW 
ARI 560 FF 0.0440 0.0440 0.0440 0.0440 
Entering temp, C 26.0 28.0 30.0 : 32.0 
Leaving temp, C 31.1 32.5 33.9 35.4 
Flow, litres/s 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 
Condenser tube velocity, m/s 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
Pressure drop, kPa 71.35 70-80 70.37 69.94 

Generator 
ARI 560 FF 0.04403 0.04403 0.04403 0.04403 
Entering temp, C 95.0 95.0 95.0 . ), ). 0 
Leaving temp, C 88.7 89.3 90.0 90.6 
Flow, litres/s 13.9 13.9 13.9 13.9 
Generator tube velocity, m/s 2.42 2.42 2.42 2.42 
Pressure drop, kPa 42.40 42-37 42.42 42-34 

Total electric power, kW 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 

Cooling Capacity, kW 265.5 229.9 196.5 163 
Heat Energy input, kW 366 

- 
331 
- 

290 2,55.6 

COP 
_-- 

TO 
. T3 0.70 0.68 0.64 

Table E. 2: Absorption chiller's performances for varying cooling-water inlet tclll- 

peratures at the site 
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Model Number (TSA. **) LC-03 
Refrigeration Capacity USRT 50 

Temperature 0C 13 to 1,,, ' 
Chilled Water flow rate m-, 'Ih 30.2 
Water Pressure drop M. W. C. 2.7 
System Connection Diameter - inch 2.5 

Temperature 0cf 29.4 to V). 4 
Cooling Water flow rate -M--3-/ -h 60-, S' 
Water Pressure drop M. W. C. 6.8 
System Connection Diameter inch 3 

Temperature 0C 90 to 
Low temp. Water flow rate rn3/h 42.6 
Hot Water Pressure drop M. W. C. 1. slý 
System Connection Diameter inch 2.5 

Hot Water Three Pressure Drop M. W. C 5.0 
Way Valve Connection Diameter inch 2. -7) 

Overall Length (L) Mm 2590 
Dimensions Width (W) m in 1125 

Height (H) Mm 1 11-11 11ý () 
Operating Weight ton 3.1 

Weight Shipping Weight ton 2.7 
Shipping Method Onesection 

Space for tube removal mm 2000 

Table E. 3: Hot-Water fired Absorption chiller specifications [2 7]. 

MODEL - 16JB012 
Cooling Capacity, (kW) 429 
Chilled Water 
Flow rate, (L/s) 18.5 
Pressure drop, (kPa) 47.9 
Cooling Water 
Flow rate, (L/s) 27.7 
Pressure drop, (kPa) 60.5 
Steam, kg/hr. kW 2.30 
kg/hr 988 

Table EA: Carrier absorption chiller specifications. 
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Appendix F 

Integrated CHP and 
absorption- chiller. 
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Figure F. I: Photograph of the CHP unit, as installed at the site. 

Figure F. 2: Photograph of the CHP unit, as installed at the sitc. 
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